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Silicon Regeneration-Type
Multi-Microelectrodes for Electrophysiology in

the Eighth Cranial Nerve

by

Charles C. Della Santina

Abstract

This dissertation describes the development and application of multi

microelectrodes for chronic multi-channel extracellular recording from multiple fibers in

the eighth cranial nerve of the American bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana). The method

employs an implantable silicon device through which an array of holes is etched; beside a

subset of the holes lie gold or platinized microelectrodes, which are connected by insulated

metal traces to wire leads accessible to external amplifiers. The device is implanted

between the ends of a surgically transected eighth nerve. Regenerating fibers grow

through the holes en route to the brainstem, ultimately fixing themselves in close proximity

to the microelectrodes.

Using this approach, multiple single-unit spike trains were simultaneously recorded

from regenerated eighth nerve fibers at up to 21 weeks after implantation. Some units

responded to sound stimuli, with tuning characteristics typical of fibers innervating the

amphibian and basilar papillae; units of vestibular origin were also recorded. Using

tuning characteristics as identifiers, single units have been tracked for over nine hours

despite animal motion sufficient to confound single-unit recording with glass micropipette

electrodes. Histological examination confirmed that regenerating eighth nerve fibers
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grew through via holes in the implants from which single-unit activity was recorded.

Repeated recordings of single-unit amphibian papillar responses from an implant in sessions

nine weeks apart demonstrated the chronic recording potential of this technique. However,

comparison of firing characteristics showed that different populations of fibers were

recorded in each session, indicating that regeneration-type electrodes may not provide the

stability required to hold a constant population of single units indefinitely.

While regeneration-type devices have been employed successfully in peripheral

nerves, this constitutes their first successful application to recording from the eighth

nerve. The potential of these devices to maintain a long-term, motion-insensitive, multi

electrode, neuroelectronic interface offers a new opportunity for multicellular studies of

auditory, vestibular and seismic signal processing in the vertebrate inner ear. Conversely,

detailed knowledge of the physiology and functional topology of the eighth nerve makes
it a useful setting for characterization of the devices.

Approved: 22, % 2&erº
Edwin R. Lewis
Committee Chairman

-
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1 Introduction

1.1. Overview

This dissertation describes the development and application of a silicon multi

microelectrode technology for long-term, selective, extracellular recording from multiple

fibers in the eighth cranial nerve of the American bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana). The

method employs an implantable silicon device through which an array of via holes is

etched; beside a subset of the via holes lie gold or platinized microelectrodes, which are

connected by insulated metal traces to wire leads accessible by external amplifiers (Figure

1.1). The device is implanted permanently between the ends of a surgically transected

eighth nerve. Regenerating fibers then grow through the via holes en route to the

brainstem, ultimately fixing themselves in close proximity to the microelectrodes. The

intended result is a mechanically stable (and therefore electrically stable) multi

microelectrode interface to many nodes of Ranvier within a cross section of a nerve.

This introductory chapter begins with a description of the neurophysiological

context and motivation of this work, including a brief review of the existing state of the

art in electrophysiological study of the vertebrate inner ear and a review of the rationale

behind the choice of the animal model chosen for this work. This is followed by a brief

review of the history of microelectrode technology developments that ultimately led to

the present work. The introduction closes with a summary description of the chapters to

follow.
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REGENERATING
VIIIth N.AXONS

Ž EIGHTH NERVE
(transected proximal

& to otic capsule)
TO BRAINSTEM

FIGURE 1.1
Conceptual illustration of regeneration-type multi-microelectrode as applied to recording multiple single
or few-unit spike trains from the anuran eighth nerve. See text for details. This diagram shows both
external amplifiers (as used in the present work) and on-chip circuitry for amplification and/or multiplexing,
which the present process is designed to accommodate.

1.2 The Vertebrate Inner Ear

The vertebrate inner ear is a multi-input, multi-output, time-varying dynamic

system specialized for encoding acoustic and positional sensations into signals that the

central nervous system can interpret. Its inputs include air-borne sound, water-borne

*ound, lineal and rotational head acceleration and (in some species) ground-borne vibration.
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Its outputs are the trains of action potentials that travel along the fibers of the eighth

cranial nerve to the central nervous system. Despite great progress toward understanding

the biophysical mechanisms by which the inner ear transduces sensory input into neural

output, a complete understanding remains elusive. Thus, a major goal in auditory and

vestibular physiology is further elucidation of the transduction and signal processing

mechanisms at work in the ear; with this may come improved understanding not only of

hearing and vestibular sense, but of the signal processing methods employed throughout

the central nervous system.

The work described here was performed on the inner ear and eighth nerve of the

American bullfrog, Rana catesbeiana. The bullfrog inner ear is a well-characterized and

convenient animal model for electrophysiological study of vertebrate hearing, vestibular

and seismic sense [Koyama et al. 1982; Lewis 1981; Ronken 1990; Yu et al. 1991;

Baird and Lewis 1986; Lewis et al. 1982; Capranica 1976; Myers and Lewis 1990;

Honrubia et al. 1989]. (For an exceptionally thorough review, see [Lewis et al. 1985].)

While the frog inner ear does not have a cochlea like that in mammals, it does include

two sensors of air-borne sound (the amphibian papilla and basilar papilla), two sensors of

linear acceleration/gravity (the utricle and lagena), three rotational sensors (the three

semi-circular canal cristae), and a sensory surface responsive to both seismic vibration

and air-borne sound (the saccule)'. The extensive body of research on the inner ear and

eighth nerve of R. catesbeiana has confirmed that every known vertebrate inner ear sense

is represented in this species, with sufficient complexity to serve as a test-bed for broadly

applicable biophysical models of the biophysical bases of hearing and vestibular sense

[Lewis et al. 1985].

"The amphibian papilla and saccule are actually both responsive to acoustic stimulation, whether
air-borne (sound) or substrate-borne (seismic) [Yuet al., 1991; Lewis and Narins, 1985].

- _m-
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Another attractive feature of bullfrogs as subjects for study of hearing biophysics

is that there is an interpretable correspondence between audition, vocalization and

observable behavior of anurans, making them especially appropriate for neuroethological

study. Frogs communicate and attract mates using a diverse array of species-specific

vocalizations, and the consequent importance of acoustic communication in mate-selection

and reproductive fitness apparently led each species to customize (through evolution) its

inner ear to hear the spectral bands in which potential mates (and competing suitors) call

[Keddy-Hector et al. 1992; Lewis et al. 1992; Megela-Simmons 1984; Wilczynski et al.

1992; Narins and Capranica 1980]. Thus, as is the case with the mustache bat [Fuzessery

and Pollak 1984; Wenstrup et al. 1985] and barn owl [Brainard et al. 1992; Knudsen et

al. 1991; Carr and Konishi 1990], at least some of the complex sounds that are meaningful

and useful to the bullfrog are well known, and the inner ear biophysics and auditory

neural signal processing are spectrally and temporally tuned to these sounds [Narins and

Capranica 1980; Michelsen et al. 1986; Mudry and Capranica 1987abl. The correspondence

can provide teleological clues to the neural encoding schemes detected in the auditory

nervous system. Such correspondence is less apparent in most of the mammals employed

in hearing research (e.g., gerbils, cats, and monkeys).

1.3 Approaches to Studying the Inner Ear
As in all other vertebrates, it is difficult to study the frog inner ear directly in vivo.

Surgically opening the bone capsule around the inner ear invariably compromises inner

ear function. Therefore, research has concentrated instead on studying the inner ear

through its input-output characteristics, treating the inner ear as a "black box;" precisely

controlled sounds or accelerations are presented as inputs while the action potentials on
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fibers in the eighth nerve are recorded as outputs. This approach transforms the study of

inner ear biophysics into a difficult but tractable problem in systems identification, to

which a broad array of analytical methods borrowed from systems and circuit theory can

be applied. This sort of black-box study of intact ear physiology inferred from eighth

nerve responses to controlled acoustic input has been the mainstay of auditory (and

vestibular) physiology for decades [Yu et al. 1991; Frishkopf and Geisler 1966; de Boer

and Kuyper 1968], (reviewed in [Lewis et al. 1985]), and recent research has applied

methods of increasing sophistication to this basic scheme Ivan Dijk et al. 1994; Eggermont

1993].

Despite its successes, the black-box approach has been hampered by the fact that

the technology used to record eighth nerve fiber activity — intracellular single-unit

recording with saline-filled glass micropipettes — constrains one to record from only a

single eighth nerve fiber at a time, for relatively brief periods (typically less than one half

hour), in an anesthetized and immobile animal. Even in such an animal, the fragility of

micropipettes and the small size of eighth nerve axons makes long-term recording from a

given fiber difficult and unreliable; recording from awake and mobile animals (as might

be desired in neuroethological studies) is impossible using micropipettes. More importantly,

simultaneously and selectively recording the activity of multiple eighth nerve fibers is

impossible with a single micropipette electrode. Correlations between the action potential

trains on different fibers in the eighth nerve — likely an important component of the

neural encoding of stimuli— are hidden from the researcher constrained to observe only

a single fiber at a time.”

*These constraints of single-unit electrophysiology are not unique to the eighth nerve. Cortical
electrophysiologists have likened their job to probing a supercomputer one transistor at a time, trying to
decipher what program it is running—and why.

_\
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To overcome these constraints, a new approach to recording eighth nerve activity

is needed. The ideal eighth nerve recording technique would allow simultaneous, selective

chronic recording of many single-unit spike trains in an awake and mobile animal. Such

a technique would (1) permit study of correlations between activity on individual fibers

(both during stimulation and under spontaneous firing conditions, in which there is no

stimulus to use as a reference); (2) allow repeated experiments on inner ear function

during long-term exposure to experimental manipulations (e.g., electrical stimulation of

brainstem centers, drug administration or ambient sound level modification); (3) facilitate

study of fibers with very low spike rates [Honrubia et al. 1989; Myers and Lewis 1991]:

(4) permit electrophysiological study without the confounding effects of anesthesia and

supine orientation [Muller 1976; Hermes et al. 1981; Epping and Eggermont 1985;

Dodd and Capranica 1992); and (5) allow gross movement of the animal during recording,

either as part of a neuroethological paradigm [Michelsen et al. 1986] or in circumstances

that do not permit isolation from vibration/acceleration [Gualtierotti and Alltucker 1967].

Several approaches to getting around the constraints of single-unit recording with

glass micropipettes have been attempted. One method has been to use multibarreled

glass pipettes or tungsten/glass combinations pulled with a modified electrode puller

[Cobbold 1974]. These have met with success in some applications [Saburi et al. 1992;

Li et al. 1990); however, they are still limited to only a few electrodes, the dimensions

and separation of the electrodes are uncontrollable, and the electrodes are still easily

broken (limiting application to acute studies in immobilized, anesthetized animals). Seaman

employed coarse metal and/or carbon electrodes implanted in the cranium to record

auditory-evoked potentials, but this whole-nerve recording method is incapable of

selectively monitoring each of many axons within the nerve [Seaman 1991]. As part of a
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NASA space program study of micro-gravity effects on vestibular function, Gualtierotti

et al. made single "floating" electrodes from sharpened tungsten wires, implanted them in

the eighth nerves of bullfrogs, and recorded single-unit action potentials from vestibular

afferent fibers for over two days during variations of linear acceleration between zero and

2.5 g. To achieve this stability, Gualtierotti et al. matched the overall density of the

electrode to that of the tissue to prevent differential movement during acceleration; they

also paralyzed the animal (by cutting the brachial plexus, lumbar plexus and ninth cranial

nerve) to prevent voluntary movements that might displace the electrode. The resulting

recording stability was impressive (one unit was held for six days in one animal), although

the work was limited to a single electrode per nerve in a paralyzed animal.

Each of these approaches suffers from one or more drawbacks that preclude its

use for chronic selective recording of multiple single units in the eighth nerve of an

awake and mobile animal. The primary goal of the work presented in this dissertation

was to develop a method with the potential to overcome all of these drawbacks. This was

achieved by adapting a technology from a line of research with similar goals and constraints.

1.4 Regeneration-Type Multi-Microelectrodes
An ideal multielectrode for recording from the eighth nerve would permit chronic,

selective, simultaneous recording of single-unit action potential trains from many fibers

with high signal-to-noise ratio and well-specified electrode positions which are insensitive

to animal movement'. Many of these same requirements confront researchers attempting

to develop neuro-electronic interfaces for neurally-controlled limb prostheses and functional

electrical stimulation [Loeb et al. 1977; Hoffer and Loeb 1980; Edell 1986; Kovacs

An ideal recording system would be non-invasive, as well. However, there is as yet no non-invasive
technology capable of recording single-unit action potentials from axons in vivo.
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1990; Lefurge et al. 1991; Naples et al. 1990). One promising technology developed in

response to these constraints is the micromachined regeneration-type multi-microelectrode

[Edell 1986; Kovacs et al. 1992; Kovacs et al. 1994].

The concept of regeneration-type multi-microelectrodes dates back at least 30

years to a proposal by W. B. Marks [Marks, 1965]. The idea was also pursued by A. F.

Marks, who in 1969 demonstrated that axons in the proximal stump of transected frog

sciatic and optic nerves could regenerate through arrays of 25 pum diameter gold-lined

holes drilled in piece of Teflon" implanted against the point of nerve section [Marks

1969].

Four years later, Mannard, Stein and Charles [Mannard et al. 1974] reported the

construction and demonstration of a regeneration type multi-electrode capable of recording

signals from single motor and sensory fibers in the sciatic nerve of unrestrained amphibians

(Xenopus laevis). The implants were fabricated by drilling 100 pum diameter holes through

Teflon"-coated silver wires embedded inflattened epoxy slabs (Figure 1.2). The approach

was remarkably successful. Afferent fiber action potentials of peak height up to 220 plv

peak-peak (over a noise floor of ~20 p.W peak-peak) in response to stretch of the

gastrocnemius muscle of anesthetized animals. In animals allowed to recover from

anesthesia, bursts of electrical activity apparently from single motor fibers were recorded

as the animals made swimming and kicking movements. (Published signals from the

mobile animals were 100 H.V peak-peak over a noise floor of ~10 uV peak-peak). This

work convincingly demonstrated the capability of regeneration-type multi-microelectrodes

to simultaneously record multiple single-unit extracellular potentials despite significant

movement of the implanted animal. In addition, the authors used the implanted

multielectrodes to stimulate muscle twitches in the gastrocnemius, raising the possibility

º
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FIGURE 1.2
Left: Surgical implantation of a “regeneration electrode unit” into peripheral mammalian nerve, as
described by Mannard et al.; devices were made by drilling 100 pum holes through the tips of insulated
silver wires embedded in an epoxy disk. Right: Action potentials recorded by Mannard et al. from the
sciatic nerve of a frog during (a and b) brief muscle stretch in an anesthetized animal, (c) swimming
movements in a waking animal, and (d) an evoked muscle twitch. (From [Mannard et al., 1974], with
permission. ©AAAS)

that such devices could also be used to impart spatially controlled patterns of stimulation

on to the fibers in the implanted nerve.

At about the same time, Llinás, Nicholson and Johnson [Llinás et al. 1973] described

a detailed conceptual design for a regeneration-type multi-electrode made of silicon and

capable of including active integrated circuitry (Figure 1.3). In considering their choice

of materials and methods, they reasoned that a major potential benefit of the regeneration

electrode approach – simultaneously and selectively interfacing with a large number of

*ons in the implanted nerve — would be unrealizable without some form of multiplexing

* reduce the number of signal leads between the device and extracorporeal recording
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FIGURE 1.3
Schematic illustrations of the regeneration-type multi-electrode envisioned by Llinás et al. Bottom Left:
Detail of the microelectrode site structure and associated active-circuit buffer and switching circuitry.
Bottom Right: Conceptual system design for capture and display of multiplexed, buffered signals from
an actively-scanned multi-microelectrode array. (From [Llinás et al., 1973), courtesy of Charles C.
Thomas. Publisher. Springfield. Illinois.)

amplifiers. Without this, the bulk of the wire bundle attached to the device would limit

the number of electrode channels (and hence, the number of independently monitored

-
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axons). Moreover, they posited, amplification and buffering circuits on the implant itself

would reduce cross talk and noise pickup in the connection wires, greatly increasing the

system signal-to-noise ratio. Perhaps influenced by the work of Wise, Angell and Starr

(who in 1970 reported the first photolithographically fabricated probes for recording from

cortical tissue [Wise et al. 1970]), they proposed that a multi-electrode made of silicon

(with holes for axons regeneration drilled using a laser) could include actively-powered

integrated circuits for buffering and multiplexing to solve these problems and yield the

added benefit of precise dimensional control of electrode size and positioning. They

went on to provide a conceptual layout of the circuitry involved, although they did not

fabricate the proposed devices.

In 1975, Loeb, Marks and Beatty described the design and fabrication of "tubular

electrode arrays," which they made by stacking several photolithographically etched parts

to yield a three-dimensional array of tubes through which regenerating fibers might grow

(Figure 1.4) [Loeb et al. 1977]. Despite the sophistication of the designs and resulting

devices, attempts to implant and record from the devices in mammalian peripheral nerves

were foiled by difficulties with immobilizing the device with respect to the regenerating

nerve.

In the first reported attempt to incorporate active circuitry for amplification on a

regeneration-type electrode [Matsuo et al. 1978], Matsuo, Yamaguchi and Esashi fabricated

a silicon device which included 200 um-diameter via holes for axon regeneration (etched

through the wafer using pyrocatechol), each encircled by an unusual, vertical MOSFET

(metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors) with a gate comprising the walls of

the via hole tunnel, source region at the via hole opening on one surface of the device,

*d a drain region on the opposite surface (Figure 1.5). Each device included a 2 mm x

_
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FIGURE 1.4
Three-layered tubular electrode array fabricated by Loeb et al. The device was formed by stacking three
arrays of 12 electrodes each, the result being a needle-like device designed to puncture a peripheral nerve
and then capture regenerating axons within the tubes. (From [Loeb et al., 1977), with permission.)

MOSFET-lined
VIA HOLE

VAHOLE 200 amaCROSS 600 nm SiO2
(drawing not to scale)

FIGURE 1.5
Left: Illustration of regeneration-type electrode with on-chip amplification created by Matsuo et al. Each
of twelve 200 um x 200 um via holes is lined by the annular gate of an annular, vertically-oriented
MOSFET whose source is connected to a bond pad. Additional bond pads contacted the substrate and
common drain. Right: Detail of via hole/MOSFET structure, showing source, drain, and a channel whose
conductance could be modulated by volume potentials created at the gate by action currents from axons
regenerated through the hole. (Redrawn after [Matsuo et al., 1978].)
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2 mm array of twelve such MOSFETs encircled with metal bond pads for wiring to

external circuitry, all on a device roughly 6 mm in diameter and 200 um thick. Despite

the impressive complexity of these devices, they were unable to record neural signals,

apparently due to high thermal noise levels in the transistors [Hoshimiya 1988].

Recent investigators have converged on use of silicon substrates and micromachining

technology to fabricate microelectrode arrays. Edell recorded intraneural compound and

single action potentials from rabbit tibial nerves using photolithographically fabricated

gold microelectrode arrays on 3110--orientation silicon substrates through which 0.1 mm

X 1.0 mm slots were etched (Figure 1.6) [Edell 1986; Edell 1980]. (Hydroxide etchants

like the KOH used by Edell preferentially etch silicon in the K110> crystal direction, an

anisotropic effect widely used in micromachining of silicon devices [Petersen 1982].) A

potential limitation of this approach is the fact that “110> silicon, while conveniently

oriented for etching deep slots, is non-standard in the integrated circuit fabrication industry.

Thus, although integration of circuitry on 31102 silicon devices is possible, this would

require highly customized (and therefore expensive and time-consuming) fabrication

processes.

Kovacs et al. [Kovacs 1990; Kovacs et al. 1992] developed the fabrication sequence

upon which the methods employed in the present work are based. They reported recordings

of single-unit action potentials from rat peroneal nerves over one year after surgical

implantation, using square arrays of via holes and microelectrodes fabricated on industry

standard -100>-orientation silicon (Figure 1.7). In their process, plasma etching was

used to form 40-100 pum deep pits in a silicon wafer which was then mechanically lapped

from the back side to open the pits and form via holes for nerve regeneration. By

employing <100> silicon wafers and only low-temperature processing, the Kovacs group
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FIGURE 1.6

Top: Scanning electron micrograph
of a regeneration-type “neural
interface” multielectrode made by
Edell using <110>-silicon etched with
KOH. The silicon bars between 200
pum wide slots are 25 pum wide and
about 140 pum deep. Note the metal
microelectrode sites and interconnect
traces leading to them. Left: Action
potentials recorded from rabbit sciatic

Waveforms from a freely moving animal implanted ten weeks ear
lier demonstrating various patterns of activity. Waveform a shows spike
trains on 5 and 4. Waveform C shows doublets on channel 4 during a
burst of activity. Scales: Vertical = 500 uv. Horizontal: A = 1 sºdiv, B
= 1 s/div, C = 50ms/div, D = 200 ms/div.

nerve using a device like that at top.
(Top: courtesy of David Edell. Left:
from [Edell, 1986], with permission.
© 1986 IEEE)

maintained compatibility of their fabrication sequence with existence of integrated

circuitry on the starting wafers; this should allow for eventual production of implantable

electrodes with active circuits for buffering, amplification and multiplexing of recorded

electrode potentials.
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FIGURE 1.7
Left: Scanning electron micrograph of regeneration-type multi-microelectrode array developed by Kovacs
et al., beside a 10-0 microsurgical suture needle. Right: Single-unit action potentials recorded from
regenerated rat peroneal nerve at 377 days post-implantation, using a device like that at left. (From
[Kovacs, 1990], courtesy of G.T.A. Kovacs).

The review above indicates that K100>-silicon regeneration-type multi

microelectrode technology is a good candidate for achieving long-term recording of

multiple single-units in frog eighth nerve. The approach has already been successfully

applied in mammalian peripheral nerves, and should therefore work well in the anuran

eighth nerve, which is known to regenerate (see below). Many microelectrodes can be

included on a single implanted device which in turn can be immobilized with respect to

the nerve. Because these devices are made on silicon, there is also potential for incorporating

amplifiers and multiplexing circuitry on the electrode substrate itself (which would increase

signal levels, decrease noise pickup and cross talk between leads, and allow simultaneous

recording from many discrete electrodes on a single implanted multi-electrode with only

:
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three to five connecting wires'). Further benefits should include high precision in

electrode size and spacing, relatively low cost, reproducible batch fabrication, and ability

to make use of future materials science and fabrication technology developments supported

by the semiconductor fabrication industry.

Attracted by these same potential advantages, Akin et al. have recently pursued a

similar course toward making regeneration-type multi-electrodes for use in rat

glossopharyngeal nerve [Akin and Najafi 1991]. Their process is based on the use of

selective, deep boron diffusions into a silicon substrate which define the shapes of the

devices (including membranes, holes and integrated "microcables" for connection to

extracorporeal electronics) by serving as an etch-stop in an ethylene-diamine-pyrocatechol

wet etch. (This process is essentially identical to the that used by Wise et al. to fabricate

needle-like microelectrode probes for use in the cortex [Wise et al. 1970; Najafi et al.

1985; Najafi et al. 1990]). Devices constructed this way were implanted in regenerating

rat glossopharyngeal nerve, but as yet no successful neural recordings from the devices

been reported [Bradley et al. 1992].

1.5 Functional Regeneration of
the Anuran Eighth Cranial Nerve

For application of regeneration-type electrodes to recording from the anuran eighth

cranial nerve to be successful, the nerve must regenerate morphologically and functionally

normal fibers that restore normal hearing and vestibular sense. A solid base of existing

literature indicates that this is the case.

"With simple sampling at a moderately fast clock rate (e.g. 500 kHz) and analog multiplexing
without on-chip data-reduction, potentials from each of 50 on-chip electrodes could be sampled at 10 kHz
each. With on-chip data reduction (e.g., thresholding, sub-scanning of the electrode array) or higher clock
rates, even more electrodes could be accomodated. For a fixed total area, eventual overlapping of electrode
spheres of influence would ultimately limit the utility of electrodes beyond some number (see Chapter 8).
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It has long been known that the optic nerve of amphibians can regenerate to

restore vision after complete transection [Sperry, 1945a]. By analogy, eighth cranial

nerves transected proximal to the ganglion might be expected to regenerate to restore

hearing and vestibular function in amphibians. An early preliminary study by Sperry

suggested this is true [Sperry, 1945b). He demonstrated histologically that after a month

or more of post-operative regeneration, fibers of the severed eighth nerve in tree frogs

(Hyla squirella) re-entered the brainstem. Using simple observational tests (e.g., noting

an arousal response to sudden sounds in bilaterally regenerated frogs), he qualitatively

demonstrated a concomitant return of hearing, although he did not provide

electrophysiological evidence of nerve function.

In a series of more recent papers focussed on the auditory system, Zakon and

Capranica provided convincing evidence that the frog eighth nerve not only regenerates

morphologically normal connections with the central nervous system, but that these

connections and the hearing sense they engender are functionally normal, as well [Zakon

and Capranica, 1981ab; Zakon, 1983]. In the morphological component of their work,

Zakon and Capranica used horseradish peroxidase to trace regenerated fibers into the

brainstem, where they found regenerated fibers supplying all the brainstem nuclei that

normally receive direct eighth nerve innervation. They also noted that although the

regenerated axons were less straight than normal axons and were enmeshed in a matrix of

highly vascularized reactive connective tissue, they tended to segregate by size as in the

normal nerve [Dunn, 1978], suggesting that the cross sectional topography of the nerve

may be maintained as fibers regrow [Zakon and Capranica, 1981a).

To complement these morphological results with measures of physiological

function, Zakon and Capranica measured tuning curves, latencies and thresholds for
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FIGURE 1.8
The recording experiment employed by Zakon and Capranica to demonstrate restoration of functionally
normal tuning to auditory stimuli following unilateral eighth nerve transection and regeneration in adult
leopard frogs (Rana pipiens). (A) Diagram of a cross section of the brain showing auditory nuclei and
pathways, as well as recording sites. DMN, dorsal medullary nucleus. SO, superior olivary nucleus. (B)
Inhibitory interactions for a binaurally-tuned, E-I-type SO cell in a frog with a regenerated eighth nerve.
The cell was best excited by 600 Hz stimuli to the contralateral ear, with a threshold of 29 dB SPL. A 600
Hz tone was presented to the contralateral ear at 39 dB SPL, and tones from 300 Hz to 1 kHz were
presented to the ipsilateral ear at 44 dB SPL, 49 dB SPL, 54 dB SPL, 59 dB SPL. The dashed line at top
shows the baseline spike rate elicited by the contralateral ear stimulation alone. At each ipsilateral stimulus
level, the maximum inhibition occurred at 600 Hz, with the breadth of inhibition increasing for greater
stimulus levels. (C) Binaural threshold tuning curves for two E-I cells in the SO of a frog with a
regenerated eighth nerve. The contralateral ear (via the regenerated nerve) was excitatory in both cases, e
= excitatory tuning curve for stimulus to contralateral ear, i = inhibitory tuning curve for stimulus to
ipsilateral ear. (D) Plot for E-I binaural SO cells showing the close agreement between best excitatory and
inhibitory frequencies for contra- and ipsilateral stimulation, respectively, in adult frogs with unilaterally
transected/regenerated eighth nerves. (From [Zakon and Capranica. 1981b) with permission. ©1981 AAAS)
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regenerated eighth nerve fiber responses to sound stimuli and found them insignificantly

different from normal eighth nerve characteristics (Figure 1.8). They then employed an

elegant approach to electrophysiologically establishing the return of normal hearing, by

measuring binaural tuning characteristics of neurons in the superior olivary nucleus (SON)

both before and after unilateral eighth nerve transection [Zakon and Capranica, 1981b).

The SON is a brainstem center of auditory signal processing in which each cell receives

afferent connections from both ears. Normally, the spectral tuning characteristics of a

single SON cell are the same for sound presented to either ear (with the non-stimulus

ear insulated from the sound). Zakon and Capranica found that by eight weeks after

unilateral eighth nerve transection, binaural tuning curves for SON cells were as narrow

(i.e., spectrally selective) as before the surgery and once again had matching best frequencies.

In a subsequent paper on the timecourse of regeneration, Zakon reported that severed

nerves in animals tested weekly reformed functional synapses with brainstem auditory

centers by six weeks post-operatively [Zakon, 1983]. The distribution of best frequency

and inner ear source (i.e., amphibian or basilar papilla) was the same for regenerated

fibers as for normal eighth nerve, although the total number of fibers was lower and the

contributions from each ear to a given SON cell were initially different in best frequency.

Over the subsequent six weeks, binaural SON tuning curves normalized; most SON cells

had matched binaural input by eight weeks post-operatively and nearly all did by twelve

weeks".

Complementing the above work on regeneration of the auditory component of the

*Binaurally tuned SON cells may either excited by both ears (E-E) or excited by one ear and
inhibited by the other (E-I). In either case, tuning curves denoting the stimulus levels required for
detectable response at each stimulus frequency (whether excitatory or inhibitory) can be measured for
stimulation at each ear. Whether an SON cell is E-E or E-I, its two tuning curves will be similar in shape
and essentially identical in best frequency, (the stimulus frequency for which the stimulus level required to
elicit a response is lowest).
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frog eighth nerve, a series of morphological studies by Newman et al. showed that

vestibular axons in Rana catesbeiana regenerate and reform a normal distribution of

synaptic connections with all brainstem nuclei that normally receive vestibular primary

afferents [Newman et al., 1986; Newman et al., 1987; Newman et al., 1989; Newman and

Honrubia, 1992]. They also confirmed the tendency of regenerated eighth nerves to

maintain the spatial cross-sectional relationship of fiber bundles from the different inner

ear endorgans, while noting a greater than usual intermixing of small- and large diameter

fibers (possibly due to differential rates of fiber regrowth and myelination) and fiber

courses that were more tortuous than normal.

Newman et al. did not attempt to record from the regenerated nerves or their

brainstem targets, so there is as yet no published electrophysiological evidence of

functionally normal vestibular afferent regeneration like that available for auditory fibers.

However, restoration of functional vestibular connections is implied by the fact that frogs

with transected eighth nerves show a reduction and eventual disappearance of vestibular

deficit symptoms (e.g., head tilt and contralateral limb extension) on about the same

timecourse as noted for regeneration of vestibular fibers to brainstem targets [Newman et

al., 1987; Della Santina, 1993; Robbins, 1967].

1.5.1 Efferent Fibers in the Eighth Nerve

In addition to afferent axons from somata in the otic ganglion, the anuran eighth

nerve normally contains a small number of small-diameter, efferent fibers [Dunn, 1978;

Robbins, 1967]. In contrast with the efferent fibers in mammalian cochlear nerve, to

“Throughout the twelve-week post-operative observation time, a minority of SON cells (about
10%) exhibited dual-peaked, W-shaped tuning curves for single-ear stimulation, indicating that some
aberrant convergence of amphibian and basilar papilla fibers occured. However, they noted 6% of SON
cells in normal r. pipiens also show W-shaped tuning curves [Feng, 1986].
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which important aspects of basilar membrane tuning have been ascribed, the efferents in

amphibian eighth nerve may serve only autonomic function (e.g., innervation of blood

vessels) in the auditory sensors of the frog inner ear [Dunn, 1978]. There are about 10 to

15 efferent fibers to the amphibian papilla, and no efferent fibers to the basilar papilla at

all [Robbins, 1967]. Although Zakon and Capranica did not specifically investigate the

status of efferent fibers in their regeneration preparations, their finding of a normal

distribution of functionally normal amphibian papillar afferents provides fairly strong

evidence that efferents either reform appropriate distal connections in the amphibian

papilla or are not required for normal tuning in that structure. The efferent innervation of

vestibular organs is more important for proper function of those sensors [Valli et al.,

1986; Bricout-Berthout and Caston, 1982]; however, behavioral evidence of normal

vestibular function returning after bilateral eighth nerve section implies that these fibers

are either restored or functionally expendable [Sperry, 1945b).

1.6 Assessment

Taken together, existing physiology literature strongly supports the expectation

that amphibian eighth cranial nerve fibers transected proximal to the ganglion regenerate

and reform functionally normal connections with brainstem targets and exhibit the responses

typical of primary afferents from a normal inner ear. As long as regeneration-type

electrodes do not prevent this process, they should be an appropriate technology for

chronic, selective, simultaneous recording of multiple afferent axons from the frog inner

€ar.
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1.7 Summary of Dissertation

The remainder of this report describes the development, testing and evaluation of

a micromachined silicon regeneration-type multi-microelectrode for long-term recording

of multiple single units in the bullfrog eighth nerve. Chapter 2 describes a brief preliminary

study that confirmed the regeneration and viability of the surgically severed eighth nerve

in the large bullfrogs chosen to simplify implant surgery. Chapter 3 details the design

and Chapter 4 the fabrication of the silicon devices. Chapter 5 describes the procedures

used to assemble and package the devices for implantation. Chapter 6 describes methods

and results for in vitro testing of electrode impedance characteristics prior to implantation.

Chapter 7 describes the electrophysiological and histological results obtained using the

devices in vivo.

The results of Chapter 7 demonstrate the ability of the technology to record from

multiple single-unit spike trains in the eighth nerve; however, fewer units were detected

per electrode than had been initially expected. This finding indicated a need to measure

the spatial distribution of detectable units (i.e., nodes of Ranvier close enough to electrodes

to give detectable signals) in the eighth nerve in anticipation of future revisions of the

electrode design. Chapter 8 presents data from direct histological and electrophysiological

measurements of this distribution. Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the findings of the

previous chapters and, drawing from these, presents a proposal for future development of

improved devices for multi-unit recording in both acute and chronic preparations.
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2 Preliminary Studies

2.1 Introduction

In preparation for design, fabrication and application of regeneration-type electrodes

for eighth nerve recording, a brief preliminary study was undertaken to examine relevant

anatomy, test surgical approaches for implantation, and confirm the ability of adult bullfrogs

to regenerate physiologically functional eighth nerve axons after nerve transection. Based

on the findings of this preliminary work, a regeneration-type multielectrode was designed

in concert with the fabrication process described in Chapter 4.

2.2 Surgical Anatomy of the Bullfrog Eighth Nerve
Although the surgical procedure used to implant the devices derived from a common

approach for single-unit acute recording in the eighth nerve (e.g., see [Yu et al., 1991]),

modifications were required to implant a multi-microelectrode and still achieve long

post-operative survival times. These in turn required a map of the gross anatomical

constraints of the implant site. To develop such a map and to refine surgical technique

for implantation, sham operations and follow-up dissections were performed on eight

male bullfrogs ranging in size from 250 to 400 g (-4. to ~6” snout-to-vent length).

Due to space constraints in the smaller animals, larger animals were ultimately

found to be more appropriate for device implantation. Fairly wide animal-to-animal

Variability was noted in the locations and sizes of vessels, bony structures and other
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landmarks (especially for larger animals); therefore, this section describes the gross surgical

anatomy in terms of a “typical” adult male bullfrog weighing 300 g to 400 g and 5" to 6"

in snout-to-vent length.

FIGURE 2-1
Left: Sketch of a dorsal view of the bullfrog head, brain, emphasizing the gross structure of structures
comprising and adjacent to the ear. Right: Expanded dorsal view of eighth nerve, otic capsule, and
adjacent structures. Cranial nerves V, VII, VIII and IX are labelled V, VII, VIII and IX, respectively. T,
tympanum; ET. Eustachian tube: C, columella; OC, otic capsule (inside detail not shown); OL, optic lobe
of brain: BS, brain stem;4, fourth ventricle; PG, proëtic ganglion: JG, jugular ganglion.

As in other vertebrates, the inner ear of the bullfrog comprises a membranous

labyrinth enclosed in a bony labyrinth, the otic capsule (Figure 2.1). The otic capsule is

approximately midway between the center of the tympanic membrane and the body

midline and is roughly 0.5-0.8 cm in diameter. Acoustic input is coupled to the otic

capsule by the middle ear bones (plectrum, columella and operculum), which are driven

by displacement of the tympanum. Seismic and rotational stimuli act on inner ear sensors

directly through acceleration of the cranium. Each of the eight sensory epithelia of the

inner ear relies on hair cells in transduction of appropriate stimuli. When stimulated, hair

:
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cells induce generation of action potentials on primary afferent fibers whose cell bodies

are in ganglia just within the otic capsule, distal to and partly within the two acoustic

foramina in the medial wall of the capsule. Sometimes, the eighth nerve ganglia extend

slightly outside (i.e., medial to) the otic capsule wall, making them accessible to glass

micropipettes for electrophysiological recording from somata. Axons leaving the capsule

form the two branches of the eighth nerve: an anterior branch innervating the saccule,

utricle, and anterior and horizontal canal cristae; and a posterior branch innervating the

lagena, amphibian and basilar papillae, and posterior canal crista. Immediately proximal

to the otic capsule wall, the two branches combine to form the whole eighth nerve, with

the anterior branch typically being slightly more ventral than the posterior branch. These

relations are roughly maintained en route to the brainstem, so that the cross section of the

whole eighth nerve is topographically organized into regions travelling from each of the

different inner ear sensory epithelia (Figure 2.2).

The eighth nerve travels medially from the acoustic foramina toward the brainstem,

Slanting dorsoposteriorly as it does so; it is at its most dorsal extent when it enters the

brainstem. The total accessible length of the eighth nerve, from otic capsule wall to

brainstem insertion, is 1.5-3 mm, and scales with animal head width and snout-to-vent

length. The nerve is oval in cross-section, with breadth of about 500-1000 pm dorsoventrally

and 750-1200 pum rostrocaudally, increasing with increased animal size. The afferent

axons of the eighth nerve are proximal to their somata (which lie in the ganglia), and thus

grow back toward the brainstem (rather than toward the periphery) when cut.
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FIGURE 2,2
Ventromedial view of bullfrog eighth nerve, as seem from just ventral to the brainstem. Branches of the
eighth cranial nerve (CN 8) combine to form a whole nerve with a cross section that is topographically
organized into regions each containing all fibers from a single inner ear sensor. Just distal to the brainstem,
the seventh nerve (CN 7) leaves the fifth nerve (CN 5) to join the eighth nerve. Regions of the eighth nerve
cross Section corresponding to different sensors are labelled. SCC = semi-circular canal crista. [Redrawn
after Boord, et al., 1971].
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2.2.1 Obstacles to Surgical Implantation
of Regeneration-type Electrodes

Surgical access to the eighth nerve is hindered by adjacent cranial nerves, blood

vessels, the brain, the endolymphatic and perilymphatic sacs, bone and periosteal tissues,

sinuses and superficial structures (i.e., muscle and mucosa and the blood vessels that

supply them). With respect to the point of eighth nerve section, the fifth and seventh

cranial nerves are rostral; the ninth cranial nerve is posterior; the sixth cranial nerve is

sometimes ventromedial; the major vessels to the inner ear are ventral and rostral; the

brainstem is medial; the endolymphatic sac is dorsomedial; the perilymphatic sac is

ventromedial; the otic capsule wall and eighth nerve ganglia are lateral; and the cranial

cavity walls, with their associated meningeal linings and vessels, are dorsal and ventral.

(Figure 2.3 illustrates some of these relations.) With the exception of the bone, underlying

periosteum, and overlying muscle, mucosa, or skin, all of these structures must be left

intact if an implant surgery is to be successful.

2.2.1.1 Bone and Periosteal Tissues

Regardless of the surgical approach, one must go through bone and periosteal

dura mater to access the eighth nerve for device implantation. In the ventral approach,

the hole drilled through the parasphenoid bone directly over (i.e., ventral to) the midpoint

of the eighth nerve may be no more than about 3 mm to 3.5 mm in diameter before

breaking through the bone walls into the otic capsule (dorsolaterally), the space containing

the pituitary gland (anteromedial), or sinuses within the bone (medially and

posteromedially). The bone immediately ventral to the brainstem and medial to the

eighth nerve is sufficiently thick (=1.5 mm to 2 mm) to accommodate holes in the

sidewall of the main drilling site, as is needed for anchoring implants in place with dental
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FIGURE 2,3
Sketch of anatomy relevant to implantation of devices in the left eighth cranial nerve, as observed using a
dissecting microscope during surgery (i.e., a ventral view through an access hole drilled in the parasphenoid
bone immediately ventral to the eighth nerve). So that structures normally obscured by bone or dura mater
can be seen, this sketch corresponds to a larger access hole than normally used for implantation, and dura
mater is shown as transparent. Cranial nerves V, VI, VII, VIII and IX are labelled V, VI, VII, VIII and IX,
respectively. Thick hatching denotes walls of the access hole through the parasphenoid bone. The
approximate location of the otic capsule (OC) is shown, as are locations of the anchor points (AP) used for
cementing an implant into the bone. A thin line (D) denotes the extent of a window torn in the dura mater
ventral to the eighth nerve, and a hatched bar (X) shows the point of nerve transection. The labyrinthine
artery (LA) is shown along with other arteries (A) and arterioles (a). The endolymphatic sac (ES) is dorsal
to the eighth nerve. BS, brain stem; OL, optic lobe.

acrylic. In contrast, the ventromedial wall of the otic capsule is quite thin (=0.25 mm).

While a shallow third anchor hole for locking the implant in place can be etched into this

bone, there is significant risk of breaking open the otic capsule (damaging the inner ear).
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Via the dorsal approach, the craniotomy is through the posterior part of the frontoparietal

bone, and similar constraints apply (see below).

In either approach, the periosteal dura separating bone from cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF) spaces serves as a useful block to loss of CSF during machining of the bone.

Cutting the dura to open the braincase over the eighth nerve must be done carefully, as

numerous arterioles run just deep to the dura and bleed profusely if torn.

2.2.1.2 Adjacent Cranial Nerves

Section and implantation of the eighth nerve puts adjacent cranial nerves at risk.

The fifth cranial nerve runs parallel to and rostral to the eighth nerve, travelling from the

proëtic ganglion just rostral of the otic capsule to enter the brainstem = 1 mm rostral to the

eighth nerve. The seventh cranial nerve runs with the fifth until, midway between

ganglion and brainstem, it leaves to merge with the eighth nerve before entering the

brainstem. This arrangement makes it impossible to cut the eighth nerve proximal to this

confluence without also cutting the seventh nerve. Even if not cut (by implanting the

device lateral to the confluence), the seventh cranial nerve can be damaged by chip

implantation due to compression. In the largest frogs examined, the sixth cranial nerve

sometimes slants over the eighth nerve (as viewed from the ventral side), interfering with

surgical access tot he eighth nerve. In contrast, the ninth cranial nerve is sufficiently

removed from the eighth nerve (= 1 mm) to not be an obstacle to implantation.

2.2.1.3 Blood Vessels

Another key obstacle to successful implantation is the risk of damage to blood

vessels which run to and around the inner ear and eighth nerve. The labyrinthine artery, a

large vessel which is the primary supply of blood to the inner ear, runs from the brainstem
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to the otic capsule to supply the inner ear and eighth nerve ganglia. Its path is tortuous

and varies greatly from animal to animal, but it generally leaves the brainstem at a point

near the fifth nerve, turns posterolaterally to cross the fifth and seventh nerves, and then

meets the ventral surface of the eighth nerve just proximal to the otic capsule wall. It

trifurcates there, with two branches running distal along the eighth nerve branches and

one wrapping laterally around the bifurcation of the eighth nerve and turning to run along

the dorsal surface of the eighth nerve. Each of these main arteries gives rise to many

smaller vessels which invest themselves in the nerve and its pial mater sheath (Figure

2.4). These intraneural vessels are necessarily cut during nerve transection, and their

replacement is likely a prerequisite for successful and permanent regeneration of the

eighth nerve. Assuming this is true, a regeneration-type multi-microelectrode should

include via holes of adequate size to allow passage of intraneural vessels.

2.2.1.4 Endolymphatic and Perilymphatic Sacs

The endolymphatic sac lies immediately dorsal to the eighth nerve, and can be

inadvertently nicked during implantation. Its function is unclear in frogs as in mammals;

is continuous with the endolymphatic spaces in the membranous labyrinth and is thought

to play a role in the storage and resorption of endolymph, which is necessary for hair cell

transduction. Damaging the endolymphatic sac severely compromises inner ear function

and causes profuse bleeding of the dense vascular plexus that envelopes the sac. Like

the endolymphatic sac, the perilymphatic sac extends into the braincase; it is continuous

with the perilymphatic spaces of the inner ear, and likely serves a function analogous to

that of the endolymphatic sac. Usually extending caudal to the eighth nerve, is fairly

easy to avoid during implantation surgery.
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FIGURE 2,4
Light micrograph (Above) and sketch (Below) of a bullfrog eighth nerve (N. VIII) with anterior and
posterior branches (Ant. N. VIII, Post. N. VIII) splitting off to left. Many intraneural and intra pial blood
vessels (BV) run within and along the nerve (only some are traced). The vessels visible range in diameter
from = 15 pm - = 60 pum; the nerve is ~ 1 mm in diameter The black "flecks" are melanocytes, which
pepper the pial sheath of the nerve, brain, and inner ear. (Methods: The specimen was dissected free from
a 340 g bullfrog after immersion fixation of the head in 0.8% glutaraldehyde in 0.09 M phosphate buffer,
pH 7.3. It was then dehydrated through a series of ethanols (15' each in 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 100%
and 100% EtOH in water) and cleared with two changes of methyl salicylate.)

Post. N. VIII

|
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2.2.2 Efferent Fibers in the Eighth Nerve

The efferent component of the eighth nerve is necessarily cut when the eighth

nerve is cut, and the effects of this are unclear. As reviewed in Chapter 1, physiological

and behavioral evidence suggest that either the efferents are restored in the regenerated

frog or the effects of their loss on auditory function are undetectable.

At least some of the efferent fibers in the eighth nerve innervate blood vessels,

and likely serve an autonomic function (e.g., vasoconstriction) [Dunn, 1978]. Robbins

used degeneration methods to search for efferent fibers innervating the each of the inner

ear sensory epithelia, finding between 0 and 12 such fibers to each, with no efferents at

all to the basilar papilla and only 6-12 to the amphibian papilla [Robbins et al., 1967;

Lewis et al., 1985). Noting that amphibian papillar fibers exhibit adaptation and suppression

in response to different sound stimuli while basilar papillar fibers do not, Robbins considered

that efferents might serve an auxiliary sensory function (e.g., by modifying function of

primary afferent fibers), and concluded that the latency of suppression is too brief to be

explained by a neural feedback mechanism [Robbins et al., 1967]. Whether efferent

fibers in the frog eighth nerve regenerate functionally normal connections after transection

remains unknown. It is likely that they do, given the regenerative capacity of other parts

of the amphibian central nervous system. In any case, the fact that a completely transected

eighth nerve can regenerate to yield normal binaural tuning in the superior olivary nucleus

implies that efferent fibers either regrow functional connections or are of relatively minor

importance in the auditory function of the frog inner ear [Zakon and Capranica, 1981ab;

Zakon, 1983].

The efferent innervation of the vestibular sensors is likely to be more important.

Efferents are known to tonically inhibit or facilitate the firing of some vestibular fibers
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[Caston and Roussel, 1984]. Valli, et al., have shown that the percentage of sensory

afferents which are affected by stimulation of the efferent vestibular system varies among

the different labyrinthine organs. It is maximal in the sacculus (ca. 90%), lower in canal

organs (ca. 80%) and the utriculus (ca. 70%) and considerably lower in the lagena (ca.

50%) [Valli et al., 1986]. Efferent effects may therefore modulate information arising

from different vestibular organs to different degrees.

2.2.3 Surgical approaches to the eighth nerve

As mentioned above, the bullfrog eighth nerve can be accessed surgically via

either a ventral or surgical approach. The ventral approach entails accessing the nerve

from inside the animal's mouth through a hole drilled in lateral plate of the parasphenoid

bone immediately ventral to the nerve. In large animals, this bone is sufficiently thick to

permit drilling of anchor holes to cement an implant in place. (This is necessary because

the bone weeps interstitial fluid and cannot be sufficiently dried for acrylic cement to

adhere permanently to it.) Interconnect wires leading from the implant can be sewn

under the mucosa of the roof of the mouth and accessed for connection to preamplifiers

during electrophysiological evaluations, which are done with the animal supine'. The

labyrinthine artery, brainstem, adjacent cranial nerves, and endolymphatic sac can be

clearly seen and usually avoided in this approach.

Despite these advantages, most of the anatomic obstacles described above come

into play in the ventral approach to implantation. Although the medial part of the

parasphenoid bone is sufficiently thick to accommodate drilling of two small holes (each

' Although lying supine is an unnatural position for a frog and might affect the responses of
acoustic and vestibular sensors, physiological characteristics of eighth nerve fibers measured in supine
frogs are not significantly different from those measured in prone animals [Yu, 1991 #58].
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= 0.8 mm diameter, a0.8 mm deep) for anchoring the cemented implant, the holes may

breach sinuses in the bone which then weep fluid which impairs hardening of the cement.

The bone around the otic capsule is often too thin to accommodate the third anchor hole

needed to firmly hold the implant in place; drilling too deep in this bone breaks the otic

capsule and compromises inner ear function. Meningeal vessels are invariably cut when

the dura is cut, cannot easily be cauterized, and often bleed profusely. The labyrinthine

artery often overlies the eighth nerve so that it is either cut or compressed by chip

implantation. Blood vessels running within the eighth nerve are unavoidably cut when

the nerve is cut. There is little clearance between the eighth nerve and the fifth and

seventh nerves. In large frogs, the sixth cranial nerve often runs through the operating

field and must be cut to make way for the implant. Because the eighth nerve becomes

more dorsal as it approaches the brainstem, it can be too deep to reach with the silicon

device's hole array and tends to regenerate around the dorsal aspect of the chip. Finally,

because the operating field is at the bottom of a narrow hole drilled in bone, illumination

and the view through an operating microscope are obscured by the device as it is implanted,

making precise positioning within the nerve and away from other structures difficult.

The alternative approach to accessing the eighth nerve for implantation is via the

cranium dorsal to the nerve. The dorsal cranium is thick enough to hold and anchor an

implant whose wire leads could either be sewn under the skin or run to a percutaneous

connector; this would facilitate recording from awake, freely moving animals. However,

attempted implantations by this route almost invariably led to profuse bleeding of the

highly vascularized endolymphatic sac just dorsal to the nerve. The labyrinthine artery

cannot be seen clearly in this approach, and is therefore difficult to avoid during transection

of the nerve. Moreover, devices implanted from the dorsal side are subject to damage
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whenever the animal jumps around in its tank, whereas devices implanted via the ventral

approach are relatively protected. The ventral approach does not preclude future use of a

percutaneous connector for recording from an animal lying prone, since wires could be

routed under the skin to the contralateral tympanum.

For these reasons, the ventral approach was chosen for testing of the silicon

multi-microelectrodes. From this starting point, the ultimate surgical technique employed

was the result of constant refinement. Chapter 7 describes the current surgical protocol.

2.3 Confirmation of Functional
Regeneration in Adult Bullfrogs
Experience gained in the sham surgeries and dissections described above indicated

that relatively large animals (>300 g and >5” snout-to-vent length) would likely be most

suitable as subjects for implantation of wired, passive regeneration-type multi

microelectrodes. Smaller animals could not accommodate wire bundles beneath the

mucosa of the palate and provide very little leeway for device implantation between the

anatomical structures which must be left intact during implantation.

At >300 g, male bullfrogs are about 2-3 years post-metamorphosis (depending on

rate of food intake, etc.) [Brewster, 1994]. Although several studies have confirmed that

the adult frog eighth nerve regenerates functional reconnections to the brainstem following

transection proximal to the otic ganglia (see Chapter 1), most of these used smaller

(hence younger) animals. To verify that the larger, older animals chosen for this work

could regenerate functional eighth nerve axons following the surgical procedure described

above, eighth nerves in each of four frogs (each >300 g) were unilaterally transected and

then assessed after an 8 week recovery period.
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Of the four frogs treated, two died before the eight week period reserved for

recovery. (One failed to recover from anesthesia, the other succumbed to infection).

Two frogs survived beyond eight weeks post-operatively and were examined for evidence,

both anatomic and electrophysiological, of eighth nerve regeneration. (See Chapters 7

and 8 for details of histological and glass micropipette recording methods.) They exhibited

head tilt toward the side of the transected nerve, contralateral limb extension, disorientation,

slow or nonexistent vestibulocolic reflexes and leftward swimming tendency, all indicative

of sectioning the left eighth nerve [Robbins et al., 1967; McNally and Tait, 1925]. Over

the eight week recovery period, these symptoms receded, in approximate agreement with

the timecourse reported for eighth nerve regeneration by Zakon [Zakon, 1983].

In the first frog evaluated, diffuse reactive tissue obscured the surgical field,

foiling attempts to record single-unit activity using a glass micropipette electrode. However,

dissection of the animal after euthanasia revealed that the eighth nerve had in fact regenerated

back to the brainstem, having regrown to its original width of 1.0 mm to 1.2 mm.

Histological examination revealed well-myelinated regenerated fibers (Figure 2.5).

In the final animal, single-unit action potentials were recorded intracellularly from

the regenerated eighth nerve, including both auditory, seismic and vestibular (e.g., high

spontaneous-rate units lacking sensitivity to sound or tapping) units. Figure 2.6 shows a

impulse response and corresponding tuning curve for an auditory unit recorded from this

FIGURE 2,5 (NEXT PAGE)
Light micrographs of the cross section of a regenerated bullfrog eighth nerve 8.5 weeks after nerve
transection. Top: Low magnification view showing the full cross section of the nerve; anterior is to the
left, ventral is at top. The nerve is oval in shape and 1.0 mm to 1.2 mm in width. Individual axons are just
discernible at this magnification. The labyrinthine artery is cut in cross section, anteroventral of the nerve.
Connective tissue covers the ventral surface of the nerve. The thin black radial lines across the nerve's
epineurial sheath are ripples in the tissue section and embedding medium. Scale bar = 500 pum. Bottom:
Higher magnification view of the posterodorsal quadrant of the same nerve. Axons ranging in diameter
from 2 pm to more than 20 pum are visible, as are blood vessels (arrows) and epineurium. Lack of
uniformity in axonal packing density is also apparent. Scale bar = 100 p.m.
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animal, derived using the reverse correlation method of inner ear filter identification [de

Boer and de Jongh, 1978; Feld, 1990]. The tuning is typical of a normal eighth nerve

afferent from the amphibian papilla [Yu et al., 1991; Lewis et al., 1985]. The spike

amplitudes, spontaneous rates and phase-locking tendency characteristics of this and 20

other units recorded from this animal in four passes through the nerve were likewise

typical of normal eighth nerve fibers, as expected from the work of Zakon and Capranica.

In these evaluations, units were encountered less frequently than in normal nerve,

possibly reflecting a lower total number and spatial packing density of (regenerated)

axons, the intermingling of reactive tissue with the nerve, smaller average fiber diameter,

or less-developed myelination. Nonetheless, these recordings confirmed that (1) the

eighth nerves of large adult bullfrogs do regenerate following transection proximal to the

ganglion and (2) the regenerated fibers conduct action potentials and show apparently

normal responses to acoustic stimuli. In light of existing literature indicating that a

transected frog eighth nerve can regenerate functionally normal connections in the brainstem

auditory nuclei and restore normal inner ear function, these results supported the feasibility

of successfully applying regeneration-type microelectrode technology to

electrophysiological recording in the frog eighth nerve, and design of such a device was

begun.
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3 Design

3.1 Overview

With anatomic measurements, a surgical approach and confirmation that the

eighth nerve regenerates functionally active fibers (see Chapter 2), design of multi

microelectrodes for use in the bullfrog eighth nerve could proceed. This chapter presents

the design rationale and resulting layouts for these devices.' Details of the fabrication

processes used to manufacture the devices are deferred to Chapter 4.

3.2 Design Goals

An ideal device for recording multi-channel, stimulus-evoked, single-unit activity

from the eighth nerve would separately, selectively and stably record the activity of every

fiber in the nerve without attenuation, noise or cross talk between recording channels. It

would be biocompatible and minimally invasive, while also being impervious to corrosion

by body fluids. It would work continuously over long periods in awake, mobile animals.

Finally, it would be cheap and easy to make. This ideal cannot be attained at present, so

the task of designing a real device involves working within the constraints of available

fabrication technologies to approximate it.

For the passive devices reported here, a realistic first goal would be to selectively

' As described in Chapter 1 and detailed in Chapter 4, an existing silicon device fabrication
process developed by Kovacs, Storment, et al. [Kovacs et al., 1992; Kovacs, 1990) was the starting point
for this work. The devices described here were designed as part of a multi-project mask set and were based
in part on the collaborative work and valuable input of several members of the Stanford Neural Interface
Laboratory, including Gregory Kovacs, Christopher Storment, Todd Whitehurst, Carl Belczynski, Michael
Min, and Tom Annau.
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record from five to ten single units with adequate signal-to-noise ratios to cleanly detect

(and sort, if necessary) each action potential train using standard lab equipment. Once

this passive version has proven the biological feasibility of the approach, active circuits

for amplification and multiplexing could be added on the device, with a consequent

increase in SNR and number of signal channels. The first-generation device should be

biocompatible enough to permit eighth nerve regeneration back to the brainstem, as

measured by electrophysiologic and histologic evaluation of implanted animals. It should

be rugged and insulated well enough to maintain isolation between its interconnect lines

and the surrounding tissue for at least a few months, as can be measured by electrode

impedance characteristics during long in vitro soak times and by SNR of recorded signals

during long implant times. Since the current standard in bullfrog eighth nerve physiology

is recording from anesthetized animals, the added complexity required to record from an

awake, mobile bullfrog is inappropriate for a first-generation design’, a device able to

give recordings from anesthetized animals will suffice.

The following sections present in detail a design intended to satisfy these more

reachable goals.

3.3 Rational Design of Multi-Microelectrodes

3.3.1 Materials and Process-Determined Layout Design Rules

Two major advantages of employing the fabrication sequence developed by Kovacs,

Storment, et al. as a starting point for design and fabrication were that (i) materials for

substrates, electrodes and insulating dielectrics had already been specified, tested and

*Either a percutaneous connector or radio transmitter would be required. The former would
employ long tethering leads which would be very noisy without active circuits on the device. The latter
would constrain the number of signal chanels without multiplexing.

º
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characterized; and (ii) low-temperature (thus BiCMOS-compatible) processing methods

to deposit and pattern the films had already been worked out [Kovacs, 1990; Kovacs et

al., 1992]. Thin-film compositions, thicknesses, and characteristics were not varied within

the present design, although the process flow was altered somewhat from its predecessor

[Kovacs et al., 1992] to include the enhancements described in Chapter 4.

Materials used include: <100>-orientation silicon wafers as substrates; thermally

grown silicon dioxide and LPCVD (low-pressure chemical-vapor deposition) silicon nitride

for substrate isolation', gold for electrodes, interconnect traces and bond pads; and

PECVD (plasma-enhanced, chemical-vapor-deposition) silicon nitride for insulation atop

the interconnect traces.

Although a detailed description of the process steps employed to fabricate these

devices is deferred until the next chapter, a conceptual understanding of the layering and

arrangement of these materials is required to understand the design constraints the process

flow engenders. Figure 3.1 illustrates in brief how these materials can be layered and

patterned to create the basic features of multi-microelectrodes. Starting with a silicon

wafer, a silicon dioxide film is grown over the entire surface, followed by LPCVD

deposition of a layer of silicon nitride. These serve to electrically isolate the metal layer

from the (semi)conductive silicon, which could otherwise short the metal traces to the

extracellular fluids bathing the device in vivo. A gold film is applied next and patterned'

photolithographically, defining microelectrodes, bond pads (for connection of wires

accessible to preamplifiers), and interconnect traces connecting them. Next, PECVD

* As discussed in Chapter 4, growth of thermal silicon dioxide and LPCVD depostion of silicon
nitride are not low-temperature processes, and therefore would not be used in post-processing wafers with
BiCMOS circuits already in place.

“Strictly speaking, the gold is applied using a lift-off process, so that it is patterned as it is
deposited, rather than afterward (see Chapter 4).
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Mask #4 (Via Holes)

Mask #3 (Contacts through PECVD SixNyH)

PECVD SixNyH

Mask #1 (Metal)

LPVCD SixNyH
SiO2

Si wafer

SiO2

LPVCD SixNyH

Mask #2 (Backside Etch)

FIGURE 3.1
Conceptual summary of film layers and photolithographic masks involved in fabrication of a silicon
regeneration-type multi-microelectrode. Starting with a silicon wafer (only part of which is shown),
continuous films of silicon dioxide and LPCVD silicon nitride films are grown. Metal microelectrodes,
interconnect lines and bond pads are deposited and defined in the first photolithographic step. These metal
Structures are then insulated with PECVD silicon nitride. A second mask defines windows in the back side
films, through which the silicon is selectively etched from underneath the microelectrodes, to yield a thin
silicon membrane. Mask #3 is then used to define contact holes through the PECVD silicon nitride. Mask
#4 then defines sites beside microelectrodes, where via holes are etched through the silicon membrane.
After dicing of wafers into individual parts (not shown), a resulting device (at right) comprises a full-thickness
silicon frame supporting a thin silicon membrane perforated with via holes for axon regeneration;
microelectrodes sit atop the silicon bars between via holes, and are connected to bond pads by insulated
interconnect traces. In the figure at right, one wall has been removed to reveal the thin silicon membrane
behind it.

:
:
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silicon nitride is deposited as a continuous sheet over the wafer, then selectively etched

off areas centered on each microelectrode and each bond pad, leaving the metal structures

entirely insulated except at these sites. Finally, the silicon beneath the electrodes is

thinned from below and via holes are etched through all layers (except the gold) in

selected areas to create the via holes open for axonal regeneration.

Four photolithographic masks are employed in the process just outlined above.

Mask #1 defines the layout of gold structures. Mask #2 defines openings in the PECVD

silicon nitride. Mask #3 defines which areas on the back side of the wafer will be

thinned. Mask #4 defines where via holes will be etched through the thinned regions.

Successful completion of the above procedures requires that each of these masks conform

to design rules set by process constraints. For example, traces narrower than 4 Lim on

Mask #1 may not be resolved during gold deposition, leading to discontinuous interconnect

traces and open circuits. Conversely, metal lines spaced less than 4 um apart may short

together. Process-related layout design rules also apply to mask combinations. For

example, gold traces drawn on Mask #1 must be spaced far enough from the via hole

edges of Mask #4 that adequate contact area between the PECVD and LPCVD nitride

layers exists top seal the nitride layers around the gold; otherwise, a short between the

interconnect trace and extracellular fluid may result. These layout design rules and others

are defined in Figure 3.2.

3.3.2. Overall Dimensions

Overall device dimensions were chosen so as to maximize available area for via

holes open to regenerating fibers, bond pads, and future active circuits, while not impinging

on sensitive anatomic structures surrounding the implant site. The dissections described
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via hole

A 10 pm Minimum via hole to via hole spacing
B 10 pum Minimum via hole width
C 6 pum Minimum via hole to electrode metal spacing
D 9 pm Minimum electrode metal width
E 5 pum Minimum opening (contact or electrode) in top nitride
F 2 pum Minimum overlap of top nitride and metal
G 4 pm Minimum overlap for contact of two metals, if used
H 4 pm Minimum width of interconnect metal line
| 4pm Minimum separation of interconnect metal lines
J 4 pum Minimum separation between via hole and interconnect

FIGURE 3.2
Summary of layout design rules for multi-microelectrode design, determined by process and
photolithography tolerances. These constraints were set to prevent device failures such as
interconnect line discontinuities, shorts between interconnect lines, inadequate adhesion of
silicon nitride passivation between metal structures, and peeling of silicon snitride passivation
from the edges of devices. Not to scale.
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in Chapter 2 showed that the eighth nerve in 5” to 7” snout-to-vent length bullfrogs is

typically 500 pm - 900 pum in diameter, rarely exceeding 1 mm. The nerve lies dorsal to

the parasphenoid bone such that its center is typically 0.5 mm - 1.0 mm dorsal to the

bone, which is 3 mm - 4 mm thick in the dorsoventral extent. The maximum diameter of

a bore hole for implantation that avoids damage to the otic capsule and sinuses or the

parasphenoid bone is about 3 mm, and the fifth cranial nerve usually lies 0.5 mm - 1.0

mm anterior to the eighth nerve.

Based on these anatomical constraints, overall device dimensions were set at 2

mm x 4 mm x 0.4 mm (rostrocaudal x dorsoventral x interaural dimensions, as implanted).

This provides room for a 1 mm array of via holes at one end of the device, a 0.5 mm

silicon rim surrounding the hole array, and a 2 mm x 2 mm area at the other end of the

device for bond pad placement. The silicon rim was included to provide structural

strength, space for running interconnect traces, and a barrier to discourage regenerating

eighth nerve fibers from circumnavigating the via hole array. The bond pad area provided

space for an array of sixteen 300 pum x 300 pum gold bond pads (for connection of wires

accessible to external amplifiers) and reserved space for later addition of active circuits,

which in future device versions will eventually supplant all but a few of the bond pads.

The 4 mm length was chosen to ensure that implanted devices would not extend beyond

the ventral surface of the parasphenoid bone into the oral cavity. The 0.4 mm thickness

was set by the double-side-polishing of silicon wafers during processing. Underneath the

via hole array only, the silicon substrate was etched to a thickness of less than 40 pum to

facilitate nerve regeneration (see Section 3.3.6).

!
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3.3.3 Via Hole Size and Spacing

Given the goal of selectively recording from each of many single fibers, one can

approach the design of via holes and electrodes from two different perspectives. Small

(e.g., * 10 pum diam.) via holes spaced relatively far apart, with each surrounded by its

own microelectrode, could separate single fibers far from each other and record from

each independently. This approach was used successfully in initial work by Kovacs, et

al. in rat peroneal nerves (see Figure 1.7). An advantage of this approach should be

increased recording selectivity (since only a few axons at most can grow through a given

via hole) and increased signal-to-noise ratio (since the large microelectrode area yields a

lower electrode impedance and thus lower electrode noise and less signal attenuation).

However, constraining a nerve to regrow through too sparse an array of via holes could

crowd out regenerating growth cones and Schwann cells, and could cause eventual failure

due to constriction axonopathy, insufficient revascularization, or disturbed remyelination.

A complementary approach would be to use microelectrodes positioned around

via holes large enough to allow bundles of many fibers to regrow together, possibly

enhancing regeneration and long-term survival. This approach was employed successfully

by Edell (see Figure 1.6) in rabbit sciatic nerves. Depending on their size and the spatial

distribution of nodes of Ranvier, microelectrodes could selectively record from fibers

nearest the edge of the bundle. A potential drawback of this approach is that the regenerating

fiber bundles may form perineurial and epineurial sheaths as they mature, decreasing the

SNR and selectivity of each electrode.

Without definitive evidence of the superiority of either approach, a range of via

hole sizes was chosen to cover both options. According to Dunn' [Dunn, 1978], normal

* It was later discovered that Dunn had not corrected fiber diameter measurements for tissue
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bullfrog eighth nerve fibers range in diameter from 1 pum to a 20 pum, with 80% of fiber

diameters between 1 pum and 10 pum. Fibers innervating the amphibian papilla and basilar

papilla range in diameter from 3 pum to 7 pm and from 1 pum to 7 pum, respectively. Eighth

nerve fascicles (i.e., regions between perineurial insertions) range in width from about 30

|im to 200 pum. To cover sizes ranging from that of a few fibers to that of a fascicle, while

also leaving adequate room for passage of intraneural blood vessels through the via holes,

via holes of area (12 pm)', (42 um), (58 um), (90 pm) were chosen. Arrays of square

holes with rounded corners, rather than slots as used by Edell, were chosen to ensure

structural strength and to avoid topological constraints on interconnect routing and

microelectrode placement. Spacing between holes was chosen to maximize the number

of via holes within a 1 mm total area while maintaining a minimum width of 25 pm for

the silicon bars which support microelectrodes and interconnect traces running between

via holes.

3.3.4 Microelectrodes

Given that the microelectrode metal composition and basic structure are specified

by the process sequence, the free parameters available in designing the microelectrodes

were electrode size, shape, and position. A rational approach to specifying these parameters

is described in this section.

3.3.4.1 Microelectrode Size and Shape

A key performance trade-off in choosing microelectrode size is between signal-to

noise ratio (SNR), recording selectivity (the number of axons whose action potentials a

given electrode records with adequate SNR for detection and sorting), and recording
shrinkage during histological preparation. These diameter values are therefore =20% smaller than actual
sizes (see Chapter 8).
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sensitivity (the odds of recording from any axon at all). Intuitively, selectivity should

improve and sensitivity should degrade as electrodes are made smaller, since the odds of

a given electrode being near one or more nodes of Ranvier decrease with electrode size.

SNR depends on electrode size in a more complex way. As electrode size decreases,

electrode impedance increases, increasing thermal noise voltage generation in the

electrode". At the same time, increased electrode impedance causes signal attenuation

as the electrode impedance grows to dominate the voltage divider it forms with shunt

impedances between interconnect lines and ground (i.e., the animal at large). On the

other hand, increasing electrode size does not necessarily raise signal levels. For a given

distance between the electrode edge and nearest node of Ranvier, expanding electrode

size would decrease the spatially averaged signal level sensed by the electrode, which

now crosses more signal equipotential surfaces. If the added electrode surface area were

to extend beyond the volume in which the extracellular potential induced by the node is

above the ambient bioelectric noise level, electrode thermal noise would still decrease,

but the decrease would be partly offset by increased bioelectric noise in the measurement.

Since most bioelectric noise in a nerve comes from other axons, this is really just another

way of looking at selectivity.

Intuitively, these mechanisms should conspire to lower SNR, improve selectivity,

and degrade sensitivity as electrodes are made smaller, assuming the signal of interest is

the extracellular action potential of a single myelinated fiber. Since the number of

different microelectrode designs that can be included on a mask set is limited, some

quantification of these intuitive notions is needed to choose the most appropriate electrode

“Thermal noise level actually depends only on the resistive (real) part of the electrode
impedance, as discussed in more detail below.
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sizes. One approach to doing this is to estimate the potential field created by a single

active node of Ranvier; use that to compute the signal a noiseless, unloaded microelectrode

of given size would record; estimate the effect of electrode size on thermal noise and

signal attenuation; and finally combine these models to yield an estimate of SNR as a

function of microelectrode size. This approach is detailed below.

As a reference, Figure 3.3 illustrates the spatial geometry of the situation being

modelled and gives a list of variables. Table 3.1 lists the parameters used in this section,

along with their values and sources, when appropriate. Table 3.2 summarizes the

assumptions underlying the models and parameters.

Au electrode

Ve(rd, h, re)

FIGURE 3.3
Schematic drawing of the spatial arrangement for the volume conductor problem modelled in the text. A
single node of Ranvier draws an inward current which creates a potential field. The potential is sampled by
a flat circular electrode nearby. All parameter values are listed in Table 3.1, and model assumptions are
compiled in Table 3.2.
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Units (and value if applicable
A = tr. = electrode surface area um’
O. = frequency exponent in power-law (Fricke) model for Z.[Kovacs, 1990] 0.63
B = frequency exponent in power-law model for Z, of Pt black electrodes 0.81

[Robinson, 1968; Zeuthen, 1978]
C = capacitance of a node of Ranvier F
C..au = bond pad to ground capacitance 5.1 pF
C. = interconnect to ground capacitance 2.3 pF
C. = capacitance per unit membrane area at the node of Ranvier F/um’
Cº. = inter-channel coupling capacitance 0.03 pF
d = SiN.H insulation thickness 1 pum
£, = the relative permittivity of Si,N, [Muller and Kamins, 1986] 7.5
f = frequency HZ
f = low-frequency cut-off of electrode preamplifiers 100 Hz
f, = high-frequency cut-off of electrode preamplifiers 6000 Hz
G = conductance of a node of Ranvier at time of peak current Q"
G. = peak conductance per unit area at the node Q'um’
h = distance from node center to electrode along dimension parallel to axon axis |im
I = peak current flowing into node of Ranvier A
I, = I per unit axolemma radius [Tasaki, 1955; Tasaki, 1964] 1 na/um
K = scale constant in power-law (Fricke) model for Z. [Kovacs, 1990] 4:00 x 10"Q-Hz"+im’
A = frequency exponent in power-law model for Z, of Pt black electrodes 0.53 |

[Robinson, 1968; Zeuthen, 1978]
L = interconnect length 5 mm
r, = radius of axolemma (inner radius of myelin sheath) [Dunn, 1978] 1.7 [1 to 2.3] pum
■ a = distance from node of Ranvier pum
■ . = radius of circular, planar electrode pum
I, = distance from center of axon to nearest edge of electrode pum
I. = radius of node (i.e., of hemicircle revolved around axolemma at node) 0.2 r,
p = resistivity of volume conductor (for cerebrospinal fluid) [Tasaki, 1964 #56] 100 Q-cm
R. = scale constant in power law model for Pt black electrode impedance 51.7 MQ-um-Hz'

[Robinson, 1968; Zeuthen, 1978]
R. = parasitic series resistance of interconnects Q
RTI/RTO= “referred to input of preamplifier”or “referred to output of preamplifier”
SNyr = Vern/Slougn = ratio of signal voltage peak to noise RMS voltage
CN: = power spectral density of preamplifier voltage noise HV'■ hz
o, = power spectral density of noise voltage due to electrode current noise HV/Hz
o, = power spectral density of electrode thermal (Johnson) noise HV/Hz
t = interconnect film thickness 0.5 pum
TK = temperature degrees Kelvin
V. = electrode voltage at peak of action potential V
V-n = instantaneous membrane voltage (inside vs outside) V
Vs = resting membrane voltage (inside vs outside) V
W = interconnect width 4 pum
X. = scale constant in power law model for electrode impedance 768 MQ-um-Hz"

[Robinson, 1968; Zeuthen, 1978]
Z.(f) = complex electrode (metal-to-solution) impedance Q
Z. = parasitic series impedance of interconnects (2
Z, = parasitic shunt impedance of interconnects and amplifier input lines Q

TABLE 3.1 Definitions and (when applicable) sources and values for design parameters in this chapter.
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1.

Design Model Assumptions
Many of these assumptions are plainly false. However, they are used in the models of
this chapter in such a way as to yield conservative errors, if any.

The resistivity of the tissue or fluid surrounding the electrode is assumed to be
homogeneous, isotropic, purely resistive and linear. This includes the space occupied
by the nerve, silicon bars, and electrode metal itself, and assumes that none of
these structures disrupt the current lines and equipotential surfaces that would
normally exist around the active node.

The tissue of fluid volume conductor is assumed to be of infinite extent.

There is a single node in the volume conductor, and the only other source or sink
of current is infinitely far away (in the “animal at large”, or ground).

4. The shape of node is as defined in Figure 3.3.

5. No current flows through the fiber’s myelin sheath.

6. The electrode itself is modelled as a perfect conductor separated from the
solution/volume conductor by a high impedance (the electrode impedance)

7. Gold electrode impedance can be accurately modelled by the K-alpha model with
constant phase; Platinum black can likewise be modelled by a similar power law.

8. Series Z and shunt R of interconnects, bond pads and wire leads are negligible, as
is the input resistance (but not the input shunt impedance) or the preamplifier.

9. Impedances of electrodes in vivo in a frog are equal to those measured in 0.9%
NaCl

TABLE 3.2
Table of key assumptions upon which the models in this chapter are based, including background references
when applicable.

:
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3.3.4.1.1 Peak Extracellular Potential Field of a Single Active Node of Ranvier

The fibers of interest in bullfrog eighth nerve recording are myelinated'; therefore,

a model of the extracellular potential generated by an active myelinated fiber is required.

Edell has proposed one such model [Edell, 1980), treating a node of Ranvier as a current

source and estimating the potential field surrounding it at the peak of its current influx,

assuming the only other source or sink of current is infinitely far from the node and both

are immersed in an isotropic, homogeneous volume conductor. Although each of these

assumptions is violated in the situation at hand, they should be reasonably well satisfied

as long as the silicon bars supporting electrodes are kept thin. In any case, the errors are

conservative. Moreover, the model is mathematically tractable and relies only on parameters

for which reasonably accurate values are available in the present case. This section

therefore draws from the model by Edell [Edell, 1980], with modifications and with

parameters appropriate to the bullfrog eighth nerve.

Modelling a node of Ranvier as an annular current sink in an isotropic, homogeneous

volume conductor with the only other source or sink of current located infinitely far

away, the potential field generated by current travelling to the node is [Edell, 1980):

v(r)=-º'-ln(1+!?) (3.1)
2itºr, 2rd

" As described by Dunn■ Dunn, 1978], approximately 80% of the 10,000 to 12,000 fibers in the
whole adult bullfrog eighth nerve are myelinated, with branchlets from different inner ear sensors receiving
different proportions of myelinated and unmyelinated fibers. In the ampullary nerves (supplying the
Semicircular canals), approximately 66% of fibers are myelinated, while in the amphibian papillary nerve
(the primary target of the electrodes developed in the present work), over 97% of fibers are myelinated.
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where p is the resistivity of the surrounding tissue or fluid (assumed homogeneous,

isotropic, and purely resistive), I is the peak inward current to the node, r, is the axolemma

radius, and r is the radial distance from the surface of the node".

For a constant peak current I, Equation 3.1 wrongly predicts that larger caliber

fiber generates Smaller extracellular potentials than does a smaller fiber. In fact, assuming

fibers of all sizes undergo the same membrane voltage change and have the same peak

conductance and capacitance per unit nodal membrane area, larger fibers should pull

more current for a given nodal membrane voltage change from rest, since:

-
cº-

+
ov-vo (3.2)

-

Gºl-■ cº
+
Gºv.-vo (3.3)

- Iora (3.4)

where C = capacitance of the node
G = conductance of the node at time of peak current
Vmem = instantaneous membrane voltage (inside vs outside), at peak current
VR = resting membrane voltage
Lºs = the axial length of the node of Ranvier, assumed independent of r,
C = capacitance per unit membrane area at the node
Go = peak conductance per unit area at the node
I, = peak current per unit axolemma radius
r, = axolemma radius at node

and it is I, not I, which is approximately constant for all fibers. Equation 3.1 can thus be

rewritten to accommodate varying r.

v(r)= Pºstalln(lº) (3.5)
21°r, 2rd

"More precisely, ra is the distance from the circle defined by the intersection of a cylinder of
radius r, centered on the axon axis (the axolemma) and a plane that is normal to the axon axis and bisects
the node (see Figure 3.3). This somewhat more awkward definition is the result of the choice of coordinate
System used to derive Equation 3.1.

:
:
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= Ple in(1+!?) (3.6)
212 2rd

Tasaki directly measured 4 na - 6 na as the total peak nodal current for 12 pm -15 pum

outer diameter bullfrog sciatic nerve fibers (for which he estimated the axolemma diameter

at 0.7 - 0.8 times the outer diameter) at room temperature [Tasaki, 1955; Tasaki, 1964].

I, is therefore about 1 na/um. In the same set of experiments, he measured p = 245

Q-cm in the longitudinal direction for frog sciatic nerve. Although nerve is known to be

anisotropic, with radial resistivity somewhere between 5-10 [Ranck and BeMent, 1965)

and 50 [Tasaki, 1964] times greater than longitudinal resistivity, regenerated nerve may

be less tightly packed than normal, making the longitudinal p the more appropriate

approximation in the isotropic model of Equation 3.6. Moreover, this should lead to

conservative errors, since it will if anything underestimate the field potential. Figure 3.4

shows the peak negative extracellular potential V(r) around an active node, for fibers of

various r. The potential during the peak of inward nodal current is negative, because it

is measured with respect to a reference infinitely far from the node.

Modelling the electrode as a flat, circular disk floating in the volume conductor as

shown in Figure 3.3, with the node's field potential described by equation 3.6, one can

derive the peak electrode voltage V.(r,h,r) by applying Kirchoff's current law over the

electrode surface assuming the electrode is not loaded by either the interconnect shunt

admittances or the input impedance of the amplifier [Edell, 1980]:

roºre

-
*4 r2-r2V.G.hro-Gº, ln(l larccos(\ºtºrdr (37)

Tré

Tra
+—

21” 2Wh? +(r-ra)* 2(ro4-re)r
ro

:
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FIGURE 3.4

Plot of V(ra, r.), the extracellular potential with respect to the animal at large, versus distance ra from a node
of Ranvier, as per Equation 3.1 with parameter values as in Table 3.1. Curves for several values of r, are
shown, with r, = 2.6 pm corresponding to a “typical" amphibian papillar fiber [Dunn, 1978]. Note that the
peak V(re r ) is negative when measured with respect to the animal at large during an inward node current.
The node current I has been scaled according to a constant peak membrane voltage assumption; see text for
details.
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Figure 3.5 shows the peak action potential signal voltage V.(r,h,r.) recorded by unloaded,

flat, circular electrodes of various radii in the plane normal to the axon at the node center

(h=0), plotted versus perpendicular distance r, from the axon center to the nearest electrode

edge. Curves are shown for electrode radius r. of 4, 5.4, 8, 12.6, and 17.8 pm, corresponding
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FIGURE 3.5

Plot of V.(r,hr.), the extracellular potential as recorded by an unloaded, flat, circular gold electrode of
radius r., positioned at ha■ ) and various r, from the active node of Ranvier. Different curves are for
electrode radii r of 2.25, 5.4, 8, 12.6, and 17.8 pm, corresponding to surface areas of 50, 100,200, 500, and
1000 um’, respectively.
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to surface areas of 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 pum’, respectively. Figure 3.5 shows that

regardless of electrode size, r, should be minimized to maximize signal levels. This can

be accomplished by choosing via hole sizes small enough to ensure that electrodes are

located intrafascicularly, and by putting each microelectrode as close to the edge of its

:
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supporting silicon bar substrate as process constraints allow. As shown in Figure 3.2, the

minimum safe border of silicon nitride passivation between a metal structure and via hole

was set at 6 pum; therefore, the minimum r, is about 10 pum, assuming the nearest regenerated

axon has radius r, = 2.5 pm and lies adjacent to the silicon bar supporting the microelectrode.

Figure 3.5 also indicates that minimizing r. maximizes signal level for a given rº,

h, r, and node current. At a given distance r, smaller electrodes extend across fewer

equipotential surfaces than do larger electrodes, which extend further down the “potential

hill” and so yield smaller signal potentials. Under no-load conditions, electrodes should

thus be made as small as possible to maximize signal level recorded.

For low-impedance electrodes connected directly to on-chip MOSFET-input

amplifiers (which have extremely high input impedance), this would be an adequate

specification. In the present case, however, electrode impedances can be large enough to

generate significant thermal noise, and electrodes are loaded by the shunt admittances of

the interconnects, bond pads, and off-chip preamplifiers to which they are connected.

These effects tend to decrease SNR as electrodes are made smaller. To determine the

optimal r, (or electrode area) under these non-ideal conditions, a quantitative estimate of

these effects is required.

3.3.4.1.2 Electrode Impedance and Noise Estimation

Due to their generally very high impedances, the dominant type of noise generated

by metal microelectrodes in physiological saline solutions is Johnson noise, created by

the random thermal motion of electrons through the electrode impedance. The power

spectral density of this noise is

.
:
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of h(f, re) = 4kBTKRe(Z(f, re)] (3.8)

where one is the power spectral density of the noise in uV/Hz, kn is Boltzmann's

constant, Tk is the temperature in degrees Kelvin, and Re{Z.(f)} is the real (resistive) part

of the electrode impedance, whose dependence on electrode radius and frequency have

been made explicit. The recording bandwidth of preamplifiers used with the multi

microelectrodes in the work reported here (see Chapter 7) extends from f = 100 Hz to f,

= 6000 Hz; therefore, the root-mean-square (RMS) thermal noise voltage generated by a

microelectrode in the recording band is:

■ ºft, fh

VNth(re) = ■ of h(f, re) df = </ ■ 4kBTKRe(Ze(f, re)} df (3.9)f f

To use this relation in the design of electrode radius r, an estimate of Z (f, r ) is

required. A well-developed body of electrochemical theory exists for describing the

physical basis of electrode impedance and the dependence of impedance on electrode

size, shape, solution activity, etcetera. However, an empirical model for estimating the

real part of the electrode impedance should be adequate for noise estimation.

For signals of small current density and frequency range 10 Hz - 10,000 Hz, the

electrode-to-solution impedance of smooth, clean refractory metal electrodes in

physiological saline can be estimated using any one of several empirical relations. One

class of models represents the electrode impedance with a series or parallel combination

of a resistance and a capacitance which both vary with frequency according to a power

law [Ragheb and Geddes, 1991; Schwan, 1992; Cobbold, 1974]. One such relation is:

:
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z - K - (KA) 3.10
|Zd fº Afº (3.10)

where |Z, is the magnitude of the electrode impedance, f is frequency, A is electrode area

Triº, and K and 0 are constants empirically derived by fitting the power law to measured

impedance spectra. For planar gold microelectrodes of area 60 pm - 1460 um driven

potentiostatically in room temperature 0.9 wtº NaCl saline over 10 Hz - 100 kHz with

excitation small enough to remain in the linear region of the electrode impedance (i.e.,

100 mVP-P), Kovacs reported a KA of 4.00 x 10" Q-Hz"-ºm" and an o of 0.63 [Kovacs,

1990]. He did not report the phase or real part of the impedance spectra from which these

values were derived; however, Wise, et al. [Wise et al., 1970] reported an impedance

phase lag of “greater than 80° for semibright gold microelectrodes of 75 pm area in

buffered saline. Using this value, Re{Z (r., f)}, Im{Z (r., f)} and Z (r., f) for gold

microelectrodes can be estimated as

Retz.(fro) =|ºcos(80) (3.11)
Tré

Im{Ze(f, re)} = |...} sin (-80°) (3.12)trºf"

Ze(f, re) = . e■ -80°)= Re(Z(f, r.)} + j Im{Z.(f, re)] (3.13)Tré

Figure 3.6 shows the electrode impedance magnitude Z(r., f), real part Re{Z (r.,

f)}, and imaginary part-Im{Z (r., f)} at 1 kHz, as functions of electrode size, for a flat,

circular gold microelectrode. As expected with a constant phase lag of 80°, the impedance

is dominated by its capacitive reactance.
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FIGURE 3.6

Impedance magnitude Z(r., f), real part Re(Z.(r., f)}, and imaginary part-Im{Z.(r., f)} at 1000 Hz, as
functions of electrode radius r., for gold microelectrodes.
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The RMS thermal noise voltage of a circular, planar gold electrode of about 75

um - 1500 um area in room temperature normal saline can now be estimated as:
fh

ONth(re) = W ■ 4kBTKcosº: df (3.14)f Té

where all parameters except r, have the values listed in Table 3.1. Figure 3.7 shows the

RMS electrode noise voltage one (r.), assuming no loading of the electrode by shunt

impedances and amplifier input impedance. Electrode thermal noise voltage increases

with decreasing electrode size, as would be expected from the inverse relation between

º
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impedance and electrode area. Minimization of electrode noise therefore apparently

requires that r. be as large as possible. However, this is not quite true when a microelectrode

is loaded by interconnect and amplifier shunt admittances. In that case, the attenuation

caused by the voltage divider these shunts form with the electrode impedance must be

considered.

FIGURE 3.7

Thermal noise one (r) of a gold microelectrode versus electrode size (radius r.), assuming negligible
loading by interconnects and other shunts connected to the electrode. Calculated using Equation 3.14.
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3.3.4.1.3 Signal Attenuation

The analysis above confirms the intuitive predictions that for an unloaded gold

electrode, (i) signal level V, increases with decreasing electrode size for a fixed, small

distance to the active node and (ii) electrode impedance and thermal noise increase with

decreasing electrode size. For an electrode loaded by interconnect, bond pad, and

preamplifier shunt admittances, these qualitative trends are still true but quantifiably

different. To ensure that the loading and attenuating effects of interconnect traces and

preamplifier inputs do not unexpectedly degrade SNR below adequate levels, they must

also be considered before choosing an electrode size".

The electrode-interconnect-preamplifier system can be modelled as a voltage divider

formed by the electrode impedance, interconnect series impedance and shunt admittance

to ground (i.e., the animal at large), and the preamplifier input impedance and shunt

admittance. Figure 3.8A illustrates this model; the values are listed in Table 3.1 and

derived in Section 3.3.5. A comparison of the relative values of the elements shows that

the circuit can be reduced to the electrode impedance Z (f, r.), interconnect and bond pad

impedance Zºº, and amplifier shunt impedance Z. As a result, the voltage Vin actually

detected at the input of the preamplifier for a given unloaded electrode source voltage of

V. is approximately:

| |z0' +z ()''' (3.15)VeRTI(ro,h,re) = Ve(ro,h,re -1 -11-11zºo. 2.0" zoº

"Recall that compatibility with eventual inclusion of on-chip amplifiers for buffering of
microelectrode signals and the increased SNR this would yield was one of the key advantages that led to
the use of silicon micromachining as a method of multi-microelectrode fabrication.
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FIGURE 3.8
A: Circuit describing the parasitic shunting elements which load a passive microelectrode like those
designed in the present work. V.(r,h,r) is the extracellular potential that would be recorded by an
unloaded, flat, circular gold electrode of radius r. positioned at h-0 and various r, from the active node of
Ranvier. Z. is electrode impedance. G. and C. are interconnect shunt conductance and capacitance. R. is
the interconnect series resistance. °-ºne the coupling capacitance between interconnect traces, is negligible
and not shown. C.A., is the total capacitance to ground of a bond pad. Z, is amplifier shunt impedance,
and Z, is amplifier input impedance.
B: Reduced version of circuit in A, with negligible circuit elements deleted and remaining elements
combined as appropriate. Z. is the total shunt impedance due to interconnects and bond pads. Z, is the
amplifier shunt impedance. See Section 3.3.5 for value derivations.

Ze(re, f) Ric (450)
ELZa

Gic-0 Gbp=0 §§
Ve Cic Cbp

(4.3 pF) (5.1 pF)

Ze(re, f)

Zic = 1/j2■ tf(Cic + Cbp)
Ve (+ = 1/j2■ tf(9.4 pF)])

º
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where RTI means “referred to input (of the preamp)” and only the circuit elements in

Figure 3.8B have been considered.

As determined in Section 3.3.5, the interconnect impedance Z is a -j/[2tf(9.4

pF)]. Approximating the shunt impedance of the preamplifier over the recording bandwidth

as the measured input impedance magnitude at 1 kHz (15 MQ), Equation 3.15 implies

that keeping Z.(1 kHz, r ) below about 1.3 MQ should keep the attenuation below 10% at

1 kHz, low enough to validate the no-loading assumption under which equation 3.7 was

derived. According to Equation 3.13, gold microelectrodes reach this impedance level

for A. 2 200 pm (r. 28 pm for a circular planar electrode). Figure 3.9, which shows the

gain of the attenuating network of Figure 3.8B using values for gold electrodes, bears out

this estimate. Figure 3.9 also shows that the Z-Z, -Z, network is effectively a passive

band-pass filter with a peak gain at 1 kHz and passband from = 100 Hz - = 10 kHz, exactly

the band of interest for recording of action potentials. This fortuitous result suggests the

possibility that through adjusting bond pad or interconnect capacitance, even multi

microelectrodes without active circuitry can be designed to serve a useful filtering function,

assuming the Z, and Z, are known in advance. Even though such a passive filter can

never have a gain greater than one, it can still increase SNR by attenuating the noise

outside its passband more than the neural signals within it.

Figure 3.10 plots Vist■ r,h,r) for the same values used to plot the unloaded

V.(r,h,r) in Figure 3.5. As expected, the effect of the attenuation network of Figure 3.8

is more important for smaller electrodes (with higher impedances) than for larger ones,

with the end result of narrowing the difference between them. About 100 pum appears to

be a critical electrode size below which the attenuating affect of increased impedance

overcomes the signal-boosting effect of shrinking electrode size for a fixed r.

º
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FIGURE 3.9

Gain of the attenuating network comprising Z (f, r), Z (f), and Z, in Figure 3.8B, for a gold electrode of
area 50pm, 100 um’,200 um’, 500 um’, and 1000 um”. Computed using Equation 3.13 to model Z (fr.)
and the values from Table 3.1 for Z (f) and Z (f). Note that the gain of this passive band pass filter is tuned
(slightly) to as 1 kHz.
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FIGURE 3.10

V.(r.h.c.) referred to the preamplifier input (“RTI”), after attenuation by the network of Figure 3.8; for gold
electrodes of area 50, 100,200,500, and 1000 um’.
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3.3.4.1.4 Preamplifier Noise

Because extracellular signals Vism are expected to be in the microvolt range,

below the noise levels of many op-amps, the noise contribution of the preamplifiers used

to record them must be considered. For a typical FET-input op-amp that might be used in

a preamp input stage (the LF411), the noise voltage density es is 3.5 nV/WHz at 1 kHz
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and the noise current density is (which generates an equivalent noise voltage across the

parallel combination of Z, Z, and Z.) is 10 fa/NHz [Horowitz and Hill, 1989; National

Semiconductor, 1993]. Assuming these noise sources are uncorrelated with the electrode

thermal noise (as they should be), they can be added in an RMS-fashion to the electrode

noise (attenuated by the shunting network gain of 3.15) to yield a total estimate of the

non-neural noise as referred to the input of the preamp:

fhigh

ONtotalRTI(fire) = 2/■ loš. +o■■ rti■ f, re) + of hkTi(f, r) df (3.16)flow

where

ofe = ef. (3.17)

orm■ to-islz'■ to zº(0+z'0' (3.18)

. (c)-1 -1]-1cº-ºrºzºil-ºil aw
Z(fr)+(Z(f)'t Z,(f)"

Figure 3.11 shows a plot of the total non-neural RTI voltage noise ONourri, along

with its constituent parts, computed for gold electrodes of various size. In Figure 3.11, it

is apparent that the RTI thermal noise of the electrode goes up as r, gets smaller but then

peaks out and starts dropping at very small re; because the Z (f, r.) gets so huge that all the

thermal noise it generates is dropped across it. Unfortunately, the V, action potential

signal is subject to the same attenuation affect (although slightly less so, given the

band-pass characteristic of Figure 3.9). Despite this attenuation, electrode thermal noise

dominates the total noise voltage on...ism down to r, as 2pm, when the effect of amplifier

noise current overcomes it.

º
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FIGURE 3.11
Root-mean-square noise voltages of non-neural sources for circular gold electrodes, plotted versus electrode
radius r, and all referred to the input of a preamplifier. o.ºr= RMS total noise considering all non-neural
sources. Cºsm- RMS electrode thermal noise. oºm- RMS current noise of preamp input stage.o.- RMS
voltage noise preamp input stage. Computed for values listed in text.
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3.3.4.1.5 Signal to Noise Ratio

With both the signal level Vesn(r,h,r) and electrode/amplifier noise level Osºrn

now defined in terms of r, and a set of known design parameters, the trade-off between

signal and noise levels can now quantified in terms of electrode radius or area. To do this

requires choosing a definition of signal-to-noise ratio that is an appropriate performance

index for the situation at hand. For extracellular recording of action potentials, in which

the signals of interest are occasional, brief peaks which typically are no more than ten

times the RMS level of the noise, the classic definition of signal to noise ratio, SNR = 10

logio(signal power/noise power) in decibels, is a relatively unintuitive measure. Another

º
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measure more commonly used for comparison of automated action potential spike

detection/sorting systems is [Jansen and Ter Maat, 1992; Yang and Shamma, 1988]:

- VeRT
SNVR ONtotalRTI (3.20)

where SNVR denotes that the value is a ratio of signal and noise voltages, rather than

powers. SNVR is useful because its constituents are the action potential peak height (at

or near which a thresholding detector circuit is usually set) and the RMS level of the

noise, two comparable voltages which are easily estimated visually on an oscilloscope

trace. Figure 3.12 shows a plot of SNVR versus axon-electrode distance r, for various

sizes of gold electrode. Recalling that the minimum ro for an axon of about 2.5 pum

axolemma radius is about 10 pm, we see that SNVR ranges from about 1.75 for 50 pum’

gold electrodes to about 4 for 1000 pm gold electrodes. Before using these curves to

specify electrode size, one more factor — electrode recording selectivity — must be

considered.

3.3.4.1.6 Recording Selectivity Requires Small Electrodes

As evidenced by the above discussion, the referred-to-input signal level, noise

level and signal-to-noise ratio of extracellular recordings depends strongly on the size of

a microelectrode. For a fixed distance r, to the nearest node, a smaller electrode will

acquire a larger signal (Figure 3.5), but that signal will be attenuated more due to the

electrode's higher impedance (Figure 3.9), and will be corrupted by more thermal and

amplifier-current-induced noise (Figure 3.11), ultimately leading to a decreased SNR

(Figure 3.12). Relying only on the result that “smaller electrodes yield higher impedance

and worse SNVR", the best design would be to use the largest electrode possible. Why

micro-machine micro-electrodes when a bare 22 gauge wire should give higher SNVR2
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FIGURE 3.12
SNVR (ratio of signal voltage to RMS non-neural noise voltage) plotted versus electrode edge-to-axon-center
distance r., for h=0 and gold electrode areas of 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 um'. Note that larger electrodes
give larger SNVR. (See text for details.)
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Partly, the answer lies in the fact that as electrode size increases, an electrode will

average potentials from so far “down the potential hill” around a node (e.g., Figure 3.5)

that the signal will be too small to measure (given electronic noise elsewhere in the

recording equipment) despite the larger SNVR (which doesn't include those other electronic

noise sources). More important is the drastic decrease in recording selectivity" that

"Recall from section 3.34.1 that selectivity is defined here as the ability to record single-unit
action potentials from one fiber while ignoring potentials from others.
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would occur due to increased pickup of neural noise from nodes of Ranvier other than

the one (or few) near enough to give a distinctly recognizable signal.

In the derivations of SNVR up to this point, “noise” has meant noise of non-neural

origin, and Vism (or rather, V(r) in Equation 3.6)has been treated as pure signal. This

was because we assumed that the node whose field we modelled by Equation 3.6 was the

only source or sink of current in the nerve. In fact, there are thousands of nodes on about

12,000 fibers in the whole eighth nerve [Dunn, 1978], each firing randomly and more or

less independently (except when very strong stimuli synchronize subsets of them). If we

at least assume that these many other nodes are more than Nr, away from the electrode,

the signal from each will be less than about (0.25)" times V.sm (see Figure 3.10). These

many indiscernible signals add up to a neural noise that has not yet been considered in the

SNVR calculations, partly because it can simply be considered as a random noise component

of V(r) which we must try to record with high fidelity (random or not), and partly for

lack of a tractable model to estimate it accurately.

In any case, intuition indicates that the larger an electrode is, the greater the

number of fibers it is near, and the greater the resulting neural noise. Increasing electrode

size also increases the probability that the electrode will be near more than one (or a few)

“nearest” fibers, leading to an electrode recording that may contain so many superimposed

single-unit spiketrains that none are separable. This is why we micromachine

microelectrodes — a 22 gauge wire electrode can record a large compound action potential

by summing field potentials from thousands of fibers in a synchronously stimulated

motor nerve, but it is not useful for selective single-unit recording of eighth nerve fibers.

Thus, although Figure 3.12 correctly predicts improved signal-to-(non-neural)-noise

ratio (SNVRºman) for increasing electrode size, the best design should be to choose the

º
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smallest electrode size capable of giving an adequate SNVR for spike detection,nonneural

while factoring in an estimate of neural noise based on recording experience with electrodes

of similar size and composition. For a typical waveform-based template-matching spike

detector/sorter, an SNVR., of 2 is adequate for spike detection, and SNVR. 2 2.5 is

adequate for sorting a few units of distinct waveform shapes [Yang and Shamma, 1988;

Jansen and Ter Maat, 1992]. An estimate of neural noise can be gleaned from the voltage

traces Edell recorded from regenerated rabbit sciatic nerves using 800 pm gold electrodes

much like those designed here [Edell, 1986]. Assuming all of the noise in those traces

was neural (in fact, much of it must have been non-neural), the neural noise RMS level

for such electrodes is less than 20% of the peak signal height, making SNVR, s 5.

Assuming neural noise and non-neural noise to be independent,

- -
-1/2SNVRºal =[SNVR■ man SNVR::...]" (3.21)

and
- -

-1/2SNVRnonneural –
|SNVRéal

-

SNVR■ n (3.22)

so the required SNVR ºn is a 2.2 for spike detection, and =2.9 for spike sorting. For

the gold microelectrodes modelled above, Figure 3.12 shows that electrode areas of about

100 um to 200 pm are the minimum sizes that satisfy these criteria, assuming the

nearest node of Ranvier is at r, as 10 p.m.

Based on these considerations, electrode areas chosen for the present generation

of gold multi-microelectrodes were 100 p.m., 200 pm and 500 p.m. Electrodes were

drawn as rectangular (in order to best fit on the silicon support bars between via holes),

and sized 10pm x 10pm, 10 pm x 20 pm, and 10 pm x 50 pum.
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3.3.4.2 Pt Black Decreases Electrode Impedance and SNVR.
The previous section argued the importance of maintaining selectivity by choosing

the smallest electrode size capable of an adequate signal level and SNVR., even at the

expense of a decrease in SNVR due to increased impedance of small electrodes. Ifnonneural

it were possible to independently lower electrode impedance without increasing electrode

size, the trade-off between signal level and selectivity on the one hand and SNVRºme.

on the other could be eased, with both being improved at once. Since lowering electrode

impedance would decrease the RTI electrode thermal noise and noise voltage due to

amplifier current noise, the overall effect of decreasing electrode impedance for a fixed

electrode size would be to increase SNVR and SNVR., regardless of neural noise

level. Plating over gold electrodes with platinum black is one approach to doing this.

Deposition of Pt black on metal microelectrodes has long been used by

electrophysiologists to lower electrode impedance without increasing electrode tip

geometrical area [Gesteland et al., 1959; Robinson, 1968]. It is done by passing a

cathodic DC current through a microelectrode immersed in Kolrausch's solution (e.g.,

3% PtCl2, 0.025 NHCl, 0.025% lead acetate, in water), with a large Pt reference serving

as an anode (see Chapter 5 for details). Depending on the plating current density used (3

pA/um electrode area is typical for microelectrodes, [Robinson, 1968]), the microelectrode

impedance (in normal saline after rinsing) can be decreased by two orders of magnitude

below the original value (for a gold electrode), without a significant increase in geometric

area. This huge decrease is impedance is probably due partly to a manifold increase in

the metal-solution interface area (Pt black is spongy) and partly to increased total capacitance

at the tips of Pt black dendrites over that of a flat metal electrode.
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Despite these great advantages, platinizing electrodes may have some disadvantages

for recordings from chronically implanted devices. One concern is that residual Kolrausch's,

solution trapped in the spongy Pt black despite vigorous rinsing may leach out over time,

poisoning and killing neural tissue immediately adjacent to the electrodes (i.e., the fibers

from which we wish to record). Another possibility is that the Pt black, which is rough

up to a =0.1 pm to -1 plm scale, may encourage attachment of connective tissue cells or
encapsulation in excess extracellular matrix, distancing the electrode from the nearest

node of Ranvier. Pt blacked electrodes also tend to have impedances less stable in time

than do flat gold—investigators using platinized electrodes for acute experiments routinely

replatinize re-usable electrodes just before an experiment, since they find impedance

climbs over hours to days after plating (although not back up to pre-plating levels)

[Robinson, 1968]. Finally, some investigators contend that Pt black rubs off with use,

leaving irritating tendrils of Pt in adjacent tissue (perhaps encouraging inflammation) and

exposing flat Pt, which has impedance characteristics equal to or worse than gold [Ragheb

and Geddes, 1991].

For these reasons, the electrode sizes designed assuming gold electrodes were not

changed. However, since platinizing these electrodes was kept as an option, a reiteration

of the above analysis is given below for reference and comparison to gold.

3.3.4.2.1 Unloaded Peak Extracellular Electrode Potential

The unloaded electrode potential derived in Equation 3.7 and illustrated in Figure

3.5 for gold electrodes should be unaffected by platinization; however, the impedance

model of Equation 3.13 must be altered to reflect the change from gold to Pt black

electrodes.
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3.3.4.2.2 Impedance Model for Platinum Black Electrodes

While the power law model of Equation 3.13 could certainly be fit with new

values of KA, O, and phase lag to approximate Pt black characteristics, data for this

particular power law form was not available at the time of this writing. Therefore, the

following model was synthesized from a combination of models and values from [Robinson,

1968] and [Zeuthen, 1978]. By this new model, which fits the impedance spectra of

Chapter 6 quite well, the impedance of a Pt black electrode is:

Ze(f, re) = Re(Ze(f, re)} + j Im{Ze(f, re)} (3.23)

where

Retz (fr) = -º (3.24)
tr; fº

Im(z.(fr) = +& (3.25)
tr; fº

Ro = 51.7 MQ-um?-Hz"
X, = 768 MQ-um?-Hz”
A = 0.53

B = 0.81

Analogous with Figure 3.6, Figure 3.13 shows the electrode impedance magnitude Z.(re,

f), real part Re(Z (r., f)}, and imaginary part -Im{Z (r., f)} at 1 kHz, as functions of

electrode size, for a platinized microelectrode. The capacitive reactance again dominates,

but the magnitude of the impedance is one hundred times lower than for gold. The

unloaded thermal noise of these electrodes is therefore also lower by two orders of

magnitude (cf. Figure 3.7).
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FIGURE 3.13
Impedance magnitude Z.(r., f)], real part Re(Z(r., f)}, and imaginary part -Im{Z}(r, f)} at 1000 Hz as
functions of electrode radius r, for Pt black microelectrodes. Compare Figure 3.6.
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3.3.4.2.3 Signal Attenuation Transfer Function for Pt Black Electrodes

The attenuation network model of Figure 3.8B and Equation 3.15 still applies for

platinized electrodes, although the much lower Z (fr) at every r. (Figure 3.13)leads to a

negligible attenuation, as plotted in Figure 3.14 (cf. Figure 3.9). Figure 3.15 shows

Vesn(r,h,r) as recorded by platinized electrodes, for the same values used to plot the

unloaded V.(r,h,r) in Figure 3.5 and the gold RTI values in Figure 3.10. As could be

expected from , Vism(r,h,r.)= V.(r,h,r.) for platinized electrodes.
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FIGURE 3.14
Gain of the attenuating network comprising Z (f, r.), Z (f), and Z, in Figure 3.8B for Pt black electrodes of
area 50 um', 100 um’, 200 um’, 500 um’, and 1000 um’, using Equation 3.23 to model Z.(fr) and the
values from Table 3.1 for Z.(f) and Z(f). Compare Figure 3.9.
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FIGURE 3.15
V.sm (r. h.c.) referred to the preamplifier input plotted versus electrode radius r, after attenuation by the
network of Figure 3.8, for Pi black electrodes of area 50 um', 100 um’, 200 um’,500 um’, and 1000 um’.
Compare Figure 3.10.
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3.3.4.2.4 Non-Neural Noise for Pt Black Electrodes

Analogous with Figure 3.11, Figure 3.16 shows a plot of the total RTI voltage

noise along with its constituent parts, computed for platinized electrodes. As was the

case for gold electrodes, RTI thermal noise dominates the RTI total noise of platinized

º
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electrodes. However, the RTI thermal noise is roughly one fifth that of gold electrodes at

the same size, and the RTI noise component due to amplifier current noise is negligible

even at the smallest electrode sizes.

FIGURE 3.16
Root-mean-square noise voltages referred to the input of a preamplifier connected to circular Pt black
electrodes of various radius r. o...ism- RMS total noise considering all non-neural sources. oºm- RMS
electrode thermal noise, referred to preamp input. oºm- RMS current noise of preamp input stage. o –
RMS voltage noise preamp input stage. Computed for values listed in text. Compare Figure 3.11.
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3.3.4.2.5 Signal to Noise Ratio SNVR for Pt Black Electrodes

Finally, a plot of SNVRºman versus r, for platinized electrodes of various size is

shown in Figure 3.17, which is analogous to Figure 3.12 for gold electrodes. For the

same r, and electrode size, SNVRºman values for platinized electrodes should be about

an order of magnitude greater than those for gold! At r, as 10 pm, for example, a 200 pum2

platinized electrode should yield a SNVR ºn of twenty. However, as a consequence ofonneura

this greatly raised SNVRºman vs r, curve, platinized electrodes of these sizes should
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FIGURE 3.17
SNVR (ratio of signal voltage to RMS non-neural noise voltage) plotted versus electrode edge-to-axon-center
distance r., for h=0 and Pt black electrode areas of 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 um’. Note that larger
electrodes give larger SNVR, and that all values of SNVR are significantly higher than for gold electrodes
(cf Figure 3.12).
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have SNVR, a totally dominated by SNVR, and which (according to the estimate in

Section 3.3.4.1.6) is about five".

"In retrospect, some versions of the electrodes should have been designed with electrode areas
very much smaller than 50 um', for use with Pt black. However, at the time of mask design for this work,
the author was unaware of the magnitude of effect of Pt black on impedance levels. In light of the success
of past research using gold electrodes [Edell, 1986) and the concerns mentioned above regarding possible
toxicity and instability of Pt black, electrode sizes compatible with flat gold electrodes were used in the
design.
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3.3.4.3 Electrode Positions

With sixteen bond pads available for wiring connections to external amplifiers,

sixteen electrodes could be interconnected to bond pads in each design. The positions of

these wired electrodes were chosen according to eighth nerve anatomy. In cross section,

the eighth nerve is topographically organized into regions corresponding to each of the

eight sensory epithelia of the inner ear [Dunn, 1978; Lewis et al., 1985]. As shown in

Figure 2.2, branchlets from the saccule, utricle and anterior and horizontal canal cristae

join the nerve from the anterior side and remain anterior along its length; branchlets

innervating the amphibian and basilar papillae, lagena and posterior canal crista constitute

the posterior aspect. While regenerating fibers may not perfectly recreate this topography,

the short distance between the ganglia and the point of nerve section makes at least

partial maintenance of topography probable.

Since the focus of this work was on recording from fibers responsive to sound

stimuli, the majority of wired microelectrodes were put in the dorsal-posterior quadrant

of the via hole array, where fibers from the amphibian and basilar papillae should be

found. The remaining bond pads were assigned to microelectrodes placed uniformly

across the other three quadrants of the via hole array.

3.3.5 Interconnects and Bond Pads

3.3.5.1 Interconnect Width and Thickness

The interconnect material (gold), film thickness (0.5 pum), minimum feature size

(4 pum) and minimum spacing (4 pum) were already defined by process constraints (see

Chapter 4). Apart from these process constraints, the main considerations in choosing

interconnect width and spacing are interconnect series resistance and shunt admittance,
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both of which can attenuate the signals recorded by a microelectrode.

Even at the minimum feature width of 4 pum, the extremely low resistivity of gold

(2.24 x 10° Q-cm, [Weast, 1986]) ensures that the series resistance contributed by

interconnects and bond pads is negligible. For a 5 mm interconnect trace, the series

resistance is

Ric = ** = \:—t:++ = 45 Q, (3.26)
wt (4E-4 cm)(0.5E-4 cm)

which is negligibly small compared to the input impedance of preamplifiers used in this

work (=15 MQ shunt impedance and >10° Q input impedance at 1 KHz). The shunt

admittance between the interconnect traces and “ground” (i.e., the reference electrode,

via the highly conductive physiological saline surrounding the device when implanted) is

mainly capacitive due to the immeasurably large resistivity of the silicon nitride used for

insulation, and can be minimized within process constraints by keeping interconnect

width to a minimum. The shunt capacitance between a flat interconnect trace and the

saline bathing the silicon nitride insulation overlying it is approximately [Sakurai and

Tamaru, 1983]:

Cic = lºw + 28telº" = 2.3 pF (3.27)

where e, = 8.854E-12 F/cm

e, -the relative permittivity of SiN.H = 7.5 [Muller and Kamins, 1986]”
L = interconnect length = 5 mm

“It should be noted that this value is for stoichiometric Si,N, , and that the actual value for the
Si.N. H used in fabricating the devices (see Chapter 4) is not necessarily the same.
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W = interconnect width = 4 um

t = interconnect film thickness = 0.5 pum

d = Si,N.H insulation thickness = 1 um

Given the 0.2 am thick Si,N,H and 0.5 pm thick SiO, layers separating the same

interconnect trace from the silicon substrate beneath it (which has such a large surface

area that it can be modelled as a short to the body at large), Equation 3.27 gives an

estimate of the trace-to-substrate shunt capacitance of between 1.6 and 2.0 pF. Thus, at 4

pum interconnect width, the total shunt capacitance for a worst-case 5 mm interconnect

trace is about 4.3 pF, equivalent to a shunt impedance of 232 MQ at 1 kHz and well

above the electrode impedances expected (see Section 3.3.4.1.3). Interconnect thickness

was therefore set to the 4 pum minimum allowed by process constraints.

3.3.5.2 Interconnect Spacing

Adequate spacing between interconnect traces is required prevent formation of

shorts between interconnect traces during metal deposition (see Chapter 4) and to provide

sufficient contact area for adhesion of top and bottom layer dielectrics in the lanes

between interconnect traces. Based on these requirements, the minimum interconnect

spacing was set at 4 plm [Storment and Kovacs, 1992]. Spacing between interconnect

traces also affects the degree of capacitive coupling between adjacent interconnect traces,

an effect which must be minimized to avoid artifactual cross talk between signal lines

from different microelectrodes. The coupling capacitance between adjacent, parallel

interconnect traces can be estimated as [Sakurai and Tamaru, 1983]:

Ccoupling = 2.1003 y +0.83;-007 | i |º (i)" (3.28)
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where s is the intertrace spacing and all other parameters are as defined for Equation

3.28. For two 5 mm long interconnect traces separated by the minimum spacing of 4 pum

(and assuming conservatively that all of traces are insulated above and below by Si,N,H

of thickness d = 0.2 pum), C coupling equals 0.03 pH, or about 5 GQ at 1 kHz, which is

negligibly large.

3.3.5.3 Bond Pads

Bond pads were merely extensions of the electrode and interconnect metallization

in the one-metal fabricate used to made the devices, and were therefore made of gold. To

facilitate semi-manual bonding of Teflon"-coated gold lead wires for routing of electrode

signals to off-chip preamplifiers (see Chapter 5), bond pads were designed to be 300 pum

x 300 pum, fairly large by integrated circuit standards. The shunt capacitance between

each bondpad and the grounded animal can be estimated as approximately that due to

capacitive coupling of the bond pad to the substrate beneath it, since devices were coated

with an insulating layer more than 500 pum thick on the top surface. The capacitance

between a 300 pm x 300 pum bond pad and the silicon substrate beneath it (separated by

0.2 pm of Si,N,H and 0.5 pm of SiO,), is approximately:

ersixNyeo A
dsixNy

-1
-

-1-1+|Érsioxºl"| = 5.1 pF, (3.29)
dsio2Cbond pad F |

which at 1 kHz constitutes shunt impedance of 194 MQ, two orders of magnitude higher

than the highest electrode source impedance expected. To avoid shorting between bond

pads or damaging interconnect during wire-bonding, all bond pads were separated from

each other by 50 pum and interconnect lines were kept 50 pum or more away from bond

pads other than their own. At this separation, coupling capacitance between adjacent
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metal structures is negligible.

At this size and spacing, sixteen bond pads could easily be accommodated on the

end of the device opposite the via hole array, with each being wired by an interconnect

trace to a single electrode.

3.3.6 The Third Dimension

With the exception of film thicknesses, all design aspects that have been discussed

to this point involve two-dimensional features definable by photolithographic masks. As

will be presented in Chapter 4, the particular advantage of the device fabrication process

employed in this work is that, unlike its predecessors, it yields devices which are selectively

thinned beneath the via hole array to as little as 25 pum in the dimension normal to the

wafer surface (i.e., along the axis of the implanted nerve). The result is a multi

microelectrode that occupies as little tissue volume as possible within the regenerated

nerve in which it is implanted, while still being strong and durable due to a 400 pum thick

supporting rim around the thin silicon grid.

To achieve this structure, an anisotropic silicon etchant, KOH in water, was used

to selectively thin the devices from the back side of the wafer up to within 25 pum of the

front side surface (where electrodes, interconnect lines, etc. reside). Chapter 4 details

this, along with the rest of the fabrication process. Design for this step merely required

choosing sizes for the windows to be made in the wafer back side LPCVD silicon nitride

to expose the bare silicon underneath for KOH etching. KOH etches the 31115 family of

crystallographic planes of silicon much more slowly than the «100> plane (which is

normal to the wafer surfaces), so that as KOH etches from back to front, the etched “tub”

develops four walls (one for each member of the exposed 31115 family), forming a
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array of
via holes w/
puelectrodes

FIGURE 3.18

Diagram showing arrangement
of back side window in LPCVD

---

silicon nitride designed so that
-

etching from the wafer back
side toward the front with KOH
will yield an etched "tub" which
is stopped just below the front
side area reserved for via holes.
(Not to scale).

1.6 mm x 1.6 mm
window in back side SixNy

pyramidal tub with a flat bottom (Figure 3.18). Since the angle between the 31115 and

<100> directions is 54.7°, the tub must be etched starting from a back side silicon nitride

window which extends (0.707)(400 + 20 pm) beyond a 1 mm square if the “tub bottom”

is to be a 1 mm square just beneath the front side area reserved for via holes. The back

side mask (Mask #3) was therefore designed to include 1600 pm by 1600 pum, concentric

and parallel with the front side via hole arrays defined in Mask #4.

3.4 Layouts

Because the masks on which these devices were tiled included devices for several

other research projects, mask space was at a premium, and only a relatively small number

of different design combinations could be accommodated. Incorporating the design

constraints discussed above, devices layouts were drawn using the L-Edit layout package

(Tanner Research, Pasadena, CA) with several combinations of via hole size and electrode

size”. These are summarized in Table 3.3. Some representative designs are shown in

Figure 3.19, Figure 3.20, and Figure 3.21.

"Michael Min and Tom Annau, both of Stanford University, provided very helpful assistance
with L-Edit layouts.

;
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DeviceLayoutviaHoleviaHoleViaHoleElectodeElectrodeGridBarPercentOpen

WidthPitchNumberDimensionsAreaWidthAreainGrid pum|impumxpumpum"2pum%.Of1
mmA2

W12N31P32,1
123231x315X201002015% W42N13P77,1

427713x135X201003530% W42N13P77.2
427713x1310x202003530% W58N12P83,1

588312x125X201002548% W58N12P83,2
588312x1210x202002548% W90N8P125,1

901258x85X201003552% W90N8P125,2
901258x810X202003552% W90N8P125,5

901258x825X205003552%

Table3.3 A
catalogof

multi-microelectrodedesignvariationsincluded
inthemasksetfor
fabrication.

U(\||||}|{
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# ** a gº-tº
FIGURE 3.19 (ABOVE)
Layout for a single multi-microelectrode device with all mask layers superimposed except
for the back-side etch mask used to define the silicon membrane (see Figure 3.1). The 2
mm x 4 mm device is of type W90N8P125/1, with a 1 mm x 1 mm array of (90 um) via
holes (black squares) at left and sixteen bond pads at right. Solid black indicates a via
hole site. Gray is metal. Hatching indicates a contact opening in the top PECVD silicon
nitride that insulates the metal. Metal interconnect lines run from the bond pads to
microelectrode contact sites on the silicon bars between via holes. Lettering (which was
deliberately mirror-imaged on the mask set) is included for device identification, and
spare microelectrodes not connected to bond pads are included in anticipation of future
integration of multiplexing circuitry.

FIGURE 3.20 (NEXT PAGE, TOP)
Expanded view of the via holes and electrodes in the layout of Figure 3.19, showing the
interconnect lines and electrode positions in greater detail.

FIGURE 3.21 (NEXT PAGE, BOTTOM)
High-magnification view of layout for the via hole array of a W12N31P32,1-type device,
with (12 pm)2 via holes (black squares) and 100 p.m. microelectrodes. Microelectrodes
are defined by contact openings in the top PECVD silicon nitride (hatching) above the
electrode metal rectangles (dark gray).
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Fabrication of Silicon
Multi-Microelectrodes

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the process sequences used to fabricate silicon-substrate

multi-microelectrodes used to record from bullfrog eighth cranial nerves in this study".

Two versions of the same basic process sequence were employed in this work, each

generally entailing deposition and patterning of metal and insulating layers atop a silicon

wafer, into which were then etched 25 pum to 50 pum deep pits that would become tunnels

for nerve regeneration through the device. The first process sequence relied on wafer-scale

mechanical lapping to thin entire devices and thus open the pits "from below;" this

resulted in fragile structures that were difficult to use in practice. The improved process

employs a timed-etch, back-side bulk micromachining process to thin the devices

selectively, forming a 20 pum to 35 pum central membrane supported by a 400 pm thick

rim; via holes are then etched completely through the thin membrane. Combined with a

redesign of device geometry, this new process resulted in mechanically stronger devices

that were successfully used to record signals from regenerated eighth nerve in vivo.

"The present multi-microelectrode fabrication sequence was developed and performed through a
joint effort of the Stanford Neural Interface Labortory research group, of which the author is a colloborative
member. Process steps for the depostion and patterning of thin films and plasma etching of deep pits in
silicon were developed by G. Kovacs and C. Storment [Kovacs, 1990; Kovacs et al., 1992] as was the first
of the two process flows described here. The present process allows fabrication for devices for the eighth
nerve on the same substates with devices designed for use in rat peroneal nerve, and was thus funded by
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs Merit Review Grant #B003. A grant from the National Institute on
Deafness and Communicative Disorders, #DC01318-02, provided funding for materials and equipment
specifically related to the eighth nerve devices.

s
<
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As did the original multi-microelectrode fabrication process developed by Kovacs

et al. [Kovacs, 1990; Kovacs et al., 1992], both process sequences employ only low

temperature steps and are therefore fully compatible with pre-fabricated active circuits on

the starting wafers. (Low temperatures are required to prevent deleterious changes in

active circuit structures that could arise at high temperatures due to diffusion of dopants,

changes in film thicknesses, or contamination of active regions with highly-mobile atoms

of the gold used for electrodes.) The low number of photolithography steps required

(three to four front-side masks for each, plus a back-side mask for the newer process) is

also a key benefit for ease of production. The use of timed etching in the bulk etching

step offers significant advantages over more complex routes involving special etch-stop

layers, particularly with regard to future merging of the micromachining steps with CMOS

or BiCMOS processes for formation of on-chip amplification and multiplexing circuitry

[Whitehurst et al., 1992].

4.2 Initial Fabrication Sequence
The process sequence used to make the first version of multi-microelectrodes

employed in bullfrog eighth cranial nerve is summarized in Figure 4.1 This sequence is

essentially identical to that originally developed by Kovacs et al. to make the devices that

inspired the present work, and has been described in detail by them [Kovacs et al., 1992;

Kovacs, 1990]. Given this and the fact that initial devices fabricated this way were

ultimately unsuccessful in application to the eighth nerve, this sequence is described in

less detail than the improved version described in Section 4.4. It is summarized first here

to form a context in which to explain the rationale for changes resulting in the improved

Sequence.
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Front Side 0.5 pum wet thermal oxide
A Single-side polished,500-550 pum thick

| | | | | | | | | | | Wººls— 0.5 mm Au atop 15 nm Ti**º-■ hift photoresist

§ - 1 pum PECVD nitride Dal silicon
N Electrode metal º silicon dioxide

silicon nitride

Photoresist

Ill Metal (Au atop TI)
Microelectrodes Bond pad

-->RIE etched pits
(=50-70 pum deep)

Microelectrodes Bond pad

"-A Opened via holes /
Lapped Surface

FIGURE 4.1
Sumary of initial fabrication sequence. (A) Oxidation of starting wafer. (B) Deposition and lift-off
patterning of interconnect, bond pad and electrode metal. (C) Plasma deposition of PECVD silicon nitride
passivation layer. (D) Plasma etching of nitride contact openings to electrodes and bond pads, and reactive
ion etching of deep pits in silicon. (E) Mechanical lapping of backside to thin wafer and open via holes
through silicon.

º
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Starting with single-side-polished, 4-inch, ×100> n-type silicon wafers (1-3 Q-cm

resistivity) of standard thickness (525-550 pum), a 500 nm layer of wet thermal silicon

dioxide was grown for substrate isolation Figure 4.1A). A lift-off process (see below)

was then used to deposit and pattern metal bond pads, interconnects and electrodes

(Figure 4.1B). A 0.5 pm gold layer, preceded by a 15 nm titanium adhesion-promoting

layer, was used for all metal structures. Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition

(PECVD) was then used to apply 1 um of non-stoichiometric silicon nitride (Si, N.H) for

front side passivation (Figure 4.1C). Openings in this film were next plasma etched to

expose electrodes and bond pads for contact to the neural environment and amplifier

leads, respectively. Following application and patterning of thick photoresist, via holes

and dicing lanes were etched through the nitride, oxide and underlying silicon, to depths

of 30-70 pm (Figure 4.1D). Wafers were then mechanically lapped from the back side to

a final thickness of 20-40 pm, opening the via holes from below (Figure 4.1E). Finally,

the thinned wafers were broken along the etched dicing lanes and individual devices were

cleaned through a series of heated solvents (1,1,1-trichloroethane, acetone, isopropyl

alcohol, water).

Scanning electron micrographs of a multi-microelectrode device fabricated using

this process are shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. Figure 4.2 shows a device with an 8 x

8 array of 90 x 90 pm via holes with six 250 pum’ gold microelectrodes arranged near the

center of the via hole array and connected to bond pads through insulated gold interconnects.

Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show higher magnification micrographs of a single microelectrode and

the corner, respectively, for the device in Figure 4.2. As can be seen from these photographs,

the dimensional control of the photolithographic processes used to make both these and

the newer devices is impressive compared to traditional tungsten needle or glass micropipette

>-

==
**-*
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Figure 4.2

Scanning electron micrograph
of a multi-microelectrode
fabricated using the initial
process sequence detailed in
Figure 4.1.

electrode fabrication standards; the interconnect lines shown threading between the via

holes are 5 pum wide, while the silicon grid bars they sit on are about 15 plm across. Thus,

even these penultimate devices demonstrate this advantage of silicon micromachining

technology in fabrication of microelectrodes. Also visible in Figure 4.2 are the "cable

grooves" deliberately etched in the bond pad regions in an attempt to facilitate wire-bonding.

These grooves in fact were much more a liability than an asset, as they tended to form

stress concentration centers that led to cracking of devices (usually right across the line

from one cable groove to another) during wire bonding. Two final key aspects to notice

in these micrographs are the thinness of the overall device and the roughness of the back

sides and edges. As can be best seen in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, the total thickness of these

devices was 30-50 pum after lapping, and the lapped back sides, while smooth on a macro

scale, were in fact rough and peppered with stress-concentrating sharp edges.
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FIGURE 4.3

Scanning electron micrograph
of a multi-microelectrode
fabricated using the initial
process sequence detailed in
Figure 4.1.

FIGURE 4.4

Scanning electron micrograph
closeup of corner of multi
microelectrode shown in Figure
4.2. Note that the total thickness
is about 50 pum. The ledge is
due to use of dicing saw to cut
only part way through wafer.
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4.3 Rationale for an Improved Process
The initial process sequence used to fabricate multi-microelectrodes used in this

work required only four masks and included only low-temperature (<350 °C) processes.

The low-temperature constraint was particularly significant, as the entire micromachining

sequence thus had the key advantage of being fully compatible with existing CMOS or

BiCMOS circuitry on the starting wafers. This effectively decoupled the micromachining

post-processing steps from possible fabrication of circuits for amplification and/or

multiplexing, which could be modelled, prototyped and fabricated using the well

characterized models and processing sequences of foundries such as MOSIS or Stanford's

in-house BiCMOS line. Without such a constraint, high-temperature machining steps

would have to be incorporated into a custom process, with a consequent loss of efficiency,

model accuracy and economy of scale.

Using metal probe needles to make electrical contact with bond pads on non-wired

devices fabricated with this process, Kovacs et al. succeeded in recording and stimulating

single-unit action potentials from rat peroneal nerve in vivo at over one year post-operatively

[Kovacs, 1990; Kovacs et al., 1992]. On the strength of this result, this process was

employed to fabricate devices with redesigned geometry tailored for implantation in the

surgically sectioned eighth cranial nerve of the bullfrog. Given the relative inaccessibility

of the site, attachment of multiple wire leads for connecting amplification circuitry to the

devices was essential. However, wired devices fabricated this way proved difficult to

produce in acceptable yield and difficult use in the bullfrog eighth cranial nerve, ultimately

due to the method employed to open the via holes.

The critically weak link in the process was the lapping used to thin entire wafers

(or large sections thereof) to open via holes from below. The chief disadvantage of the
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technique was the fact that lapping thins a wafer uniformly (or nearly so), leaving the

entire multi-microelectrode device as thin as the plasma-etched via holes are deep. For

small via holes (which, due to mass transport limitations, tend to be more shallow than

are wider holes), this meant the finished device was less than 30 pum thick. Lack of

uniformity across a wafer, both in via hole depth and in lapping rate, led to unavoidable

sacrifice of some devices on a wafer in order to harvest others. Because lapping was

nearly the final step in the process, the low yield of this step was particularly costly.

Cleaning and handling of the thin parts presented more problems. The mix of

wax and lapping grit left by the process was very hard to clean from within the via holes

(especially so for smaller holes), and rigorous cleaning invariably fractured devices.

Those which survived lapping and cleaning were often broken during the thermal/ultrasonic

compression bonding of wire leads to their bond pads. (While silicon ingots are stronger

than steel in tension, single-crystal silicon is brittle and prone to fracture when lapped

into thin, rough-surfaced parts. This is likely due as much to the roughness — which

leads to stress concentrators in the crystal surface — as it is to thinness. In fact, thin,

smooth-surfaced "wires" of doped silicon can be bent at right angles without breaking

[Najafi and Hetke, 1990].)

Despite layout changes that customized their geometry to meet the anatomical

constraints of the surgical approach to the eighth nerve, successfully-wired and assembled

devices rarely survived implantation into the cranial cavity of the bullfrog, again because

of fragility. As described in Chapter 7, none of the parts fabricated with this first-run

process were successful in attempts at recording from the bullfrog eighth nerve.

To overcome these disadvantages while retaining the advantages of the original

process sequence, an improved fabrication sequence was developed to produce stronger

-
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devices with higher yield. Redesign of the process also offered the opportunity to

redesign the geometry of the device layouts. The remainder of this chapter describes the

revised process used to make devices that were ultimately applied successfully in the

eighth nerve. Layout of the devices was detailed in Chapter 3.

4.4 Improved Process for Fabrication
of Silicon Multi-Microelectrodes

The improved fabrication sequence is shown schematically in Figure 4.5. The

starting substrate for the process is a 4" diameter, single-side-polished, <100>-orientation,

bare silicon wafer (p-type, 1-10 Q-cm, 500-530 pm thick).

To permit back-side photolithographic patterning and etching steps later in the

process, wafers were thinned and polished on the back side (Figure 4.5 A). Each wafer

was thermally oxidized for scratch-protection of the front side and then mechanically

lapped and polished on the back side to +/- 5 pm flatness and 400 +/-25 pum wafer

thickness. Both sides were then stripped of potentially damaged silicon dioxide and

thermally oxidized again to form a 0.5 pm thick silicon dioxide film. This film simulated

the field oxide surface that would present on wafers pre-processed by a CMOS or BiCMOS

foundry service”.

Next, the first layers of silicon nitride passivation were deposited (Figure 4.5 B).

The silicon dioxide was removed from the back side using a buffered HF solution, then

both sides were coated with 0.2 pm silicon nitride using low-pressure chemical vapor

‘Pre-processed wafers with active CMOS or BiCMOS circuitry would already include a field
oxide and so would not be oxidized again. Therefore this high-temperature process step does not compromise
the portability of the present fabriaction sequence to use of starting wafers with active circuits. Double-side
polishing, a potentially low-yield step, would best be done before active circuit fabrication in that case.
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Front Side 0.5 pum
- 1 umTwº sidepolished, f/ºma E #ºvo

Oxide silicon
nitride

Electrode
metal

0.2 pm
Silicon
nitride

º! – Photo
resist

§N 0.5 um Au
- -C #W On 30 nm Ti tº

Photoresist KOH
etch

Silicon membrane|| "º.
#

Microelectrodes Bond pad

Da Silicon
Bº Silicon dioxide

Silicon nitride

Polysilicon
Photoresist

Ill Interconnect metal Grooved support wa■ er ;
[[III] Electrode metal

ºrd Grooved support

Via holes

FIGURE 4.5
Sumary of fabrication sequence. (A) Oxidation, polishing and re-oxidation of starting wafers. (B)
Depostion of LPCVD silicon nitride. (C) Deposition and (D) lift-off patterning of interconnect, bond pad
and (not shown) electrode metal. (E) PECVD Nitride depostion. (F) Patterning of backside nitride. (G)
Formation of membranes using KOH etch. (H) Plasma etching of nitride vias to electrodes and bond pads,
and RIE etching of via holes through membrane.
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*

deposition (LPCVD).”

Metal structures, including bond pads, interconnect lines and electrodes were

deposited and defined next, using a lift-off process (Figure 4.5 C). First, both sides of the

wafer were coated with 0.5 pum of polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon). Photoresist was

then spun on the front side, patterned and used as a mask during a SF./Freon 115 plasma

etch of the exposed polysilicon, defining regions where metal structures would ultimately

reside. The polysilicon was overetched slightly to undercut the photoresist, leaving

overhanging photoresist shelves at each patterned edge. A 0.5 pum film of gold, preceded

by a 30 nm titanium adhesion-promoting layer, was deposited over the entire front side

using electron-beam evaporation. Because this is a "line-of-sight" process, shadows

formed by the photoresist shelves led to discontinuities in the metal films at the edge of

each feature. The photoresist and excess metal above it were then "lifted-off" in acetone,

leaving only the desired metal features on the substrate (Figure 4.5 D). The front side

polysilicon was then removed using plasma etching.

The electrodes described here were fabricated as part of a large-scale project

involving simultaneous fabrication of several different types of electrodes. The lift-off

process was included to maintain the option of defining electrodes made of iridium in a

Second metallization step ("electrode metal" in Figure 4.5). While particularly well-suited

to use in nerve stimulation [Robblee and Rose, 1990], this refractory metal cannot be

precisely and cleanly defined otherwise [Kovacs, 1990]. The electrodes described here

Were not intended for stimulation of the eighth nerve, however, so gold was used for all

'Because no active circuits were included in the present designs, an LPCVD reactor capable of
“’-sided batch-processed silicon nitride depostion of several wafers, even though LPCVD is not a low
*Perature process. Lower-temperature plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) would be

used at this point if wafers with prefabricated CMOS or BiCMOS circuitry were being post-processed.

E
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metallization on the devices. Accordingly, the separate "Interconnect metal" and "Electrode

metal" masked layers in Figure 4.5 were in fact defined in a single lift-off step using

photoresist exposed with both masks before development.

Following metallization, the top layer of silicon nitride insulation was deposited

(Figure 4.5 E). Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) was used to coat

the front side with a continuous 1 pm thick film of silicon nitride, with the back side

polysilicon serving as a conductive path from the wafer to the lower electrode of the

plasma reactor during this process.

With all front side films in place, wafers were ready for bulk etching of the

silicon to form membranes (later to be perforated with via holes for nerve regeneration)

beneath the electrodes. First, the polysilicon was removed, then photoresist was spun

on the back side, and an infrared aligner was used to pattern the resist in registration

with the front side metal structures. The exposed back side silicon nitride was then

Selectively removed using plasma etching to define regions where silicon would next be

etched (Figure 4.5 F).

Flat-bottomed voids were etched from the back side deep into the silicon, using

a time-calibrated, 7 to 8 hour etch in 80 °C, 40 wt.% KOH in water." Etching was

Stopped when, as judged by visible light transmission through the remaining silicon

membranes, the tubs had etched to within 20-30 um of the full thickness of the wafer

(Figure 4.5 G). This etch undercut silicon beneath the backside silicon nitride layer,

"Performance of MOS devices is degraded by the presence of alkalai ions (e.g., K’ or Na') in the
thin silicon dioxide layers whose dielectric integrity is central to their function. For this reason,
Organohydroxide etchants without alkalai cations, such as tetra-methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH),
would be substituted for KOH in the bulk etching step if wafers with active circuits were being post-processed.
Even without this precaution, however, continuous coverage by silicon nitride should prevent exposure of
silicon dioxide films to etchant solutions and extracellular fluids.
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leaving thin overhanging edges, so the back side nitride was stripped away using

plasma-enhanced etching and then replaced by a new, conformal coating of PECVD

silicon nitride.

Because the wafers at this point were somewhat fragile and could not be handled

from the back with conventional vacuum chucks (which require a flat wafer surface),

they were mounted atop silicon carrier wafers using cyanoacrylate glue. A dicing saw

was used to cut the grooves in the carrier wafers, which served to equalize pressure on

both sides of the membranes during low-pressure processing, preventing membrane

buckling and rupture.

In the final steps of the process (Figure 4.5 H), openings above the electrodes

and via holes through the membrane were defined. First, plasma etching was used to

etch contact holes in the front side PECVD silicon nitride above the microelectrode and

bond pad sites. A new, thick layer of resist was then applied and patterned to define the

via hole sites over the membranes, where the silicon nitride and silicon dioxide layers

were etched using reactive ion etching (RIE). Via holes were then etched through the

silicon membranes at these locations using the SF/Freon 115 plasma etch. Finally, the

wafers were released from the grooved carriers using acetone, filled with paraffin wax

from the back side in a vacuum oven, mounted on solid carrier wafers, diced using a

diamond saw, separated and cleaned. Cleaning was accomplished by a series of rinses:

60 °C 1,1,1-trichloroethane twice, 25 °C acetone twice, and two final rinses in 60 °C

isopropyl alcohol.

*—
******
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4.5 Results

The focus here will be on devices fabricated using the improved process, since

they were used much more extensively and successfully in both in vitro characterization

and in vivo testing and application. Three wafers were successfully processed through

the improved fabrication sequence, while processing of one wafer was aborted due to a

high level of particulates in the top layer of silicon nitride (caused by arcing in the

PECVD reactor). Of the three fully processed wafers, two have been diced and cleaned

to date. The yield was approximately 80 parts each. (In addition to alignment marks,

the remainder of the wafer area contained other designs not for use in the frog eighth

nerve.) In marked contrast to results using the previous process, no devices fractured or

failed due to broken membranes.

The completed devices measure 2 mm x 4 mm x 0.4 mm and include 16 bond

pads, each of which is connected to a microelectrode by a 5 pum wide insulated gold

interconnect line. All surface structures on the devices were formed to within one to

two microns of the design as drawn, while the bulk-machined silicon grid bars between

via holes ranged from about 25 pum to 40 pum in the dimension normal to the wafer

Surface. Electrodes are rectangular and of dimensions 5 pum x 20 pum, 10 pum x 20 pum,

or 10 plm x 50 pum, with all microelectrodes on a given device having the same size.

Via holes were approximately square (more so for larger holes than for smaller), with

sizes of 12 pum, 42 pum, 58 pum or 90 pum separated by silicon bars of width 20 pum, 35

|im, 25 pum or 35 pm, respectively. The via hole array on each device fit within a square

area of 1 mm x 1 mm divided into the largest N x N array possible for via holes of a

given size, while leaving adequate space for the silicon bars supporting electrodes and

their interconnect lines. The percentage of open area available to a regenerating nerve
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at the grid thus ranged from 15% to 52% of 1 mm. Table 3.3 summarizes these

dimensions for all of the devices fabricated for use in the bullfrog eighth nerve.

Figures 4.6–4.8 show low magnification scanning electron micrographs of com

pleted microelectrode arrays of various via hole/microelectrode configurations fabricated

using this process. The device in Figure 4.6A has a 13 x 13 array of (42 pm) via holes

Spaced at 77 pum center-to-center on a device that is a full 400 pum thick on edge

(compare Figure 4.2). Visible on the front surface are seven of the sixteen bond pads

and their interconnect lines leading to the microelectrodes, which can just be seen amid

the via hole array. When implanted as usual in the left eighth nerve, this side would

normally face the inner ear, with quadrant "A" (labelled in gold on the upper right

corner of the device itself) being the most dorsocaudal. As described in Chapter 3, this

quadrant was designed to hold the majority of wired microelectrodes on a given device,

with quadrants "B" and "C" being less populated with wired microelectrodes. Also

visible are the identification codes lettered with gold metallization, and spare microelec

trodes whose interconnects were not extended to bond pads. (Letters are mirror-imaged

due to a mirroring step in mask production that was doubly accounted for in the CAD

layouts.)

Figure 4.6B shows the back side of the same device. The smooth 31.11

crystal-plane faces typical of KOH wet etch employed form the slanted walls of the

void behind the silicon grid/via hole array. The K100> plane face of the back side of

the silicon grid itself is also smooth and uniform, owing to the use of back-side-polishing

of the wafers before etching. Sides along which the device was cut with the diamond

blade dicing saw are also quite smooth except along the edge with the back side; the

chipping caused along this edge during cleaning and handling with metal tweezers was
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Figure 4.6

Low magnification scanning
electron micrographs of a
multi-microelectrode fabricated
using the improved process
sequence detailed in Figure 4.5.

(A) Front side view. This device
has via holes each 42 pum
on a side, with microelectrodes 5
plm x 20 pm (barely visible at
this magnification). Quadrant A
(upper right) would be most
dorsal/caudal in an implanted
eighth nerve, and has the highest
density of microelectrodes.

(B) Back side, showing selectively
thinned region comprising the
silicon membrane, or grid, through
which regenerating fibers can
grow.

■
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never enough to result in crystal fractures through the full thickness devices. Figures

4.7A and 4.7B show low-magnification SEM photos of devices with arrays of via holes

(90 pm) and (12 pm), respectively.

Figure 4.8 shows higher magnification micrographs of the front sides of three

devices. In Figure 4.8A, 100 pum microelectrodes are shown beside (90 pum) via holes.

Interconnect lines run within a few micrometers of the via hole edges to connect with

microelectrodes, above which are windows in the silicon nitride passivation that covers

the rest of the front side. Each microelectrode lies within 4-8 pum of the nearest via

hole, atop a bar of silicon about 30 pum across and 25 pum thick. To put this picture in

context, one can note that bullfrog eighth nerve fibers typically range from about 2 to

25 pum in diameter, with a minority of fibers growing as large as 30 pum in diameter. A

typical capillary cross-sectional diameter is about equal to that of large diameter nerve

fibers (see Chapter 8). A single via hole in the figure might therefore be expected to

accommodate 15-30 nerve fibers of various size, along with connective tissue, blood

vessels and interstitial space. Figure 4.8B shows 500 pm electrodes beside (90mm) via

holes; and Figure 4.8C details three 100 um electrodes placed amid an array of (12

pum) via holes.

Figure 4.9 shows an edge view of a deliberately fractured silicon grid. At this

angle one can see that microelectrodes are effectively recessed within a hole as deep as

the top layer of silicon nitride is thick (1 pm). In Figure 4.9B, the silicon, silicon

dioxide and combined silicon nitride layers can be seen distinctly. At this magnification,

the surface texture of the PECVD silicon nitride becomes apparent; however, no pinholes

or fissures that might compromise the silicon nitride as an insulating film were seen.
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Figure 4.7

Low magnification scanning
electron micrographs of two
multi-microelectrodes fabricated
using the improved process
sequence detailed in Figure 4.5.

(A) Device with via holes each
90 pum on a side, with
microelectrodes 5 pum x 20 pum

(B) Device with via holes 12 pum
across and 5 pum x 20 pum
microelectrodes. .
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Figure 4.8

Scanning electron micrographs of
microelectrodes on devices on
various configurations.

(A)5 um x 20 pum microelectrodes
beside 90 pum x 90 pum via
holes.

(B) 5 um x 100 pum electrodes,
90 um x 90 pum via holes.

(C) 5 mm x 20 pum electrodes,
12 um x 12 pum via holes.
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Figure 4.9
Scanning electron micrographs
of a deliberately broken
multi-microelectrode with 5 pum
x 20 pum microelectrodes and 58
pum x 58 pum via holes. (Sizes
are distorted by perspective in
this edge view.) (A) Medium
magnification photo showing
microelectrode recessed below
top silicon nitride, and an
interconnect line leading to
broken edge. Silicon
membrane/grid is a 30 pum thick.
(B) Higher magnification
photo of broken edge, showing
silicon, silicon dioxide and
silicon nitride layers (the nitride
layers are indistinguishable in

this photo).
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High magnification observation of the back sides of the chips revealed the

presence of an as yet unidentified material, which usually appeared as squamous clumps

a few micrometers across and less than 0.4 plm thick (Figure 4.10). Some devices

showed little or none of this material except in some regions (e.g., Figure 4.10A),

whereas others were more uniformly coated (e.g., Figure 4.10B). The lack of such a

residue on the front side and via sidewalls of devices, along with the rigorous cleaning

of parts in organic solvents and oxygen plasma, precludes the possibility that this is an

organic residue of the wax or photoresist used to protect the devices during dicing, and

the pattern of residue on some devices (e.g. Figure 4.10A) is commensurate with

deposition before the via hole etching step. Moreover, it was never seen on the 311 1

crystalline plane faces of the back side void sidewalls. Thus, it was therefore assumed

to be a surface artifact of the KOH etching. In any case, these back surface imperfections,

whether additive films or the remnants of locally non-uniform etching, were insoluble

in both organic solvents and aqueous solutions comparable to body fluids.

As would be expected from the order of process sequence, silicon membrane/grid

thickness was independent of ultimate via hole diameter, in marked contrast with the

case of the original process. Uniformity of thickness of the silicon bars was characteristic

of all devices fabricated using this process; a random sampling of 8 devices from the

two diced wafers gave a mean grid thickness of 25.3 pm with standard deviation of 2.3

|Im.
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Figure 4.10

Scanning electron micrographs
of back side of silicon grids on
two a multi-microelectrodes,
both with an atypical rough area
of uncertain origin (see text).

(A) Device with via holes each
58 pum on a side.

(B) Close-up of another device
with 90 pum via holes.
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4.6 Discussion

The improved process sequence retains the key advantages of the original sequence

while replacing the low-yield lapping step and resulting in structurally stronger devices.

As before, only low-temperature (<350 °C) processes and standard 3100> silicon wafers

are used, so the entire process can be applied to wafers on which fully-functional integrated

CMOS or BiCMOS amplification and multiplexing circuits have already been fabricated.

This has facilitated the design and prototyping of active circuits for amplification and

multiplexing, which are presently under development at the Stanford Neural Interface

Laboratory [Whitehurst, 1993].

Timed etching of the silicon to yield thin membranes obviates the need for

mechanical lapping, the least-clean, least-controllable, lowest-yield step of the original

process. Whereas the lapped devices were relatively fragile, the full-thickness rims of the

present devices can support even the large stresses applied during thermosonic wire

bonding, making them easier to handle during further assembly and surgical implantation.

The wet etch also leaves a much smoother backside surface than could lapping, decreasing

the probability of fracture at surface stress concentrators and probably permitting a better

seal of the silicone adhesive used to insulate bond pads in device packaging (see Chapter

5). The etching process is well-controlled, uniform and clean, so that high yields are

attainable. Final cleaning of the devices is simplified by the absence of inorganic lapping

grit (a possible contaminant and obstacle to tissue regeneration) in the via holes.

While other bulk machining methods, such as boron-stopped etching in ethylene

diamine-pyrocatechol (EDP) [Akin and Najafi, 1991] or hydroxide etching of 3110>-

orientation silicon [Edell, 1986] could have been used to form silicon grids supports for

electrodes, timed KOH etching of «100> silicon with visual endpoint detection is simple,
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safe and effective. The use of a timed etch simplifies the process by making the deposition

of special deep or buried etch-stop layers unnecessary. (Such layers typically require

long diffusion, drive-in, epitaxial growth, or annealing times at temperatures well above

those tolerated by existing CMOS circuitry, and thus do not meet the criterion for post

processing technologies.) Also, the use of «100> silicon yields silicon membranes and

grids only 25 pum thick in the nerve's axial dimension, resulting much less silicon volume

and surface area within the regenerated nerve than is attained using KOH-etching of

<110> silicon [Edell, 1986]. Organo-hydroxide etchants free of alkali ions, such as

TMAH [Schnakenberg et al., 1991; Tabata et al., 1991], or aqueous amine gallates [Linde

and Austin, 1992], could be used in place of KOH for an added margin of safety against

damage to active devices.

In order to avoid the damage conventional dicing is expected to inflict on

micromachined silicon structures, some other groups have employed anisotropic silicon

etchants [Matsuo et al., 1978; Edell, 1986] or etchants that selectively spare highly-doped

silicon [Akin and Najafi, 1991] to separate devices from each other at the end of wafer-level

processing. Given the absence of a highly-doped etch-stop layer in this process, the latter

was not an option. The former proved unworkable, mainly due to the difficulty of

protecting the exposed silicon sidewalls of the via holes from silicon etchants. Etch

separation of parts also requires wider lanes (and thus more wasted wafer area) between

devices than does conventional dicing with a diamond blade saw. In contrast, conventional

sawing requires lanes of only 100 pm between devices, suffers from no corner-etching

effects, gives devices with mirror-smooth sides, and did not adversely effect the yield of

the overall process.
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4.6.1 Back-side Polishing and Alternatives

Whereas most microfabrication is performed on wafers polished only on one (the

"front") side, the process above requires polishing of the back side as well, so that the

location of regions etched from that side can be defined photolithographically. An added

benefit of this step is that the resulting devices, although strong enough for bonding and

surgical handling, are only 400 pum thick, 20% thinner than would be devices from

full-thickness 4" wafers. In the tight space available for implantation in the frog cranium,

this difference was significant.

Double-side polishing of wafers is fairly expensive and can suffer yields as low as

60% [Becker, 1991]. In the present process, the polishing yield was of little concern

because polishing was the first step in the process; broken wafers are least valuable at this

point. If starting wafers with fully-functional CMOS devices were used, this would be of

greater concern. Other methods could take the place of back-side polishing and through

wafer infrared mask alignment. One approach would be to engrave alignment marks on

the front and back of bare starting wafers using a mechanical jig like that used in

micromachining of some pressure sensors. All subsequent photolithography, including

that for active circuit layers, could be aligned to these marks [White and Wenzel, 1988].

Another substitute method would involve etching of alignment "windows" completely

through a wafer from front to back; a variant of this method has been used in fabrication

of single-chip silicon microphones [Kim et al., 1992].

4.6.2 Choice of Insulating Dielectric Films

As can been seen in Figure 4.5, a single layer of PECVD silicon nitride was

chosen to insulate the present devices. The initial silicon dioxide layer was included
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mainly to imitate the starting condition of pre-processed wafers with active circuits.

Because there persists uncertainty over the ideal approach to insulating implantable

silicon electronic devices, the reasoning behind this choice merits explanation.

Of the two most common dielectrics used in silicon processing — silicon dioxide

and silicon nitride — the former is clearly inadequate used alone. Thin films of silicon

dioxide become hydrated and conductive within days when soaking in saline [Ko, 1983;

Edell, 1992]. The high mobility of alkali ions in silicon dioxide is of special concern for

implanted devices with active circuits, since a continuous path of silicon dioxide from

saline to MOS gates would lead to severely compromised transistors.

The integrity of silicon nitride under biased saline soaking, while better than that

of silicon oxide, has also been called into question. In his initial work on regeneration

type silicon multi-microelectrodes, Edell reported apparent dissolution of silicon nitride

insulation over several days on parts soaked in saline under a 1 volt anodic bias [Edell,

1986]. Reasoning that this was an electrochemical reaction of silicon nitride driven by

currents flowing from the biased silicon, he sandwiched the nitride between layers of

silicon dioxide to block the anodization currents. This resulted in parts that were

indefinitely stable under biased soaking in saline. Wise et al. also employ a composite

oxide/nitride/oxide insulation scheme on silicon probes designed for long-term

implantation in mammalian cortex [Najafi et al., 1985]. Investigators making silicon

electrode arrays for acute penetration and cultured neuron preparations have used a

variety of insulation schemes, including silicon nitride alone [Pickard et al., 1990],

polyimide [Boppart, 1992; Peckerar, 1991], photoresist [Dobson et al., 1992); however,

none has characterized the film integrity under long-term soak or implantation.

Results from a more recent study by Edell confirmed that silicon nitride directly
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atop silicon can fail due to electrochemical dissolution under 1 volt anodic bias in saline

[Edell, 1992]. However, samples that did not fail immediately maintained insulation for

more than 200 days, on average. Meanwhile, samples of silicon nitride atop silicon

dioxide tested at the same time failed in an average of about 100 days under the same

conditions. The variability of these results, combined with the low sample number, made

it difficult to draw conclusions regarding the efficacy of either form of insulation under

biased soaking. Moreover, material properties of silicon nitride films should depend

heavily on film depostion conditions (e.g., temperature, gas flows, RF frequency and RF

power); Edell's results do not necessarily apply to the PECVD and LPCVD silicon

nitride films used here.

Contrasting these findings, Kovacs et al. reported successful electrophysiological

recordings from rat peroneal nerve at over one year post-operatively, using devices

insulated only with the same PECVD silicon nitride used in the present process [Kovacs

et al., 1992). In explaining the efficacy of their devices, they pointed to the work of

Kwon, who used a series of sensitive materials tests to show that ion penetration of CVD

silicon nitride films was less than 3 nm after accelerated testing that included a 40 hour

unbiased soak in boiling saline [Kwon, 1986].

Surveying these reports, it appears that the causative factor in failure of silicon

nitride passivation is electrical (specifically anodic) biasing, while the predominant mode

of failure is electrochemical dissolution, possibly enhanced by particulates or other

imperfections in the film. The devices were inspected for paticulates and pin holes and

subjected to applied potentials only briefly, during impedance tests and

electrophysiological recording attempts. Even then, applied potentials were zero mean

and never higher than 100 mV p-p. As will be described in Chapter 6, electrode
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impedances did not change significantly for devices soaked unbiased in saline for nearly

one year. Accordingly, the single 1 pum thick silicon nitride film was almost certainly

adequate passivation over this time frame.
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5 Implant Assembly

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes how the diced and cleaned silicon devices were prepared

for implantation. Also discussed is the reasoning behind the choice of approach and

materials employed. As with many other silicon sensors designed for use beyond the

clean-room lab bench, packaging of these implantable devices is crucially important yet

still more art than science or technology.

Traditionally, packaging of non-implantable sensors has been somewhat neglected

by the silicon microsensors research community. Packaging is perhaps the least high-tech

*Pect of producing a working device, somewhat disdained by some as being in the realm

°f “duct tape and epoxy" science. It seems a common occurrence in academic silicon
*icrosensors research that once a new device has been tested successfully on a lab bench,

the task of packaging the device for use in its ultimate application environment is left

*ndone. The implication is that what follows is low-tech, relatively unimportant, and

*aightforward.

This cannot be true in research on microelectrode devices for long-term application

in v■ . vo. The in vivo environment (be it human or anuran) is both corrosive and delicate,

and microelectrodes must be selectively exposed while the conductive interconnects leading
t * them are hermetically sealed. All materials employed must withstand the saline
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environment within the body while not injuring the body or polluting the extracellular

fluid. This creates significant practical problems in packaging and interconnection to

external equipment. Recently, these problems of packaging implantable microelectrodes

have commanded increased attention within the neural prosthesis community [Edell et

al., 1992ab, Corbett et al., 1993; Wise et al., 1993].

The materials chosen to fabricate the silicon devices described in Chapter 4 —

Silicon, silicon dioxide, silicon nitride and gold — are themselves biocompatible [Loeb et

al., 1982], and (as discussed in that chapter) silicon dioxide/silicon nitride insulating

films on silicon are apparently impervious to electrochemical attack and diffusion of ions.

Therefore, the packaging problem of protecting the finished device from the body (and

Vice versa) reduces to protecting the bond pads, lead wires, and junctions between them,

using materials which are biocompatible. Failure of the insulation at any of these points

Would effectively short an electrode and its amplifier input to the animal at large, shunting

electrode potentials to the amplifier reference. In future versions of the device involving

Pººvered amplifiers on the implanted silicon, insulation failures could also damage circuitry,

drain power, and harm surrounding tissue.

This chapter describes the approach used to wire and insulate the prototype devices

°mployed in the eighth nerve recording experiments described in Chapter 7. The intent

of this phase of the project was to create working devices rather than to characterize

*Yery available insulating material in detail. Readers seeking more detail on the

*ecompatibility and corrosion resistance of encapsulation materials for implanted devices

** referred to the recent work of Edell [Edell et al., 1992a) and Donaldson [Donaldson,

199 l; Donaldson, 1989), and to reviews by Yuen et al. [Yuen et al., 1990), Bowman and

^*e indi [Bowman and Meindl, 1986], and Loeb et al. [Loeb et al., 1982].
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5.2 Methods and Materials

5.2.1 Cleaning

Because wax was used to mount the finished wafers for dicing, diced parts were

cleaned in a series of hot solvents (photoresist stripper EMT10; 1,1,1 trichloroethane;

acetone; and isopropyl alcohol). They were then dried from isopropyl alcohol rather than

from acetone or water, both of which showed a greater tendency to leave organic residue

on their surfaces. In order to avoid possible damage to silicon grids due to impact

between devices in an agitated cleaning bath, devices were cleaned in separate wells of a

multi-well Teflon" basket. Following wet cleaning, parts were further cleaned for 1-2

hr in an oxygen plasma etch (200 mTorr, 200 sccm O., 75 W forward power in a

DRIE-100, Drytek Inc., Wilmington, MA) to ensure total removal of any organic layer

left from the solvent cleanings. This was repeated until the exposed gold and silicon

nitride were hydrophilic (as indicated by the tendency of a drop of water to spread rather
than bead on the surface). Parts were then sorted, checked for flaws under a microscope,

*d stored in clean carriers until ready for wire-bonding.

S-2-2 wire-Bonding
Once cleaned, sorted and inspected for defects, selected parts were bonded with

*P to 8 wire leads each. The leads were Teflon"-coated gold (0.003 inch bare wire

diann., 0.0045 inch coated diam., #7510, A-M Systems, Everett, WA). Wires were cut in

*5 cm lengths and the insulation was flamed off =0.5 cm at each end using a butane

torch. This melted the gold wire back to form a ball 100-200 pum in diameter. At one

****, this ball was left to aid in connecting amplifier input clips to the wires; at the other

***, the bare wire was trimmed to within 200 pum of the insulation edge. Up to eight
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wires were individually wedge-bonded on their respective bond pads, using a thermosonic

compression bonder with a stage heated to 150 °C to facilitate fusion of the gold wire and

bondpad gold (Kulicke & Soffa Industries, Inc., Santa Clara, CA). Eight was chosen as

a practical limit on the wire bundle size; with more wires, the bundle was difficult to

bend during implantation. (Eight is also more than the number of wires that might be

needed to interface extracorporeal electronics to future versions of the regeneration-type

electrodes, which will include active circuits for multiplexing.)

5.2-3 Strain-Relief

Two-part heat-cured epoxy (Derco, Garden City, NJ) was used to reinforce the

wire bonds. It was applied under a dissecting scope to the field of bond pads, with care

taken to avoid letting it spread to the grid or microelectrodes. Epoxied devices were
Cured in air for 2 hr at 50 °C.

5-2-4 Insulation and Molding
To insulate the bondpad-wire junctions from the extracellular fluids, two thin

°Cats of medical-grade SILASTIC” silicone rubber (Dow-Corning, Midland, MI) were

**ed. Several types of silicone were tried over the course of this work, including QZ-2213,

Type A (#891), and MDX4-4210. The Type A silicone, thinned with an equal volume of

1, 1 • 1-trichloroethane, proved to have the most convenient combination of adhesiveness

and viscosity, and was ultimately used in the long-term implants described in Chapter 7.

In Contrast, QZ-2213 could not be cured to a non-tacky surface, making it difficult to

keep coated devices clean; cured MDX4-4210 was insufficiently adherent and could

"eadily be peeled off silicon, SiO, and silicon nitride surfaces; and both developed more

°ubbles than thinned Type A silicone due to outgassing during curing. A clean toothpick
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was used to paint the diluted silicone around wires, bonds and bond pads, extending

beyond the epoxy to seal on silicon or silicon nitride on all sides of the device, and

extending along the bundle of wires leaving from one end of the device. Two =200 pum

thick coatings were applied, with each coat cured at room temperature in air for two to

three days.

Wires were embedded in a fan of silicone (pressed flat to a 200 pum thick in a

Teflon" mold) for later unambiguous identification and to avoid having the wires entangle

in scar tissue or work their way out through the skin incision in an implanted animal. The

Silicone insulation stopped =0.5 cm from of the exposed wire ends, therefore stopping
Short of the end of the Teflon" insulation of each wire.

Finally, a bead of diluted silicone was wrapped around the wire-bonded end of the

Silicon part, and embedded with two short lengths of Pt/Ir wire, which stick out as

*chors to hold the chip in place when implanted.

A rim of silicone was wrapped around the grid end of some chips to form a barrier

*ant to constrain regenerating fibers to grow through the via hole grid rather than

*round the chip edge. On some other devices, polyethylene tubes were glued to each side

ºf the silicon part (with the tube axis parallel to the silicon surface), then plugged with a

*novable silicone stopper; the goal for this arrangement was to provide access to the

*senerated nerve in vivo so that a glass micropipette might be used to record from and/or

**innulate and dye-fill regenerated axons in the implanted nerve. This approach proved

*workable in practice due to size constraints, inability to secure the device to bone, and

the impossibility of targeting micropipettes down the tubes; it was not used in the ultimate
*evices.
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5.2.5 Electrode Conditioning

In order to increase effective microelectrode surface area and raise electrode

surfaces up above the silicon nitride surface (and thus decrease impedance and increase

coupling to nearby fibers), half of the microelectrodes on each device were plated with

platinum black. Due to uncertainty regarding the efficacy and long-term stability of

platinum black (see Chapter 3), the remaining microelectrodes on each device were not

platinized. Platinum black was plated in an ultrasound-agitated plating bath to encourage

formation of a strongly adherent and rugged film [Marrese, 1987]. Each microelectrode

was plated for 30 seconds at 2.5 p.A per 1pm-microelectrode area in a solution of

chloroplatinic acid (19 H.PtCl, 0.01 g Pb(OAc), and 0.25 meq HCl per 0.1 L deionized

Water [Marrese, 1987]). A piece of platinum foil was used as the anode. This method of

Platinization deposited enough platinum black on each microelectrode to just rise above

the silicon nitride surface, and lowered the impedance of each microelectrode by, on

*Yerage, about two orders of magnitude. Devices were then rinsed in a stream of deionized

Water and stored in 0.9%wt NaCl saline in sealed vials.

S-3 Observations and Discussion

Figure 5.1 shows a completely assembled device ready for implantation. Devices

**Sermbled using the procedures detailed above maintained their isolation from saline

*Yer soak times more than one year (see Chapter 6) and were ultimately used to successfully

*Sºcord single unit action potentials in regenerated eighth nerve at up to 21 weeks after

*Plantation (see Chapter 7).

In developing the final devices, many potential modes of failure and delay were

**sountered. For the benefit others facing similar difficulties in implantable electrode
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FIGURE 5.1
Photograph of wire-bonded and insulated multi-microelectrode device ready for implantation and/or in
Yitro testing. Teflon/M-coated gold wires are bonded to gold bond pads on the device, and the junctions are
Sºated with epoxy and SILASTIC” silicone. The silicone coating is continuous along the wire bundle to
the exposed ends left open for connection to amplifier input clips. Short spurs of Pt/Ir wire protrude from
the silicone coating near the bond pads; these serve as anchors when the device is cemeted into bone.
development, Some of these are discussed below.

Central to all difficulties encountered in packaging these devices for long-term

*se in vivo was the need to provide a means of multiple insulated electrical contacts to the

silicon device. Although bonding of individual Teflon"-coated gold wires followed by

*sulation of the bonds with silicone ultimately worked in electrophysiological tests, it is

far from optimal. The Teflon" coating on wires is thin and therefore of uncertain

*ntegrity after handling. Wire bonds are weak and can break, causing an open circuit.

The strain-relief epoxy has unknown and possibly deleterious effects on adhesion and

**tegrity of silicone [Donaldson, 1989; Donaldson, 1991]. When bundled, wires are
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insufficiently flexible to avoid torquing the implant during evaluations; torquing could

potentially harm the implanted nerve. The adhesion of Teflon" coating to gold wires is

poor and could lead to fluid infiltration down the wires to the bond pads. Likewise,

inadequate adhesion of silicone to Teflon" coating may permit infiltration by body

fluids along silicone-Teflon" junctions. The entire wire-bonding and over-potting process

is piecewise, difficult and slow. Overcoming these hurdles is a necessity if implantable,

active silicon devices are to be used long-term in vivo.

One approach to resolving the problems of interconnect wire attachment is to

integrate wires into the silicon device itself as part of the silicon microfabrication processing.

This approach has been pursued by Wise et al. and Akin et al. in their development of

actively-powered silicon probes for recording and stimulation of cortical neuron activity

[Wise et al., 1993; Wise and Najafi, 1991; Wise et al., 1990; Akin et al., 1994]. Their

devices include polycrystalline silicon or TiSi, microcables which are integrally connected

* the microelectrode substrate and are coated with insulating films continuous with those

* the microelectrode substrate, obviating the need for the wire-bonding and insulation.

With the inclusion of actively-powered amplifiers and multiplexing circuitry, the Wise

*Sup devices also minimize the number of interconnect leads by multiplexing potentials

from multiple electrodes using only three channels [Wise et al., 1993].

Although very flexible compared to bulk silicon, polysilicon microcables are

"elatively stiff and can damage surrounding tissue by either slicing through it or by

forcing relative motion between the silicon multi-microelectrode and the tissue [Hetke et

a 1-. 1991]. For these reasons, the existence of integral polysilicon or metal-silicide

*srocables has not obviated efforts to develop other types of interconnect technology for

*Plantable electrodes. Under contract to the National Institute of Neurological Disorders
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and Stroke Neural Prosthesis Program, Precision Interconnect, Inc. (Portland, OR) has

developed coating procedures needed to make ribbon cables of 25 pum-diameter gold wire

insulated with 50 pum thick MDX4-4210 silicone, although out-gassing, low yield, leakage

and bond insulation have still been problematic using these cables [Corbett et al., 1993].

It is likely that the ultimate, optimal solution to the interconnect problem will be some

combination of integral thin-film silicide cables and flexible metal (e.g., gold) conductors.

This chapter has detailed procedures for wire-bonding and insulating silicon multi

microelectrode devices in preparation for long-term implantation in the bullfrog eighth

nerve. If implantable devices of the sort used in this project are to eventually be used in

chronic neuroethological/behavioral studies in awake and moving animals, then a robust

method of connecting the implants to external recording electronics will be required.

This could involve running interconnect wires to a sealed percutaneous connector or a

Facilio transmitter. For the present work, direct connection of amplifier input clips to the

free ends of interconnect wires was adequate to achieve clean contact to all leads without

*Seating insurmountably high shunt admittances.
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Electrode Impedance &
Noise Characterization

6.1 Introduction

Microelectrode impedance is an important determinant of a recording channel's

thermal noise, signal attenuation, inter-channel cross talk, and susceptibility to capacitive

noise pickup. These in turn directly affect the signal-to-noise ratio of signals recorded

with the microelectrode. Because signal-to-noise ratio is crucial in recording of extracellular

action potential fields of single nodes of Ranvier (expected to be about 10 puV P-P to 100

puv P-P for the nodes closest to a microelectrode), the impedance spectra and noise power

spectra of microelectrodes were characterized in vitro before devices were applied in

vivo.

6.2 Methods of In Vitro Device Characterization

Electrode impedance spectra were measured potentiostatically (i.e., with voltage

controlled excitation), using the system illustrated in Figure 6.1'. In this system, an HP

3577A network impedance analyzer (Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA) generates a

sinusoidal voltage of 100 mV P-P amplitude swept from 10 Hz to 100 kHz over a sweep

duration of 1 minute. This level of voltage excitation had previously been determined to

be low enough to avoid excursions outside the linear range of impedance for the

microelectrodes tested [Kovacs, 1990]. This drive signal is applied across the series

"The impedance testing apparatus was designed and constructed by G. T. A. Kovacs.
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FIGURE 6.1
Block diagram illustrating the apparatus employed for impedance spectroscopy.

combination of the electrode under test, a large counter electrode, and a sense resistor.

Devices are not electrochemically cleaned or otherwise pretreated for impedance

spectroscopy, apart from platinization of some microelectrodes on each device. The

electrolyte medium is room temperature 0.9% NaCl normal saline, unbuffered and

equilibrated with room air. The counter electrode is a Ag|AgCl electrode of area (= 1

cm’) more than 20,000 times that of the electrode under test; the impedance of the

counter electrode and bulk impedance of the saline are therefore negligible (< 300 Q over

10 Hz to 100 kHz). Either one of two sense resistors, both 1% precision metal-film type,

can be chosen for measurements: a 10.00 KQ resistor is used with electrodes of impedance

less than about 1 MQ, and a 208 KQ resistor is used for higher impedance electrodes. A

buffered version of the voltage across the sense resistor is fed back to the network
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impedance analyzer as a measure of the current through the electrodes, which can be

combined with the known excitation voltage to compute the complex impedance of the

electrode under test at each of 400 frequencies spaced logarithmically between 10 Hz and

100 kHz”.

Because electrode impedances can be on the order of tens of megaohms, the sense

current and sense resistor voltage can be as low as 10 na and 100 piv, respectively,

making electromagnetic pick-up and noise important considerations in impedance

measurements. To minimize electromagnetic interference, the electrode testing vessel

and buffer circuitry were completely enclosed inside a metal box for shielding. To

minimize noise, the buffer amplifier was powered by a low-noise power supply whose

output lines were filtered before entry into the shielded enclosure.

The arrangement in Figure 6.1 is simply a voltage divider formed by the series

combination of the electrode under test, a large (and therefore negligible) counter electrode,

and a sense resistor. Under conditions of constant (AC) voltage applied to this combination,

the electrode impedance can be computed from known values as:

Zelectrode = Rsense ***) (6.1)VR

This was modified in two ways to correct for parasitic series impedance and shunt

admittance in the testing apparatus. Parasitic series impedance was accounted for by

measuring the “electrode” impedance spectrum under short-circuit testing conditions,

then subtracting this frequency-dependent correction factor from all subsequently measured

electrode impedance spectra. Parasitic admittance was corrected for by first using a 1%

* Although action potentials are band-limited to about 200 Hz to 2 kHz, spectra measured over
the wider bandwidth can provide insight into parameter values for electrochemial models of electrode
impedance (e.g., see [Schwan, 1992; Cobbold, 1974; Kovacs, 1990]).
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resistor of known resistance as an “impedance under test” Zºnest, then using the resulting

data to compute the equivalent impedance of the sense resistor in parallel with parasitic

shunt admittances:
VR

VA - VRZsense = Zirst (6.2)

The resulting Zºe, which was a complex-valued function of frequency, was used in placesense?

of the Rese in Equation 6.1 to given:

*|-z.[*** (6.3)Zelectrode - Zsense | |VR VR short

Computation of Equation 6.3 was performed in real time on complex-valued spectral data

by the HP 3577A, from which impedance data were downloaded at 16-bit resolution to a

Macintosh computer (Apple, Cupertino, CA). Impedance spectra on measured this way

on known-value test cases (e.g., calibration resistors ranging from 10 k0 to 10.0 MQ)

were accurate to within +2% in magnitude and +2° in phase over the frequency range 100

Hz to 10 kHz (Figure 6.2).

Noise power spectral density measurements were made on bare gold and platinized

microelectrodes in 0.9% NaCl saline at room temperature, using the battery-powered,

high-input impedance amplifiers designed for recording neural signals (see Section 6.3.2).

For these measurements, the saline bath (containing testing and counter electrodes) and

amplifiers were enclosed within the Faraday cage designed for later in vivo recording

experiments, and amplifier outputs were connected directly to an SR 760 Spectrum

Analyzer (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA) interfaced to a Macintosh

connputer.
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FIGURE 6.2
Impedance spectra for 10 MQ, 1 MQ, 100 k() and 10 k() calibration resistors,
measured using the impedance spectroscopy system described in the text. Magnitudes
are accurate to about +2% over 10 Hz to 100 kHz except for the 10 MQ resistor,
measured as 4% lower than actual up to 10 kHz, where roll-off of the measurement
system began to further decrease the apparent magnitude. Phase spectra were close to
zero (purely resistive) up to 20 kHz. For the case of the 10 MQ resistor, phase
shifted toward -90° as the roll-off of the system began to dominate at 10 kHz.
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6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Typical Impedance Spectra of Multi-Microelectrodes

Approximately 40 devices with six to eight microelectrodes each were characterized

using the system described above. The following data are typical of all spectra measured.

Figure 6.3 shows a typical set of impedance spectra for the eight microelectrodes

on a device with 100 pm electrodes. Five of the electrodes on this device were platinized,

and the remaining three were bare gold. Impedance magnitudes of the bare gold 100 pm’

electrodes on this and other devices were about 4 MQ to 7 MQ at 1 kHz.

Platinization lowered impedance magnitudes by one to two orders of magnitude,

to about 20 k() to 200 k() for 100 p.m. electrodes, and altered the phase spectra less

dramatically. As was typical of all devices tested, platinized electrodes exhibited wider

variability (normalized to mean values) in impedance characteristics than did bare gold

electrodes. This was probably due to variability in the amount of Pt black electroplated

on each electrode; comparison of impedance data with microscopy of platinized electrodes

confirmed a qualitative inverse relationship between amount of Pt black deposited and

impedance magnitude, as predicted by the inverse relationship between metal-solution

interface area and impedance.

Figure 64 shows a typical set of impedance spectra for eight 200 p.m. microelectrodes

on a second device. Bare gold electrodes of 200 um area had impedance magnitudes of

3 MQ to 5 MQ (at 1 kHz) and were approximately capacitive (at 70° to 80° phase) in the

band around 1 kHz.

Figure 6.5 shows a set of impedance spectra for eight 500 pm microelectrodes on

a third device. Bare gold electrodes of 500 pm area had impedance magnitudes of 1 MQ

:
;
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FIGURE 6.3

Impedance spectra for eight 100 um’ microelectrodes on a single multi-microelectrode
device, measured in room temperature 0.9% NaCl saline as described in text. Bare gold
microelectrodes had impedances of 4 MQ to 6 MQ at 1 kHz, and platinized electrodes
had impedances about one to two orders of magnitude lower (from 23 kg) to 153 kg) at
1 kHz). Impedance of platinized electrodes varied inversely with the amount of Pt
black plated (as viewed under a microscope). Phase values for bare gold electrodes
are accurate from 100 Hz to 10 kHz, but may be distorted outside that band.

;
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FIGURE 6.4

Impedance spectra for eight 200 um’ microelectrodes on a single multi-microelectrode
device, measured in room temperature 0.9% NaCl saline as described in text. Bare gold
microelectrodes had impedances of 2 MQ to 4 MQ at 1 kHz, and platinized electrodes
had impedances about one to two orders of magnitude lower (from 28 kç2 to 209 kg) at
1 kHz). Impedance of platinized electrodes varied inversely with the amount of Pt
black plated (as viewed under a microscope).

:
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FIGURE 6.5

Impedance spectra for eight 500 um’ microelectrodes on a single multi-microelectrode
device, measured in room temperature 0.9% NaCl saline as described in text. Two gold
microelectrodes had impedances of 1.0 MQ and 1.8 MQ at 1 kHz, and four platinized
electrodes had impedances ranging from 11 k0 to 30 k(2 at 1 kHz. Two electrodes —
one bare gold and the other platinized — had identical impedances, suggesting a short
between them. Later examination under a microscope revealed that an interconnect
wire bond contacted both electrodes' bond pads.
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to 2 MQ (at 1 kHz) and were approximately capacitive (at 70° to 80° phase) around 1

kHz. The set of traces in Figure 6.5 are atypical in that they include two impedance

spectra that are identical despite the fact that one of the electrodes represented was bare

gold while the other was platinized. This indicated a possible short circuit between the

two electrodes, and later microscopy revealed that the wire interconnect for one electrode

contacted the bond pad for the other. Over the course of this work, several similar device

irregularities were detected by these in vitro testing procedures, saving time that would

otherwise be wasted on implantation of damaged devices.

6.3.2 Amplifier Characterization

Electrode noise measurements were made using amplifiers designed for later in

vivo recording experiments. In order to derive noise levels referred to amplifier inputs (a

convenient point of reference for comparison to neural signal levels), the transfer

characteristics of the amplifiers were measured and modelled first.

The amplifier set constructed for this work (Figure 6.6) comprised a bank of nine

identical second-order band pass amplifiers, each designed and trimmed for a total gain at

1 kHz of 1735°, a -3dB bandwidth from 300 Hz to 4 kHz, low input offset current, and

low noise voltage and noise current". The voltage gain spectrum of each channel was

measured directly, using the HP 3577A network analyzer. Figure 6.7 shows the mean

voltage gain of these amplifiers, whose measured characteristics were identical to within

+ 0.2 dB over 10 Hz to 100 kHz.

'A second set of amplifiers with gains of 1960+2% at 1 kHz were used for some experiments.
All “referred to amplifier input" values were adjusted appropriately for the amplifiers used.

‘Nadim Maluf of Stanford University provided the design for these amplifiers.

:
;
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Figure 6.7
Measured frequency response of each of nine amplifiers. Curves overlie each other
except for the phase of one amplifier (dashed line), which is still very close to linear
phase over the pass band.
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6.3.3 Microelectrode Noise Characteristics

In order to quantify variation in electrode characteristics over a range of electrode

areas wider than 100 um to 500 um', noise measurements were made on square, planar,

gold and platinized microelectrodes fabricated on the same wafers with the multi

microelectrodes for in vivo testing but with areas ranging from 16 pm to 4096 pum’.

Similar measurements for microelectrodes of area 100pm, 200 pm and 500 pm (the

sizes actually used for in vivo work) yielded results consistent with those presented here.

Figure 6.8 shows the total root-mean-square (RMS) noise voltage spectral density

(VSD) measured for bare gold and platinized microelectrodes of geometric areas 16

plm’, 64 pum’, 256 pum', 1024 pum and 4096 pum’, referred to the output (RTO) of the 1735x

amplifiers. RTO noise VSDs are also shown for the amplifier alone (with leads shorted)

and for an "electrode" identical to the 4096 pum electrode but without a window in the

silicon nitride film above the metal. (The latter serves to test for pinholes in insulation

and measure capacitive coupling through the silicon nitride). The RTO noise of the

amplifier peaks at approximately 100 uV/NHz at 1 kHz. Total RTO noise VSD at 1 kHz

for gold electrodes range from about 120 uV/NHz for 4096 um area up to about 200

HV/NHz for 64 pm and 16 um' area. Total RTO noise VSD at 1 kHz for platinized

electrodes is negligibly different from the noise of the amplifier alone down to electrodes

of area 16 um area, for which the total RTO noise VSD at 1 kHz is about 140 uV/NHz.

‘Because Pi black tends to "mushroom out" slightly if it is plated toothick, the "geometric area"
of a bare gold electrode is increased slightly by platinization. For all but the smallest (16 um”) electrodes
examined here, the increase in metal-solution interface area due to this effect was negligible compared to
the increase in effective area due to covering the flat electrode metal with Pt black. Geometric areas of
platinized microelectrodes were therefore considered to be identical to the areas measured before
platinization.

:
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FIGURE 6.8
Total noise voltage spectral density (including amplifier-generated noise) measured on microelectrodes of
geometric area 16 um’, 64 um’,256 um', 1024 um and 4096 um’, referred to the amplifier output. Noise
measured for the amplifier with leads shorted is also shown, as is the noise measured for an "electrode"
identical to the 4096 um electrode but without a window in the silicon nitride film above the metal. Top.
Bare gold electrodes. Bottom: Platinized electrodes.
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Assuming that electrode thermal noise and amplifier-generated voltage noise are

statistically independent and stationary, the VSD noise for an electrode as referred to the

amplifier input (RTI) can be computed by subtracting the RTO VSD of the amplifier

noise from the RTO VSD total noise for that electrode in a root-mean-square sense and

then dividing through by the amplifier gain at each frequency". This computation was

performed on the data of Figure 6.8 to compute the RTI VSD spectra shown in Figure

6.9. RTI noise VSD for gold electrodes ranges from 30 nV/WHz at 1 kHz for 4096 p.m.”

electrodes to 100 HV/NHz at 1 kHz for 16 p.m. electrodes. The RTI noise voltage of the

amplifier with leads shorted is 50 nV/NHz, which is higher than the amplifier noise level

posited in the design of the devices'. Nonetheless, the total noise VSD around 1 kHz is

dominated by electrode noise for gold electrodes of area smaller than 1000 um'. For

platinized electrodes, the amplifier noise VSD remains dominant until electrode geometric

area goes below 16 p.m.

In Figure 6.9, noise voltage increases as frequency decreases, as could be predicted

from the increase of impedance magnitude with decreasing frequency and the defining

equation for thermal (Johnson) noise voltage of an impedance (Equation 3.9). Since

electrode impedance spectra are relatively easy to measure and are performed as part of

routine device testing prior to implantation, it would be convenient to use impedance

spectra in combination with Equation 3.9 to accurately estimate noise voltage spectral

"Actually, the current noise generated by an amplifier at its input can only generate a noise
voltage in concert with the electrode impedance, and will not have a measurable effect on the amplifier
noise voltage measured with inputs shorted together. For purposes of this discussion, the noise generated
by amplifier noise current will be implicitly included in "electrode" noise.

"Discovery of this fact led to a redesign of the amplifiers to lower their noise levels; however, the
amplifiers described here were successfully employed in in vivo tests (see Chapter 7) before completion of
a new set of amplifiers. The original amplifiers were employed for work described here for consistency
with data in that chapter.

i
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FIGURE 6.9
Electrode-only noise voltage spectral density (VSD) measured on microelectrodes of geometric area 16
um’,64 um’,256 um', 1024 um and 4096 um' and referred to the amplifier input (RTI). RTI noise VSD
is also shown for the amplifier with leads shorted. Top: Bare gold electrodes. Bottom: Platinized electrodes.
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density for any given electrode. To verify that this is in fact possible, the noise data of

Figure 6.9 were compared to estimates computed from impedance spectra measured on

the electrodes on which the data of Figure 6.9 were measured.

Figure 6.10 shows the resistive (real) and capacitive (negative imaginary) parts of

impedance spectra measured on the bare gold and platinized electrodes of geometric area

16 pm to 4096 pum”, measured as described above. As a reference, Figure 6.11 shows the

magnitude and phase of these impedance spectra. As expected, impedance magnitude

(like its resistive and capacitive components) decreases with increasing frequency. The

inverse dependence of these quantities on electrode area is seen as an approximately

equal spacing from curve to curve on the plots in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11, corresponding

to the factor of four difference in electrode area in going from 16 um to 64 pm to 256

|im”, etc.

Electrode thermal noise spectral densities were computed from the data of Figure

6.10 using Equation 3.9, assuming room temperature (T = 22 °C). For comparison to

measured amplifier RTI noise VSDs, these data were adjusted for attenuation due to the

voltage divider formed by the electrode impedance in series with shunt impedances as

summarized in Equation 3.15 and Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.14. Figure 6.12 illustrates the

results of this calculation, and comparison to Figure 6.9 shows fairly good agreement

between the two (better for platinized electrodes, less good for bare gold electrodes).

From these data, one can conclude that RTI noise voltage spectral densities computed

from impedance spectra accurately estimate the directly-measured RTI noise voltages of

electrodes, as long an accurate model of the electrode-to-amplifier-input transfer ratio

(e.g., Equation 3.15) is available.

i
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FIGURE 6.10A

Real (resistive) part and negative imaginary (capacitive) part of impedance spectra of
Square, planar, bare gold microelectrodes of area 16, 64T, 256°, 1024 and 4096 um.
Data for a microelectrode site of 4096 um’ area but no contact opening via through the
silicon nitride are also shown.
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FIGURE 6.10B
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nitride are also shown.
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6.3.4 Comparison of Measured and Model Impedance Spectra

The design development in Chapter 3 depended upon empirical models of impedance

spectra for gold and Pt black electrodes of varying area. The data of Figure 6.10 and

Figure 6.11 provide a convenient test case for comparison of measured impedances to

predictions of those empirical models.

Figure 6.13 compares the data of Figure 6.11 with the impedance magnitudes

estimated according to the empirical models of Chapter 3 (assuming circular disk electrodes

of area equal to the actual areas). For gold electrodes, the agreement between actual

spectra and model predictions is fairly good. For 200 um electrodes at 1 kHz, measured

impedance magnitudes are about 3.5 dB higher than model predictions. Model predictions

for platinized electrodes underestimated actual impedance electrodes to a greater degree;

for example, measured impedance magnitude (at 1 kHz) of 200 pm platinized electrodes

was about 7 dB higher than model predictions. The greater variability and deviation from

model values for platinized electrodes is probably due largely to variation in degree of

platinization and variation in roughness of Pt black.

Because electrode thermal noise voltage depends on the square root of the real

part of electrode impedance, these higher than expected impedances presage electrode

noise voltage levels about 1.8 dB higher than expected for gold electrodes and about 3.5

dB higher than expected for platinized electrodes (cf. Chapter 3). For platinized electrodes,

this increase should be insignificant, because total noise should still be dominated by

amplifier noise.

i
:
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6.3.5 Performance of Devices Under Long-Term Soak Tests

At the time of this work, past research had already confirmed that devices insulated

with PECVD Si,N,H can withstand in vivo implantation times of over a year and still

yield extracellularly recorded action potentials [Kovacs et al., 1992]. Therefore, no

long-term soak-tests of device integrity were planned. However, several devices for

which impedance spectra were measured immediately after packaging and platinization

were left under soak without electrical bias in room temperature 0.9% NaCl saline for

nearly one year. Repeated measurements of impedance after this period revealed that

devices packaged using current methods and materials (Chapter 5) were not affected

significantly by this long time under soak.

Figure 6.14 shows impedance magnitude spectra measured for the eight 200 p.m.'

electrodes on a device whose changes in impedance were typical of all long-soaked

devices packaged with the current protocol. Impedance magnitudes of the five platinized

electrodes on this device were (at 1 kHz) 12 k(2, 11 k(2, 12 k(2, 14 k(2 and 12 k(2

immediately after platinization; after 11 months soak time, they were 17 k(2, 25 kg), 20

kQ, 25 k0 and 22 k(), respectively. Impedances of the three bare gold electrodes on this

device were (at 1 kHz) 3.9 MQ, 5.5 MQ, and 4.8 MQ initially and 5.0 MQ, 3.1 MQ and

0.6 MQ, respectively, after soaking for 11 months. Despite some variation between tests,

these values are all insignificantly different with regard to electrode integrity and noise

characteristics, with the possible exception of the third gold electrode. The slight increase

in the impedances of platinized electrodes with time may have been due to the slow

diffusion of residual plating solution (e.g., chloroplatinic acid) out of the Pt black into

effectively infinite dilution in the saline. In the initial measurements, these residual

aqueous platinum compounds may have artifactually lowered the measured impedances.

2
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6.4 Conclusion

As should be clear from the discussion of Chapter 3, electrode impedance is a key

determinant of the performance of an electrophysiological system designed to record

extracellular action potential fields of single nodes of Ranvier. Too high an electrode

impedance decreases signal levels (by taking part in a voltage-dividing attenuator network

with shunt impedances) while increasing thermally-generated noise, doubly degrading

signal-to-noise ratio. On the other hand, too low an impedance can indicate a failure in

insulation materials or a short between electrode channels, both of which can also degrade

or artifactually couple electrode recordings. For these reasons, electrode impedance is an

important performance characteristic that should be measured and adjusted in vitro before

a device is implanted in vivo.

This chapter presented the methods employed for in vitro impedance measurement

and electrode noise estimation for devices designed for application in the bullfrog eighth

nerve. However, the methods employed apply to any microelectrode, and the results

should be useful to anyone seeking data on impedance and noise characteristics of planar

gold and Pt black electrodes.

In design of electrodes for electrophysiological recording, one should bear in

mind that the data described here were measured in vitro in saline. They do not account

for possible biological effects on electrode impedance (and thus on electrode thermal

noise), such as differences between tissue and saline conductivities or in vivo deposition

of biological macromolecules on electrode surfaces. They also do not account for the

bioelectric noise that accompanies any extracellular action potential of interest at an

electrode in a nerve. Since independent noise sources add in a root-mean-square fashion,

bioelectric neural noise could dominate the total noise of an electrophysiological system
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if it is greater than about twice the electrode noise (or amplifier noise for large electrodes).

On the other hand, neural noise could be negligible if it is only one half or less than the

electrode noise. Since prediction of neural noise in a nerve is not amenable to modelling

because of the many unknowns involved (e.g., fiber population firing rates), neural noise

itself remains a difficult to predict but important unknown in the design of microelectrodes

for electrophysiology.
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Single-Unit Recording from
Bullfrog Eighth Nerve Using
Regeneration Microelectrodes

7.1 Overview

This chapter describes the methods, results and analysis of experiments in which

single-unit extracellular action potentials were recorded from multiple fibers of the bullfrog

eighth cranial nerve using chronically-implanted regeneration-type microelectrodes.

7.2 Methods Development
7.2.1 Anesthesia Protocol

The large frogs used in these experiments could not be consistently anesthetized

using the anesthesia dosage and protocol long employed successfully by members of our

laboratory for work on smaller frogs. The existing protocol for animals 60-200 g called

for dual intramuscular injections of 35 mg/kg-body-wt sodium pentobarbital and 35

mg/kg-body-wt ketamine hydrochloride, given one to each leg in the quadriceps of a frog

left at room temperature. (These two drugs react and precipitate when mixed, so they

must not be injected into the same site.) This dose consistently anesthetizes small frogs

within an hour and lasts for 8-12 hr, with animals recovering completely within a day.

Small supplemental doses can be given to keep an animal anesthetized for more than two

days without harm, as long as it is otherwise healthy and kept cool and wet.

In large (250-600 g) bullfrogs, this treatment almost never induced sufficient

anesthesia/analgesia for implant surgery. Moreover, supplemental injections totalling up
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to three times the original dose often showed little effect for 12 or more hours, with the

animal then dying of apparent overdose during surgery. This tendency was generally

greater for larger animals, although wide variability between large frogs of similar size

was noted.

Several alternative methods of anesthetizing large frogs were attempted, including

whole-body cooling; immersion in benzocaine or urethane; intramuscular injections of

fentanyl; and increased pentobarbital dose (varying from 35-140 mg/kg) injected via the

dorsal lymphatic sac. Cooling to below 10 °C anesthetized animals deeply enough for

electrophysiological recording but not enough for implantation surgery (as judged by

limb movement in response to either procedure). Animals anesthetized via benzocaine or

urethane often bled to death during surgery due to increased blood pressure. Intramuscularly

injected fentanyl (1 mg/kg intramuscularly, with supplemental injections of 0.5 mg/kg

each 1.5–2 hours; as suggested by [Bodnar, 1992]) did not increase bleeding, but was as

difficult to control as the original intramuscular injection protocol. Ultimately, higher-dose

(60 mg/kg) sodium pentobarbital administered via the dorsal lymphatic sac along with a

35 mg/kg ketamine injected intramuscularly proved adequate for consistent and timely

anesthetization of animals.

These observations can be explained inuitively in terms of drug distribution

dynamics. Intramuscular injection of pentobarbital into the quadriceps may work poorly

in large frogs because their the muscles are much larger than in small frogs. Injected

pentobarbital causes a sudden and long-lasting tetanic contraction of the muscle, preventing

blood flow through the muscle and preventing drug distribution to the brain. Wide

animal-to-animal variation in reaction to intramuscular pentobarbital may be due to variation

in the exact depth of injection within the muscle in each frog. If the injection is too deep,
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the drug does not distribute due to muscle cramping. If the injection is too shallow, the

drug goes extramuscular, which apparently leads to slow diffusion into the circulation.

(Direct subcutaneous injections fail to anesthetize frogs well, instead causing irritation

that leads to large amounts of fluid being pumped into the subcutaneous space). Smaller

frogs have smaller muscles (permitting more rapid diffusion of drug out of the muscle

when cramped) and seem to cramp less (perhaps due to the lower total dosage).

Immersion drugs are likely to be less effective in large frogs due to the decrease

in skin surface area to body weight ratio, which hampers diffusion of an adequate drug

dose via the skin. The hemorrhagenic effect of benzocaine and urethane compounds the

difficulty of using these drugs for implant surgery. Immersion in MS-222 [ethyl m

aminobenzoate / methanesulfonic acid salt], which is commonly used in frog electro

physiology, also has this hypertensive/hemorrhagenic effect [Lewis, 1993].

Several other factors were found to affect anesthetic efficacy. Female frogs, if

gravid, cannot be anesthetized easily, probably because drugs sequester in the egg sac.

(This was the reason for restricting work to male frogs). Over the course of this work,

frogs purchased during the summer tended to show greater resistance to pentobarbital,

generally bled more, and generally were more prone to dying post-operatively. Animals

kept cool and starved for one day before anesthetization generally fared better.

The final anesthesia protocol was as follows. An animal not fed for at least 24

hours and kept at room temperature was given 60 mg/kg-body-wt sodium pentobarbital

(concentration 50 mg/ml), injected in the dorsal lymphatic sac, plus 35 mg/kg-body-weight

ketamine hydrochloride (concentration 50 mg/ml) injected intramuscularly in the

contralateral calf, followed by pumping of the legs to aid drug distribution. Animals

were left a cool, damp tank (=16 °C) and usually became fully anesthetized within 2.5

i:
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hours; if not, another 1/4 dose of pentobarbital was injected in the dorsal lymphatic sac

each hour until the animal was unresponsive to toe pinch. Animals were surrounded by

ice for the duration of the implant surgery or electrophysiological experiment. Animals

so treated consistently remained anesthetized for at least twelve hours, and usually for 24

hours or longer.

7.2.2 Surgical Methods

Because the experiments in this work required post-operative survival of animals

following a traumatic surgical procedure', particular care was to maintain animals' health

before, during and after implant surgery. Healthy adult male bullfrogs of snout-to-vent

length of 13-18 cm and weight 300-600 g were acquired from Western Scientific

(Sacramento, CA) or Kons Scientific (Germantown, WI), housed in temperature controlled

tanks with flowing dechlorinated water, and fed a diet of crickets and mice. Animals

with damaged tympana or skin abrasions were rejected.

In preparation for implant surgery, animals were anesthetized as described above.

Depth of anesthesia was monitored by toe pinch, pulse rate and rate of respiration, and

the animals were re-dosed with one half of the original dosage of pentobarbital as needed

up to 120 mg/kg total.

During surgery, the frog lay supine atop a damp cloth, covered with loose gauze

and melting crushed ice, so as to facilitate cutaneous respiration and reduce blood pressure.

(Bleeding was generally much more profuse in animals not cooled this way.) A metal

retractor held the animal's lower jaw open, nearly perpendicular to the upper jaw, which

'All animal experiments were performed in accordance with protocols approved by the UC
Berkeley Animal Care and Use Committee (protocol #R081-1093) and the Stanford University Administrative
Panel on Laboratory Animal Care (protocol #2153/0).

:
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was likewise held to the surgical table with a taut string. The animal was not restrained

otherwise, and surgery was discontinued if limb movement or other signs of awakening

were detected. In such cases, the animal was given more pentobarbital while lidocaine

was applied to wounded areas.

Microsurgical tools were sterilized with ethanol and dried before use. A patch of

skin on the roof of the mouth at the intersection of the midline and the axis of the left

columella was cut and reflected back and an annular sponge was positioned under the

skin edge so as to prevent ciliary action from pushing mucus into the surgical field. The

underlying muscle was cut from its attachment to the left lateral wing of the parasphenoid

bone and the blood vessels serving it were sealed. Under view from a dissecting microscope,

a dental drill with a 1.5 mm spherical bit was used to expose the periosteal dura directly

above the eighth cranial nerve's run through the cranial cavity, just medial to the otic

capsule. (Use of round bits for this step helped prevent drilling into and under the dura.)

At this point, the dura was left intact while the drill was used to machine the bone void to

hold the implant snugly (forming a cylindrical hole about 2.5 mm in diameter and 3 - 5

mm deep). Small anchor holes were drilled at right angles into the rostro-medial and

caudo-medial bone walls surrounding the hole, and a third anchor site was carefully

chiseled from the lateral bone wall. (Drilling would puncture the capsule and damage the

inner ear.) The excavation site was thoroughly cleaned of debris, dried with sponges and

a Freon gas stream, then coated with cyanoacrylate to seal the site against fluid seepage

from milled bone.

Once the bone was prepared, the dura mater at the base of the hole was carefully

removed to expose the cranial cavity just above eighth nerve, with care being taken to

avoid damaging the rostro-caudally running arteriole and superficial nerve typically found

:
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there. Damage to the blood vessel resulted in an aborted surgery, since this clouded the

surgical field beyond salvage. Damage to the (unidentified) superficial nerve was noted

but not taken as critical; ablating it results in constriction of the ipsilateral pupil, although

it is too far caudal to be cranial nerve III.) Arachnoid and pia mater were gently torn

apart using ultrafine bent forceps. At this point, the eighth nerve was exposed and ready

either for single-unit recording or for silicon chip implantation.

Due to lack of adequate access and space for suturing the nerve within the cranial

cavity, neither coupling tubes nor sutures were used with this type of implant; instead, the

wired end of the silicon device was potted in Silastic" silicone rubber (Type A #891,

Dow Corning, Midland), MI which was cast in a cylindrical plug with Pt/Ir wire barbs

protruding axially (Chapter 5). Immediately before implantation, the plugs and wires

were trimmed to fit snugly against the bone walls of the hole drilled to gain access to the

nerve, with the end of the device with the via hole grid and electrodes protruded from the

plug.

Before implantation of the silicon device, the eighth nerve was transected using

microscissors or fine forceps, either just lateral or just medial to its confluence with the

seventh cranial nerve”. This process invariably cut blood vessels within and along the

nerve, but care was taken to leave intact the major artery supplying the inner ear. Once

bleeding subsided, the implant was lowered into the cranium, with the microelectrode

surfaces facing the ear, until the via holes and adjacent electrode sites were judged to be

*In the adult bullfrog, the seventh cranial nerve leaves the brainstem rostral and just ventral of the
eighth nerve and travels with it for 0.5-2 mm before branching off rostrally and joining the fifth cranial
nerve en route to the prootic ganglion. The stumps of a sectioned eighth nerve are therefore held in place
by the frame formed by the seventh and fifth cranial nerves, while the distal segment was held fast by the
walls of the acoustic foramina through which it enters the otic capsule. Since the implant was fixed in
place relative to these anatomical features via cementing to the cranium, no other surgical coupler was
needed to hold the implant in place between the two ends of the severed nerve.

:
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between the severed ends of the nerve. The device was then dried and cemented in place

using poly-methyl methacrylate dental acrylic (Hygenic Corp., Akron OH), and held fast

to polymerize for fifteen minutes. Finally, the silicone-embedded fan of lead wires was

folded caudally under the skin, the skin flap was closed using 5-0 non-resorbable sutures,

and a few drops of antibiotic (Ditrim” trimethoprim sulfa', 12 wtº) were applied

beneath the sutures.

7.2.3 Post-Operative Care and Monitoring

Implanted animals were left supine to recover in a 10 °C cooler until awake

enough to right themselves (about 36 hours). During each of the ensuing five days, each

was administered a prophylactic injection of Ditrim trimethoprim sulfa (60 mg/kg,

intramuscularly). After five days, each frog was returned to a large tank to swim and

feed freely. To minimize movement of the implanted devices during recovery, animals

were fed only mealworms (dusted with a vitamin powder) post-operatively.

During much of this work, particular difficulty was encountered with cementing

devices in place adequately to permit regeneration, which was disrupted by relative

motion of implant and regenerating nerve. In order to monitor the position of the

implanted device and wires in a given animal, each frog was X-rayed periodically during

its recovery period, with comparison between X-rays and skeletal landmarks being used

to track position and orientation of the implanted device and wires, as well as the degree

of tilt, roll and yaw of the frog's head versus its body axis. One such X-ray showing the

position of the implant is reproduced in Figure 7.1.

'Ditrim was ultimately chosen over the Amikacin used in earlier experiments because the latter is
a glycosamine known to inflict hair cell damage at doses comparable to those used for prophylaxis in the
frog. Whether this was the determining factor in the failure of attempts to record from the first set of
implanted frogs is unknown.
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FIGURE 7.1
Dorso-ventral X-ray image of an frog implanted with a regeneration-type multi-microelectrode in its left
eighth nerve, just medial to the otic capsule. Silicon is radiolucent and the gold bond pads are viewed on
edge, so the multi-microelectrode device is invisible. However, its location can be inferred from the
location of its radio-opaque gold interconnect wires, which bend rostrally along the midline of the hard
palate after leaving the bond pads of the silicon device. The slight asymmetry of the head is due to tilt of
the interaural axis (downward on the left) and right-ward scoliosis; temporary side-effects of left eighth
nerve transection. Scale bar 5 cm.
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While X-rays were able to show the location of an implanted device with respect

to skeletal features, visualizing the regenerating eighth nerve (or absence of such) was

more difficult. A five-inch bore magnetic resonance imager" optimized for high-resolution

(0.2 mm x 0.2 mm x 0.2 mm voxel size) imaging of small animals was employed in an

attempt to image the regenerating nerve and reactive tissue in one animal (Figure 7.2);

however, the high water content of even intact frog neural tissue (which is much less

solid than mammalian tissue) rendered such low contrast that even this highest-resolution

Scan was uninformative.

Without a method of direct visualization, nerve regeneration in recovering animals

was monitored to the extent possible by biweekly behavioral and morphometric tests.

Ablation of the (left) eighth nerve causes obvious abnormalities in body posture and

behavior, including head listing down to the left, head turn to the left, and extension of

the right limbs [McNally and Tait, 1925; Robbins et al., 1967]. A lack of symmetry in

vestibulocolic reflexes was apparent in recently implanted animals, who also showed

effects of disorientation in their voluntary movement — for the first several days after

surgery, they swam in tight counter-clockwise circles. The severity of these vestibular

deficits receded with time, and was thus taken as a measure of the recovery state of the

sectioned nerve. As a quantitative measure, the angles of head tilt (i.e. the angles made

by the projections of the central axes of the head and spine, projected into the horizontal

and transverse planes) and left and right wrist-to-central-axis lengths were measured for

each frog biweekly. Attempts to monitor the return of auditory function were uninformative

and discontinued. Existence of a functioning contralateral ear precluded most behavioral

‘Magnetic Resonance Imaging was courtesy of Michael Moseley, Ph.D., Director of the University
of California, San Francisco Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy Laboratory.
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tests (e.g. acoustic startle response), and testing on inherently binaural tasks, such as

seeking out a speaker playing conspecific mating calls, proved impractical.

PLANE OF
SECTION

otic capsule

FIGURE 7.2
Magnetic resonance images of a frog implanted with a silicon multi-microelectrode. Ts=600000, T-12000,
T=0. In this image mode, bone appears white, water is black, nerve is white to grey, silicon is black, and
gold is black. Gold structures (e.g., interconnect wires and bond pads) cause magnetic field distortion
which blurs the image within about 100 pum of these structures. (A) Approximately-coronal view, showing
brain stem, left otic capsule, bone void drilled to accomodate implant, and left eighth nerve; voxel size 100
pum x 100 pm x 1 mm. Most of the eighth nerve in this animal (#032392A) regenerated around the dorsal
edge of the silicon device, but part of the nerve regrew through the device's via hole array (see Section
7.3.3 and Figure 7.20). The right otic capsule is not visible because the imaging plane (B) was angled to
parallel the left eighth nerve. (C) Higher resolution (but noisier) image of region around silicon device, in
the same plane as (A), showing the left eighth nerve and otic capsule; voxel size 50 pm x 50 pum x 0.5 mm.
Width of image A = 3 cm, width of image C = 1.5 cm. Both image planes oriented as shown in B, with top
of image being ventral.
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7.2.4 Experimental Apparatus

Audition was the focus of the electrophysiological testing of the implanted animals,

and the primary stimulus used was therefore acoustic. Starting from the animal and

moving outward, the acoustic stimulus presentation apparatus was as follows. The animal

lay supine on the plexiglass platform to which its head was held securely with string. A

stiff rubber cone (4 cm long, from 1.5 to 2.5 cm diameter) was trimmed to fit around the

entire tympanum of the left ear, and was sealed to the frog using vacuum grease. (Care

was taken to achieve a good seal without getting any grease on the tympanum itself.)

The other side of this rubber cone was sealed around one end of a brass tube (6 cm long,

1.5 cm diameter), the other end of which was sealed around a Brüel and Kjaer 4166

condenser microphone, which monitored the sound at the tympanum. Halfway along its

length, the brass tube was T-jointed to a second brass tube connecting to an air-tight

chamber containing a speaker (PRO/4X, Koss, Milwaukee, WI). This closed-field

arrangement allowed presentation and monitoring of stimuli at the tympanum without the

uncontrolled attenuations and direction-dependent sound intensities that accompany open

field sound systems. The brass housing also acted as a Faraday cage, helping to isolate

the animal and high-impedance amplifier inputs from fields induced by the speaker coil.

Steel wool was packed within the tubing to help attenuate acoustic resonances.

The speaker was driven by a lab-built power amplifier, which in turn was driven

by the output of either a DS 345 function generator (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale,

CA) or a white noise voltage source (General Radio, Concord, MA) after passage through

a series of filters, equalizers and amplifiers tuned to yield a frequency response from

signal generator to microphone output that was flat to within + 3.5 dB in gain over

80-3000 Hz and attenuated 220 dB below the passband gain for frequencies above 4000
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Hz. (The microphone, calibrated before and after the experiment to Brüel and Kjaer 4230

sound level calibrator, had a frequency response flat to + 1 dB over 20 Hz - 20 kHz.) The

microphone output was recorded on a TASCAM 238 audio eight-channel cassette recorder

(TEAC, Montebello, CA) and displayed on an oscilloscope and an HP 3561A dynamic

signal analyzer (Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA).

Again starting from the animal and moving outward, the apparatus for recording

from implanted regeneration-type multi-microelectrodes was as follows. A silver-silver

chloride reference electrode (50 mm surface area) was embedded within a 5 cm x 5 cm x

1 cm agar salt bridge (0.5 M KCl in 3% agar) in direct contact with the wet skin of the

animal's back. Gold leads from the implanted device were connected to the micro-Pomona"

clip inputs of a set of nine differential amplifiers, with the inverting inputs connected to

the silver-silver chloride reference electrode. The leads to the amplifier inputs were

approximately 15 cm long and insulated with Teflon". The amplifiers were second-order

noninverting differential bandpass filters, with peak gain of +1735 at 1 kHz, -3 dB

bandwidth of 296-3653 Hz, approximately linear phase over the passband, input impedance

> 10° Q, input bias current below 50 fa, and input-referred noise of 0.06 uv/NHz over

the passband (about 7 p.W RMS after recording and playback on the data recorder).

Amplified electrode signals were recorded without additional filtering on the eight-channel

recorder. Signals were monitored at the output of the eight-channel recorder using an

analog storage oscilloscope and a TDS 540 4-channel digital oscilloscope (Tektronix,

Beaverton, OR). In addition, both were passed to a custom digital signal processing

board for on-line reverse-correlation (REVCOR) analysis’ of tuning characteristics [de

*The digitizing and analysis hardware and software for real-time REVCOR computation was
developed by David Feld, with initial design conception by E.R. Lewis.
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Boer, 1978; Yu, 1991].

To ensure electrical, acoustic, and seismic isolation, the animal, speaker, electrode

microdrive and all preamplifiers all sat atop a second-order mechanical lowpass vibration

isolation table enclosed within an air-tight Faraday cage sitting atop another, eighth-order

lowpass vibration-isolation table. The entire apparatus was sealed inside an air-tight

room for isolation from air-borne ambient sound. Under these conditions, linear vibrations

of the animal (both vertical and horizontal) in the 10-1000 Hz bandwidth were reduced to

levels below approximately 0.0002 cm/s’ [Koyama et al., 1982], and ambient sound was

reduced to about 5 dB SPL (for 1 Hz bandwidth, re: 20 pupa RMS).

7.2.5 Electrophysiological Protocol

After a post-operative recovery time of seven weeks or longer, each implanted

frog was evaluated electrophysiologically one or more times. The animal was anesthetized

and positioned as for implantation surgery. With the aid of a dissecting microscope, the

free ends of the gold wire bundle were unfurled through a small incision in the mucosa of

the roof of the mouth. To decrease shunt capacitance, as much of the wire bundle length

as possible was bent out into the air, so that only about 4 - 5 mm of remained in the

animal. Apart from this and a slight deliberate wiggling to determine how well the

implant was cemented in place, extreme care was taken to minimize pulling on the wires,

which were next separated, swabbed clean with tissue and allowed to dry in air.

Following exposure of the wires, the frog was placed supine on the agar pad, with

its head secured to the table and its lower jaw held open with a metal retractor. The

animal was not otherwise restrained. The speaker was positioned as described above and

calibrated again. As during surgery, the frog was covered with wet gauze to facilitate
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cutaneous respiration and with a small amount of melting ice to keep body temperature

low. Under these conditions, the temperature of the inner ear has been measured to be

about 15 °C [Egert, 1993], and heart rate slows to about 5 to 20 beats/min, depending on

depth of anesthesia. Intermittently throughout the experiment, the ice was replenished

and the animal was checked for respiration rate and depth of anesthesia.

Initially, the speaker was silent and spontaneous activity, if present, was recorded

from the electrodes to the eight-channel tape deck. A bank of analog oscilloscopes was

used to monitor all electrode voltages continuously, while a switchable amplified speaker

was used to listen for spike activity on each channel. The digital oscilloscope was used

to detect and display voltage spikes recorded from the electrodes, and its waveform

averaging capability was used to reduce the effective noise riding on displayed spike

waveforms. Apparent extracellular action potentials were defined as voltage spikes of

either polarity that lasted between 0.5 and 2.5 mS and were of absolute peak height

greater than four times the RMS noise level of about 5 p.V RMS (referred to input), as

determined by the AC-coupled TDS540 oscilloscope over its full bandwidth.

Extracellular action potentials were expected to be of low signal to noise ratio, so

exceptional care was taken to identify and delete sources of transient electromagnetic

interference or noise pickup. If apparent spikes were observed on one or more electrode

channels, efforts turned to verifying (or disproving) their neural origins through comparison

to the known physiological characteristics of eighth nerve fibers.

Triggered averaging of apparent spikes was used to test waveform shape, height

and duration. When triggered at a threshold of four times the RMS noise level and

averaged, spikes which later proved to be neural action potentials showed distinctly

asymmetric biphasic or triphasic waveforms of from 0.5 to 2 mS duration, roughly as
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would be expected from recordings by Tasaki [Tasaki and Tasaki, 1950) and from volume

conductor models of extracellular potentials [Plonsey, 1969]. In contrast, low-level spikes

later rejected as noise gave the expected result of a symmetric sinc (sin■ 2Tft]/2tft) waveform,

with a period corresponding to the bandwidth of the recording amplifiers (about 280 puS).

Timing of apparent spikes on a given channel was investigated using triggered

counting on the digital oscilloscope. Mean spontaneous rates were measured using the

oscilloscope triggering at four times the RMS noise level and compared to physiologically

normal ranges for spontaneous rates for fibers of all types in the bullfrog eighth nerve.

Spikes that recurred with regular periodicities corresponding to power line frequencies,

start-up transients of nearby equipment, et cetera, were rejected as artefact unless they

could also be evoked in rhythm with finger tapping on the table supporting the animal

(which would indicate a possible seismic unit from the saccule). Sources of interference

were tracked down and corrected before an experiment continued.

After several minutes of recording without a stimulus, acoustic stimulation was

begun. Bursts of noise (typically 90 dB SPL over 80-3000 Hz band, 200 or 500 mS long,

rise and fall times of 10 mS, and repetition rate of 1 Hz) were presented as a search

stimulus for sound-evoked neural activity. When apparent correlation of spike activity to

the noise burst was found (as determined by the criteria above), a white noise stimulus of

30 to 70 dB SPL (re: 20 puPa, for a 1 Hz bandwidth), flat to + 2.5 dB over 80-3000 Hz

was presented, and both stimulus (as transduced by the microphone) and response of

seven of the electrodes (with one electrode channel sacrificed due to channel constraints

of the recorder) were recorded for ten minutes on the eight-channel tape deck. This was

repeated for at least one other, higher sound level, in order to search for high-threshold

fibers that might otherwise be missed. The stimulus was then switched to tone bursts,
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either 200 mS or 500 mS in duration with 10 mS rise/fall times and 1 Hz repetition rate.

Sound stimulus level was varied in 10 dB steps from 30 to 90 dB SPL and varied in 100

Hz steps from 100 Hz to 1800 Hz. Activity was recorded at each stimulus combination

for 2 minutes.

After the experiment, lead wires were folded back in place, the skin was sutured

closed, and the frog was tended through recovery as described above.

Data tapes were digitized using a four-channel, simultaneous sampling analog-to

digital converter board on a Macintosh IIci computer running Labview software (National

Instruments, Dallas, TX), and were also digitized and analyzed using custom-built hardware

and software running on an IBM-AT-compatible computer [Feld, 1990; Yu et al., 1991].

When necessary, multi-unit recordings from single electrode channels were analyzed

using a real-time Multispike Detector (Alpha Omega Engineering, Nazareth, Israel)

employing a waveform-based spike-sorting algorithm [Worgotter et al., 1986]".

Peristimulus time histograms and interspike interval histograms, and cycle histograms

were derived, and average spike rates during and between tone bursts of each level-frequency

combination were computed.

7.2.6 Histological Methods

7.2.6.1 Fixation

Animals were prepared for dissection and histological examination in one of two

ways. Those killed at the end of physiological evaluation were overdosed with sodium

pentobarbital and then perfused through the heart. Perfusion was done with a pressure

head of 1 m, and involved first a flush with 500 ml of cold 0.09 M phosphate buffer (pH

*Use of the spike-sorting system was courtesy of Christoph Schreiner and Michael Brosch,
University of California, San Francisco.
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7.3) then fixation with 1 1 or more 0.8% glutaraldehyde in 0.09 M phosphate buffer (pH

7.3). Frogs which died unexpectedly were also fixed this way if found within one hour of

death. Otherwise, they were decapitated and the heads were immersion fixed in the same

glutaraldehyde fixative.

7.2.6.2 Gross Inspection

Fixed heads were dissected to discern gross morphology of both the experimental

(left) and control (right) eighth nerves, inner ears, and associated tissue, as well as the

position and disposition of the implanted device. To permit an accurate assessment of the

gross relations of the chip and nerve (or nerve stumps), extreme care was taken to avoid

moving the implant relative to the tissue around it during dissection. Photographs and

camera lucida sketches were used to record the gross morphology.

7.2.6.3 Histological Inspection

Under cold phosphate buffer (0.09 M, pH 7.3) specimens of eighth nerve tissue

were dissected free, along with inner ear structures and/or a piece of brainstem to aid in

orientation. Specimens were rinsed in buffer, post-fixed (1% OsO, in 0.09M phosphate

buffer, 2 hours), dehydrated (15 minutes each in 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 100% and 100%

ethanol) and embedded in LR White acrylic (Polysciences, Warrington, PA). Sections

were cut on an ultramicrotome with glass knives and stained with toluidine blue and basic

fuschin, then examined on a Zeiss Universal microscope at 20x to 640x. Camera lucida

sketches and photographs on Ektachrome or TMAX film were used in conjunction with

calibrated graticules to record and measure morphology.

In one fixed specimen, the fluorescent lipophilic dye di■ (1,1'-dioctadecyl

3,3,3,3-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was
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used in an attempt to trace successfully regenerated fibers from the brainstem insertion,

through the via holes in the device, and to their inner ear sensory surface origins. This

was accomplished by cutting the regenerated nerve just proximal to the via hole grid,

applying a crystal of dil, and incubating the specimen at 20 °C in the dark for four

months [von Bartheld et al., 1990]. The resulting stained tissue was then visualized using

an epi-fluorescence microscope equipped with fluorescein and rhodamine optical filter

SetS.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Surgical Yield

Despite improvements in technique throughout the course of this work, implant

surgery was consistently difficult and low in yield of successfully implanted animals. Of

a total cohort of 53 attempted implantations, 24 were aborted due either to excessive

bleeding or inaccessibility of the eighth nerve around key vessels and other structures.

Of the 29 implanted animals, nine did not recover from the initial surgery (probably due

either to internal bleeding or anesthetic overdose), while nine recovered but did not

survive past the seven week minimum period reserved for nerve regeneration. Animals

in the latter group succumbed variously to infection, damage due to movement of the

implant within the skull, or other complications. Electrophysiological recordings were

attempted in each of the 11 implanted animals that survived more than eight weeks, and

two of these yielded action potential signals.

7.3.2 Electrophysiological Results

Electrophysiological recordings were attempted on eleven animals at 7-24 weeks

post-operatively. Clear extracellular action potential signals were recorded from two
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animals, one of which (#072792A) produced responses correlated to auditory stimuli as

well as some apparently originating from vestibular sensors. The other (#012893A)

produced only activity of vestibular origin. Repeated recordings were obtained from the

former animal two months after its initial evaluation, and subsequent dissection and

histology confirmed that the eighth nerve had regenerated through the implanted device's

via hole array. The implant in the latter animal failed before its second evaluation,

tearing the nerve in the process. The discussion below will focus on results from the

animal for which both electrophysiological recordings and histological corroboration were

obtained.

7.3.2.1 Multiple, Simultaneous Single-Unit Spike Trains Recorded

Figure 7.3 shows potential traces for seven of the eight electrodes on the multi

microelectrode implanted in frog #072792A, recorded 12 weeks after nerve transection

and device implantation. The device comprised an 8 x 8 array of (90 pm) via holes, with

20 pum x 10 pum rectangular microelectrodes distributed uniformly within the quadrant of

the array most dorsal and posterior in the animal as implanted. Electrodes corresponding

to traces 1, 2, 4, 5, and 8 were platinized, with impedances (in 0.9% NaCl, at 1 kHz) of

28.8 k(), 74.9 k(), 127 k0, 182 k() and 209 k(), respectively. Electrodes corresponding

to traces 3 and 7 were not platinized, and had impedances of 4.5 MQ and 5.1 MQ,

respectively. Potentials from electrode 6 (3.7 MQ) were not recorded due to the use of

one channel of the TEAC 238 for recording the stimulus. Responses shown are those

recorded during onset of a 400 Hz, 84 dB SPL tone burst. Extracellular action potentials

of 30 to 60 piv P-P are clearly distinguishable above the background noise level of a 16

HV P-P on two of the electrodes (3 and 5) during this period. Electrodes corresponding to
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FIGURE 7.3
Parallel recordings from seven microelectrodes on a silicon multi-microelectrode
(8 x 8 array of 90 pm x 90 pm via holes; 10 pm x 20 pum electrodes) implanted in
the eighth nerve of a bullfrog (#072792A), recorded 12 weeks after implantation.
Stimulus was a 84.1 dB SPL 400Hz tone burst delivered by closed-field speaker to
the ear ipsilateral to the implant. Action potentials 30 puV to 60 piv P-P are on traces
3 and 5. Over the course of the experiment, waveform-based spike-sorting revealed
three distinct units on channel 3 and three on channel 5. Other traces showed peaks
reminsicent of action potential waveforms but at inadequate signal-to-noise ratio to
be accepted as other than noise.
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traces 2, 4 and 7 showed possible action potentials at other times during the experiment,

but at signal to noise ratios insufficient to confidently distinguish them as true neural

signals and not spurious noise peaks.

Based on spike waveform shape as detected by the template-based spike-sorting

system, three units with clearly distinct spike waveforms — designated units 3X, 3Y and

3Z below — were found in the recordings from electrode 3 over the course of the

experiment. Spontaneous firing rates for these units were 2.1 spikes/S, 2.8 spikes/S and <

0.02 spikes/S, respectively. These rates are all within the range typical of all classes of

bullfrog eighth nerve fibers [Lewis et al., 1985]. Spike-sorting revealed three units on

electrode 5 (units 5X, 5Y and 52); with spontaneous rates of 7.3 spikes/S, 1.5 spikes/S,

and less than 0.02 spikes/S. Again, these rates are within normal limits for bullfrog

eighth nerve fibers.

7.3.2.2 Responses Typical of Physiologically Normal Fibers

The stimulus-response characteristics of each unit detected in frog #072792A

were measured using tone burst stimuli of varying intensity and plotting the results as

peri-stimulus time histograms. Two units recorded on electrode 3 were found to be

responsive to sound stimulation. The best excitatory frequencies (BEF) of these units

were estimated to be 400 Hz (unit 3X) and 1 kHz (unit 3Z), both typical of fibers from

the bullfrog amphibian papilla [Lewis et al., 1985]. Figure 7.4 shows a representative set

of peri-stimulus time histograms for unit 3X. The third unit on electrode 3 (unit 3Y)

showed no correlation to acoustic stimuli except at low frequency (200 Hz) and high

levels (94 dB SPL), and was therefore concluded to be from the saccule, lagena, or

another vestibular endorgan.
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FIGURE 7.4
Peristimulus time histograms illustrating the response
of unit 3X recorded from frog #072792A nine weeks
after implantation. PSTH's are for 60 presentations
each of tone bursts lasting 200 mS and repeating at 1
Hz. The unit responds strongly to tones at its BEF of
about 400 Hz and responds most vigorously to stronger
stimuli (A. B. C). while its response falls off as stim
ulus frequency moves away from BEF at constant
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Two units recorded on electrode 5 were responsive to sound stimulation. The

BEFs of these units were 1.4 kHz (unit 5X) and 1.4-1.6 kHz (unit 5Y), both typical of

fibers from the bullfrog basilar papilla [Lewis et al., 1985]. Figure 7.5 shows a representative

set of peri-stimulus time histograms for unit 5X. The third unit on electrode 5 (unit 57)

was unresponsive to sound, even at very loud (>95 dB SPL) stimuli, and was therefore

concluded to be a vestibular afferent (or an efferent fiber).

To further characterize the stimulus-response tuning of the auditory units, band

limited white acoustic noise was presented to the animal while reverse-correlation

(REVCOR) analyses of the spiking characteristics of each unit were performed. The

REVCOR procedure converged to a non-flat impulse response only for unit 3X, at a

noise stimulus level of 53 dB SPL for 1 Hz bandwidth'. Figure 7.6 shows the impulse

response and corresponding amplitude and phase characteristics resulting from this analysis.

The amplitude curve shows that the spike rate is tuned, with a BEF of about 420 Hz, -10

dB bandwidth of 500 Hz, and steep roll-off outside the pass-band. Its phase characteristic

shows phase lag increasing linearly with frequency over the pass-band, up to a total of 5

FIGURE 7.5 (NEXT PAGE)
Peristimulus time histograms illustrating responses of unit 5X recorded from frog #072792A nine weeks
after implantation. PSTH's are for 60 presentations each of 82.5 + 2.5 dB SPL tone bursts lasting 200 mS
and repeating at 1 Hz, in 200 Hz steps from 200 Hz (plot A) to 1800 Hz (plot I). As stimulus frequency
increases toward 1.4 kHz (A-G), the unit fires more in response; at frequencies above 1.4 kHz (H, I), the
unit's response drops off sharply. This response is typical of an afferent fiber from the basilar papilla.

"In response to sinusoidal stimuli at frequencies below about 400 Hz - 500 Hz, bullfrog eighth
nerve afferents often show a tendency to fire preferentially during one part of the of the stimulus cycle.
This is known as phase-locking. In the sound-to-action-potential transduction process, membrane kinetics
at the hair cell-neuron junction act as a low-pass filter and a variable delay, preventing a fiber from
phase-locking precisely to stimuli of frequency higher than about 500 Hz. Since REVCOR is a cross-correlation
algorithm that relies on the relative timing of stimuli and spikes, it is sensitive to the same effect, and
REVCOR analyses of bullfrog fibers with BEF above =500 Hz yield flat cross-correlation spectra (which
correspond to flat impulse responses). This explains why only the auditory unit with BEF-500 Hz (unit
3X) gave a non-zero REVCOR.
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Impulse response (A) and corresponding amplitude (B) and phase (C) tuning curves derived via reverse
correlation for the BEF = 400 Hz unit on electrode 3. Band-limited acoustic white noise (53 dB SPL for 1
Hz bandwidth, flat + 3.5 dB over 80 to 2600 Hz) was used as a stimulus. The unit is tuned, with a BEF =
420 Hz, -10 dB bandwidth of = 500 Hz, and steep roll-off outside the pass-band. Its phase characteristic
shows linear phase shift with increasing frequency over the pass-band, up to a total of 5-6 cycles. (Note the
linear frequency scale in C.) Along with the relatively low spontaneous rate (= 0.1 spike/S) of this unit.
these data are typical of normal axons from the amphibian papilla in bullfrog.
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to 6 cycles of phase lag. These data are typical of normal axons from the bullfrog

amphibian papilla [Yu et al., 1991].

Non-auditory units (3Y and 52) responded variously to light or more vigorous

tapping on the table supporting the animal, as is typical of afferent fibers innervating

either vestibular endorgans. Because calibrated sources of seismic and tilt stimuli were

not available at the time of these experiments, the responses of non-auditory eighth nerve

units to seismic and rotational stimuli were not quantified.

7.3.2.3 Repeated Recordings Demonstrate Chronic
But Changing Nerve-Electrode Interface

In order to test the extent to which regeneration-type multi-microelectrodes can

maintain a chronic recording interface in the bullfrog eighth nerve, a second

electrophysiological evaluation of frog #072792A was performed nine weeks after the

first evaluation (i.e., 21 weeks after nerve transection and device implantation).

Experimental conditions were the same as for the earlier evaluation, except that interconnect

wires for all eight microelectrodes on the device were recovered for electrophysiological

recording.

Figure 7.7 shows potential traces recorded from seven of the eight electrodes in

frog #072792A during its second evaluation. Extracellular action potentials of 40 to 100

LV P-P were clearly distinguishable above the background noise level on two of the

electrodes (3 and 6). Electrodes 1 and 7 showed possible action potential waveforms at

other times during the experiment, but with signal-to-noise ratios too low for confident

detection and spike sorting. Electrode 5, which had recorded units in the previous

evaluation, recorded none in the second evaluation.
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FIGURE 7.7
Simultaneous recordings from seven of eight microelectrodes on the multi-microelectrode implanted in the
eighth nerve of frog #072792A, recorded nine weeks after the initial evaluation. The stimulus trace
(labelled “stim” and not to scale) shows the onset of a 200 Hz, 90 dB SPL tone burst. Action potentials are
visible on traces recorded from electrodes 3 and 6, with peak-to-peak heights ranging from 40 piv to 100
puv (referred to input of amplifiers with gain of 1735 at 1 kHz). Potentials from electrode 8 were not
recorded during this trial, because one data recorder channel was needed for the stimulus. Traces were
filtered with a 60 Hz digital notch filter. See Figure 7.3 caption for device characteristics.
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Template-based spike-sorting revealed three units with clearly distinct spike

waveforms in the recordings from electrode 3 (units 3A, 3B, and 3C), with peak-to-peak

spike heights of 80 H.V., 100 HV, and 50 HV, respectively. The 100 puV P-P spikes on

electrode 6 were concluded to represent a single unit (unit 6). Mean spontaneous firing

rates for the three units from electrode 3 were 4.9 spikes/S, 30.02 spikes/S, and 0.5

spikes/S, and the mean spontaneous rate for the electrode 6 unit was 2.1 spikes/S.

Three of the four units were found to respond to sound stimuli. One (unit 3A)

responded best to stimuli at frequencies from 100 Hz (the lowest stimulus frequency

used) to 200 Hz, adapted quickly during tone bursts at these frequencies, and was clearly

suppressed between stimuli at these frequencies (Figure 7.8). At higher stimulus frequencies,

this unit actually fired more to the offset of the stimulus than to the stimulus onset, and

fired more during the periods between stimuli than to the stimuli themselves. This unit

may have been an afferent from the saccule, tuned to ambient seismic vibration at frequencies

near or below 100 Hz (e.g., 60 Hz or 120 Hz power frequencies) and suppressed by loud

acoustic stimuli of higher frequencies.

A second unit responsive to sound (unit 3B) fired one and only one spike to the

onset of every stimulus tone burst of adequate level within its bandwidth of (from about

100 Hz to 300 Hz). This “one-shot” spike occurred at a nearly constant phase in the first

full-level cycle of each tone burst (at about 7.7 to 8.2 mS latency from the start of each

burst). The BEF and sound-sensitivity identify this unit as an amphibian papilla afferent.

The third unit responsive to sound (unit 6) responded best to 200 Hz stimuli,

adapted slowly during tone bursts, and was suppressed between tones (Figure 7.9). Again,

this is consistent with an amphibian papilla afferent.
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E 30 from frog #072792A at 21 whº after implantation.
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9 6 is tuned to about 200 Hz, and its response falls
& off above and below that frequency. The unit's
s response to 300 Hz and 400 Hz shows a strong onset
* response, adaptation during the tone, and recovery
3. from suppression after the tone. These behaviors

are all typical of normal eighth nerve afferents.
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Reverse correlation analysis converged to a high signal-to-noise impulse response

only for unit 3B, at a stimulus level of 59 dB SPL for 1 Hz bandwidth (flat + 3.5 dB over

90 Hz to 3000 Hz). This unit's response characteristic was tuned to a BEF of 170 Hz,

with a -10 dB bandwidth of 200 Hz and steep roll-off on either side of the pass-band

(Figure 7.10). Phase lag increased linearly with frequency over the pass-band, to a total

phase lag of about four cycles. Like the unit for which a REVCOR filter characteristic

had been measured nine weeks earlier, this unit's physiological tuning characteristics

identify it as an eighth nerve afferent fiber innervating the amphibian papilla.

The physiological signatures for all of these units are well within the range of

characteristics exhibited by normal bullfrog eighth nerve fibers recorded in acute

experiments using glass micropipettes. These results therefore demonstrate the ability of

a regeneration-type multi-microelectrode to maintain a neuro-electronic interface for long

term recording of single units in the eighth nerve. However, the two sets of units

recorded in the two evaluations of frog #072792A were different (as evidenced by differences

in the number of units, the electrodes recording them, and their stimulus-response

characteristics). Thus, while regeneration-type devices can maintain a chronic recording

interface to a nerve, they do not necessarily maintain recording contact with the same

constellation of axons in the nerve over the long term.

7.3.2.4 Tracking of Units Confirms Medium-Term Stability

Although no one single unit (or node of Ranvier) was apparently held by the

implanted device over the nine week period between recording sessions, single units were

held for several hours in each session. This is much longer than the typical period a

single unit can be held using glass micropipettes, and was limited only by the impending
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Impulse response (A) and corresponding amplitude (B) and phase (C) tuning curves derived via reverse
correlation for unit 3A from electrode 3 in frog #072792A at 21 weeks after implantation. Band-limited
acoustic white noise (59 dB SPL for 1 Hz bandwidth, flat + 3.5 dB over 90 to 30000 Hz) was used as a
stimulus. The unit is tuned, with a BEF = 170 Hz, -10 dB bandwidth of ~ 200 Hz, and steep roll-off outside
the pass-band. Its phase characteristic shows linear phase shift with increasing frequency over the pass-band,
up to a total of four cycles. (Note the linear frequency scale in C.) These data are typical of normal axons
from the amphibian papilla in Rana catesbeiana. However, they are clearly different from the tuning
characteristics in Figure 7.6, indicating that a different amphibian papillar nerve fiber gave rise to that unit.
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arousal of animal from anesthesia. Moreover, this medium-term recording stability was

achieved despite significant amount of animal movement (particularly near the end of

each session, when the frog began to come out of anesthesia and move its limbs and body

fairly vigorously).

For example, the reverse-correlation-derived tuning characteristic in Figure 7.10

was measured during the first 30 minutes of the experiment. Just before the end of the

experiment eight hours later, a second trial of band-limited noise stimulation was presented

so that changes in the number and/or response characteristics of units detected earlier

could be ascertained.Figure 7.11 shows a comparison of unit 3A's REVCOR tuning

characteristics as measured at the beginning and end of the experiment. Both cases show

essentially the same result, verifying that they represent the same unit held for more than

eight hours. Apart from a 40% decrease in the peak-to-peak signal level of unit 3C, the

firing characteristics of other units were also stable over this 8.5 hour period.

7.3.2.5 Fall-Off of Extracellular Potential With Distance from Node

As modelled in Chapter 3, the peak extracellular potential magnitude of an active

node of Ranvier should fall off with increasing distance r from the node approximately

as ln[1 + Kra - 1], where K is a constant for a given axon diameter (Equations 3.6 and

3.7). With multiple microelectrodes that can recorded simultaneously, this prediction can

be tested and used as an aid in interpretation of data.

Figure 7.12 shows the result of averaging each of seven electrode potentials 404

times, in synchrony with the negative peaks of 404 spontaneous action potentials detected

over 195 seconds on electrode 6 of the implant in frog #072792A at 21 weeks after

implantation. The action potential recorded by electrode 6 (the electrode presumed to be
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FIGURE 7.11 Frequency (Hz)
Comparison of two REVCOR tuning characteristics measured for a single unit (unit 3A of frog #072792A)
in two trials approximately eight hours apart. Solid lines = at beginning of experiment; Dashed lines = at
end of the experiment, eight hours later. Both cases show essentially the same tuning curve, verifying that
they represent the same unit. The same intensity noise stimulus (59 dB SPL for 1 Hz bandwidth, + 3.5 dB
over 90 Hz to 3000 Hz) was used in both instances.
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FIGURE 7.12
Fall-off of a single unit's extracellular potential with increasing distance from the fiber, measured by
potentials recorded simultaneously on seven microelectrodes. Bottom: Result of averaging 404 spont
aneous action potentials (synched on negative peak) over 195 sec on electrode #6 of implant 072792A
21 weeks after implantation. The waveform is triphasic, with peaks of 116 mV, -108 mV and 32 mV
(after gain of 1960 at 1 kHz). Top: Waveforms recorded on other electrodes (result of 404 averages
triggered on channel 6). Note the scale change. Attenuated versions of the spike on electrode 6 are
visible on electrodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 at attenuations of 0.006, 0.005, 0.009, 0.006, 0.007 and 0.017.
respectively, after adjustment for electrode impedances. This pattern of potential fall-off is consistent
with the extracellular potential model of Chapter 3, assuming the active node of Ranvier was near
electrode 6 and that the tissue was heterogeneous, with electrodes 1 and 2 in a space with relatively
high conductivity and all other electrodes in a space with relatively low conductivity. Histological
observations support this conclusion.
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FIGURE 7.13
Illustration showing relative placement of microelectrode sites on implanted device from which potential
traces of Figure 7.12 were recorded. Electrodes are numbered to correspond to traces in Figure 7.12, and
are labelled with the electrode potential at the time of the negative peak potential on electrode #6 (all are
adjusted for electrode impedance and referred to outputs of amplifiers with x1735 gain). The assumed
location of the active fiber/node of Ranvier is shown, as is the approximate extent of the regenerated nerve
bundle revealed by histological observations (see Section 7.3.3).

closest to the active node) was a triphasic waveform with peaks of 116 mV, -108 mV and

32 mV (after gain of 1735 at 1 kHz), while negative peaks on other electrodes ranged

from -680 puV to -1.68 mV after the same x 1735 amplification. Attenuated versions of

the spike on electrode 6 are visible on electrodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 at relative magnitudes

of 0.0059, 0.005, 0.009, 0.0062, 0.007 and 0.017, respectively (after adjustment for

different electrode impedances”). Artifactual cross talk between amplifier channels was

directly measured to be attenuated by a factor of 0.003 (about -50 dB), including cross

"As illustrated by Figure 3.8, each electrode potential is attenuated by the voltage divider formed
by that electrode's impedance with shunt impedance loads. To compare electrode potentials to each other,
each must be adjusted for this attenuation. This was accomplished by multiplying each electrode's peak by
[14 MQ]/[Z (1 kHz) + 14 MQ], where 14 MQ approximates the combination of shunt and amplifier input
impedances.
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talk in the TEAC 238 tape recorder (which is specified at under-70 dB inter-channel

coupling and verified by the flat stimulus channel trace in Figure 7.12). Also, electrode

traces 1 and 2 in Figure 7.12 are buried in noise. Therefore, attenuations below about

0.006 should be considered insignificant.

Figure 7.13 shows the relative placement of microelectrodes on the implanted

device from which potential traces of Figure 7.12 were recorded. Each electrode location

is labelled with the electrode potential at the time of the negative peak potential on

electrode #6, adjusted for electrode impedance and amplifier gain so as to be comparable

to the model extracellular potentials plotted in Figure 3.5.

The pattern of potential fall-off is consistent with the extracellular potential model

of Chapter 3, assuming that the active node of Ranvier was near electrode 6 and assuming

that the tissue resistivity was heterogeneous. In that case, electrodes 1 and 2 could have

been in a space with relatively high conductivity, while all other electrodes lay in a space

with relatively low conductivity. In fact, histological observations (detailed in Section

7.3.3) revealed that electrodes 3,4,5,6 and 7 were enveloped by regenerated nerve tissue,

while electrodes 1 and 2 were apparently outside the neural tissue limits and open to

cerebrospinal fluid, supporting this hypothesis.

7.3.2.6 Fewer Units per Electrode Recorded from Frog #012893A

Figure 7.14 shows potentials recorded from six of the eight electrodes on the

device implanted in a second frog (#012893A). This device comprised a 12 x 12 array of

58 pum x 58 pum via holes, with 5 plm x 20 pum microelectrodes, half of which were

platinized. Only one electrode detected action potentials at peak heights adequate for

detection above the background noise, and these spikes did not respond strongly to sound
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stimuli. Two distinct waveforms were detected by spike sorting over the course of the

experiment, with spontaneous rates of 0.3 and 0.5 spikes/S. During transfer of this

animal to an apparatus designed for controlled tilt stimulation (to characterize vestibular

afferents), inadvertent twisting of the implant apparently damaged the nerve and silenced

the units for the remainder of the experiment. A second electrophysiological evaluation

six weeks later yielded no signals.
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FIGURE 7.14
Potentials recorded on six of eight microelectrodes on multi-microelectrode implanted
in eighth nerve of frog #012893A, seven weeks after nerve transection and device
implantation. The device included a 12 x 12 array of 58 pum x 58 pum via holes, with
5 pm x 20 pum microelectrodes. Electrodes 1, 2 and 5 were platinized; electrodes 6, 7,
and 8 were bare gold; and wires to electrodes 3 and 4 were damaged (so traces for them
are not shown). Electrode 8 detected spontaneous action potentials that were not driven
well by sound stimulation; other electrodes detected no neural signals. The slight slew
of falling phase of the action potntials on trace 8 is due to the dbx noise reduction used
on the data recorder in this experiment.
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7.3.3 Histological Corroboration of Electrophysiological Results

Dissection and histology of implanted animals after euthanasia and fixation

corroborated the electrophysiological results. In the animal from which the single-unit

signals in Figure 7.3 - Figure 7.7 were recorded (#072792A), part of the eighth nerve had

regenerated up to and through the via holes of the implanted device, with the remainder

of the nerve growing around the dorsal-most edge of the device. The device in the animal

from which the signals in Figure 7.14 were recorded (#012893A) apparently was loosened

from its implantation site during evaluation of that animal, destroying the nerve in the

process. In two other animals (#032392 and #032692), histological evidence of nerve

regeneration was seen despite a lack of action potentials recorded during

electrophysiological evaluation. In the remaining animals from which no single-unit

neural signals were detected, the eighth nerves had either regenerated around the edge of

the implants (thus avoiding the via holes and microelectrodes by more than 400 puM), or

did not visibly regenerate.

7.3.3.1 Electrophysiologically Active Implants Included
Fiber Bundles Grown Through Via Holes

Dissection of the implant site in frog #072792A revealed that approximately

20-30% of the regenerated eighth nerve fibers had grown through the via holes of the

implant, with the balance of the nerve regenerating around the implant's dorsal-most

edge (Figure 7.15, Figure 7.16, Figure 7.17). Both regions of regenerated nerve included

fibers from both the anterior and posterior branches of the nerve, as determined by direct

observation. This implies that axons whose signals were recorded by microelectrodes on

the device could have come from any of the eight inner ear sensory surfaces. The two

nerve regions merged before entering the brainstem. The fraction of the nerve that grew
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FIGURE 7.15 (PREVIOUS PAGE, TOP)
Low magnification dorsal view of brainstem, inner ears and eighth nerves of frog #072792A. The implant
site is in the left eighth nerve, above the arrow. The device itself is barely visible in this view, because it
enters the nerve from below (ventral) and is obscured by a 500 pum to 600 pum thick eighth nerve bundle that
regrew around the dorsal-most edge of the device en route to the brain stem. Scale bar 1mm.

FIGURE 7.16 (PREVIOUS PAGE, BOTTOM)
Caudal view of implant site shown in Figure 7.15, showing regenerated left eighth nerve. The nerve
regenerated from the wall of the otic capsule (at left) to the brainstem (at right), partly around and partly
through the implanted device. Note wires leaving distal face of device. Scale bar 500 pum.

FIGURE 7.17 (BELOW)
Osmicated tissue specimen excised from just medial to implanted device shown in Figure 7.16, viewed
from distal side. Myelin of nerve fibers is stained black, connective tissue is light, and scattered dark flecks
are melanocytes in pia mater. The nerve clearly regrew in two regions, one growing around the dorsal edge
of the device (a), and the other growing through the via hole array (b). A fragment of silicon chipped from
the back side of the device can be seen (c). Scale bar 500 pum.
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through the via hole array grew only through the dorsal/posterior-most half of the array,

while the rest of the array was filled with diffuse reactive connective tissue (Figure 7.17).

Microscopic examination of thin sections the nerve between the implant and the

brainstem showed two distinct regions of nerve, separated by loose fibrovascular connective

tissue that conformed to the silicon rim surrounding the via hole array (Figure 7.18 A and

B)”. Directly medial to the via hole array lay many thinly-myelinated axons, nearly all

less than 10 pum in diameter. Many fibroblasts with prominent nucleoli (suggesting active

protein synthesis) were visible amid the axons and connective tissue. Tortuous blood

vessels of 15 plm to 25 pum diameter were populous in the neural tissue and less so in the

connective tissue. Occasional mast cells could be identified by the affinity of their

basophilic granules for toluidine blue.

The connective tissue between nerve regions and adjacent to silicon rim of implant

contained fibroblasts, extracellular matrix, and blood vessels, but no axons. The fibroblast

nuclei in this region tended to have less prominent nucleoli than in the neural tissue,

commensurate with the more mature state of the connective tissue in this region.

In the regenerated nerve portion that grew around the dorsal edge of the implant,

axons were larger, more densely packed, and myelinated to a greater extent than those

that grew through the device. Fiber diameters range from 1 pum to 16 pum, with many

larger than 8 pum. Blood vessels tended to less tortuous and more parallel to the nerve

axis than in the nerve bundles that had grown through the via holes. As compared to the

nerve bundles that regrew through via holes, a greater proportion of fibroblast nuclei

without prominent nucleoli were present. These observations suggest that the portion of

"Meredith Halks-Miller, of SRI International (Menlo Park, CA) and Stanford University, kindly
provided neuropathological consultation on these specimens.
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FIGURE 7.18A
(Left) Light micrograph of tissue immediately medial to silicon implant, showing two regions of regenerated
eighth nerve separated by a fibrovascular connective tissue region (ct) that conforms to the silicon rim
surrounding the via hole array and then merges with the connective tissue envelope of the nerve trunk
dorsal to the implant. Tissue stained with OsO, toluidine blue, and basic fuschin (see text). Scale bar 100
|im. (Right) Sketch showing orientation of tissue specimen in photo with respect to the device.
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FIGURE 7.18B (PREVIOUS PAGE)
High-magnification collage of specimen shown in Figure 7.18A, with the same orientation.
At the top of the collage is the regenerated nerve portion medial to the dorsal half of the implant's via

hole array. Many thinly-myelinated axons (a) are visible, nearly all less than 10 pum in diameter. Nuclei of
fibroblasts (fb) are visible amid the axons and connective tissue; their prominent nucleoli suggest active
protein synthesis. Blood vessels containing red blood cells (which in frog have nuclei) are also visible (bv).

Mid-way down the collage is the connective tissue between nerve regions and adjacent to silicon rim of
implant. Fibroblasts, extracellular matrix, and blood vessels, fill this space. There are no axons here.

At the bottom of the collage is the regenerated nerve portion that regrew around the dorsal edge of the
implant. Many axons are visible, and they are larger, more densely packed, and myelinated to a greater
extent than those that grew through the device. Fiber diameters range from 1 pum to 16 pum, with many
larger than 8 pum. Blood vessels and fibroblast nuclei (which arguably have less prominent nucleoli than
above) are also seen here. The dark area in the bottom middle of the photo is a ripple in the tissue section.
Scale bar 50 pum; measurements not corrected for = 20% shrinkage.

the nerve that regrew around the implant was further along in the regenerative process at

the time of the animal's death (21 weeks after implantation).

A nerve growing through an array of via holes must conform to the shape and size

constraints imposed by the array. Tissue sections cut as close as possible" to the medial

face of the via hole array revealed that in growing through the (90 pm) via holes, the

nerve was organized into fascicles averaging approximately 80-100 pum in diameter (Figure

7.19), assuming = 20% tissue shrinkage during preparation. Each microfascicle contained

approximately 30 thinly-myelinated axons with diameters ranging from 2 pum to 15 pum.

Small blood vessels were distributed throughout the regenerated tissue, including some

that appeared to have grown through the via holes. The eighth nerve portion that grew

around the dorsal edge of the implant did not show the same organization

"The back side of the silicon device was medial as implanted, so that tissue immediately medial
to the via hole array was inaccessible inside the “tub” etched =350 pum into the silicon. A scalpel tip was
used to excise the specimen examined here, and the remaining tissue was left enmeshed in the via hole
array so that dye tracing through the holes to the inner ear could be attempted.
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FIGURE 7.19
One of several loose nerve fascicles visible in a tissue section cut within 300 pum of the medial face of the
via hole array. Having grown through (90 um) via holes, the nerve was organized into fascicles averaging
approximately 80 pum to 100 pum in diameter (after correction for tissue shrinkage). This fascicle contains
about 30 thinly-myelinated axons (a) with diameters ranging from 2pm to 15 pm, and is enveloped by a
perineurium sheath (p). A blood vessel containing a single red blood cell (rbc) is cut in cross section, and
may have grown through a via hole with the nerve. Scale bar 50 pum; measurements not corrected for =20%
tissue shrinkage.

7.3.3.2 Dye-tracing in Fixed Tissue

To confirm that the nerve fibers observed in tissue sections just proximal to the

via hole grid had in fact grown through it, the lipophilic fluorescent dye di■ (Molecular

Probes, Eugene, OR) was used to trace the fibers through the silicon device in situ. A

small crystal of dil was lodged in the tissue just proximal to the implant's via hole grid

and was allowed to diffuse for 16 weeks at room temperature. Being strongly hydrophobic,

dil diffuses laterally within membranes in fixed (or living) nervous tissue without diffusing

into the surrounding aqueous fixative or neighboring axons [von Bartheld et al., 1990].
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In theory, this approach could trace eighth nerve fibers all the way out to the inner ear

sensors they innervate; however, the glutaraldehyde used to fix the specimen decreased

the dye's diffusivity and generated enough background fluorescence in the tissue that the

dil could only be detected where it was in high concentration, just distal to the implant.

Nonetheless, the dil tracing confirmed that nerve fibers had grown through the implant,

rather than simply around it.

7.3.3.3 Silent Implants Show Several Modes of Failure

In the majority of implanted animals from which no action potentials could be

recorded (7 of 11 animals), dissection revealed that the eighth nerve either regenerated

around the implant (far from the microelectrodes) or did not regenerate at all. In instances

of the former case, dissection usually revealed that the nerve had grown around the dorsal

edge of the silicon device, indicating that the implant was neither deep enough in the

cranium nor close enough to the otic capsule wall to capture the regenerating fibers

within the via hole array.

In animals from which no signals could be recorded and no nerve was seen on

autopsy, dissection revealed the implants that were less tightly constrained against

movement than in animals with greater regeneration. Motion of an implanted device with

respect to the nerve stump may have hindered regeneration, perhaps by damaging nascent

growth cones, disrupting glial substrates for axon growth, encouraging scar formation, or

interfering with angiogenesis.

In two animals from which no signals could be recorded, histological study showed

that some axons had regenerated through the implant's via holes, despite the fact that no

action potentials were detected by the nearest microelectrodes Figure 7.20 shows a tissue
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section taken from just proximal to the device implanted in one of these animals (#032392A).

Fibers in this specimen were very sparse and thinly myelinated, and may have been

missed in electrophysiological evaluations simply because their extracellular potentials

were small or infrequent. Alternatively, they could have been active but shielded from

the nearest microelectrodes by connective tissue, or they could have had no nodes of

Ranvier sufficiently close to the microelectrodes to be detected electrophysiologically.

FIGURE 7.20
Regenerated eighth nerve axons that grew through the via hole array of an implant (#032392A) that did not
yield electrophysiological recordings. Most of the axons of this nerve grew around the posterior edge of
silicon implant; some of them are cut obliquely in this section from just medial to the device (arrows).
Some fibers are cut in cross section (a), indicating that they probably grew through the via hole array.
Scale bar 50 pum; measurements not corrected for =20% tissue shrinkage.
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7.4 Discussion

7.4.1 Physiological Fingerprinting Can Distinguish and Track Units

Relying solely on action potential waveform shape to identify and track single

units recorded extracellularly from axons can be deceiving. A given fiber’s spike waveform

may change significantly over the course of a long experiment or series of experiments,

fooling an investigator into concluding that multiple units were sequentially recorded

when only one actually existed. Conversely, since axonal extracellular action potentials

vary little in waveform from unit to unit, indistinguishable spikes from multiple units

may be incorrectly grouped, confusing the analysis. These pitfalls were avoided in the

present work by supplementing waveform shape with physiological characteristics to

uniquely identify each single unit.

Despite the fact that neighboring axons tend to innervate adjacent structures and

therefore tend to have similar stimulus-response characteristics; the many degrees of

freedom in eighth nerve firing characteristics usually allow an experimenter to develop a

virtual “physiological fingerprint” of each unit recorded. For example, even if two units

detected on a single microelectrode have similar waveforms, they may have different

BEF; different relative sensitivity to sound, seismic stimuli, tilt and rotation; spontaneous

firing rate; rate of adaptation; degree and preferred phase of phase-locking; detailed shape

of REVCOR-derived tuning characteristics, etc. When there is uncertainty regarding

whether or not a putative single unit spike train is really a combination of spike trains

from multiple units, interspike-interval histograms of spontaneous spikes can be used to

confirm this possibility if interspike intervals shorter than about 15 mS are detected.

(The maximum resting spike rate for bullfrog eighth nerve axons at room temperature is

about 65 spikes/S [Lewis et al., 1985].) In the present work, inter-spike interval histograms
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for each of the spike trains concluded to be single units showed a lack of inter-spike

intervals shorter than 40 mS".

Assuming that the firing characteristics of an eighth nerve fiber do not change

much over time periods of days to months to years, this sort of physiological fingerprinting

can serve as a useful approach to testing the stability of a nerve-electrode interface (see,

for example, Section 7.3.2.3 ). With so many degrees of freedom in firing characteristics

allowing an investigator to track and distinguish single units over long periods, the

bullfrog eighth nerve may prove useful as a test-bed for further development of regeneration

type multi-microelectrodes for use in prostheses and other applications in which long-term

stability of single-unit recordings is a key performance criterion.

7.4.2 Recording Stability of the Nerve-Electrode Interface

In eighth nerve electrophysiology, the functional longevity of the axon-electrode

recording interface determines how extensive one’s experimental protocol can be. Even

with careful isolation from ambient vibration of the animal and experimental apparatus,

glass micropipettes rarely maintain contact with a bullfrog eighth nerve axon for more

than about 30 minutes, and this time limitation can infringe on protocols requiring longer

periods (e.g., studies of drug effects on single units, studies of thermal effects on single

units, or characterization of units with low firing rates).

The experiments described above demonstrated that regeneration-type multi

microelectrodes can maintain a stable neuro-electronic recording interface to multiple

single eighth nerve units for at least eight hours, more than enough time for most experimental

"Because eighth nerve axons can have spontaneous spike rates of nearly zero, a lack of inter-spike
intervals shorter than 15 mS does not necessarily imply that only a single unit is contributing to the spike
train.
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protocols. Comparison of results from the two evaluations of frog #072792A shows that

activity can be recorded over a period of at least nine weeks from an eighth nerve using

the regeneration-type electrodes. This is over twenty times longer than possible with

other methods for chronic extracellular recording from the eighth nerve (e.g., [Gualtierotti

and Alltucker, 1967]) and was achieved despite allowing the animal full freedom of

movement between recording sessions. This technique therefore achieves the goal of

chronic recording of eighth nerve activity. However, there is insufficient evidence to

conclude that the same single axons were recorded in the two sessions nine weeks apart.

In fact, at least some of the units recorded disappeared between the two sessions, as

shown by the lack of activity on electrode 5 in the second evaluation.

Stability of the microelectrode-nerve interface has been proposed as a major putative

benefit of regeneration-type multi-microelectrodes over other electrode designs that do

not involve cutting the nerve under study. While the present findings do not exclude the

possibility that one of the units detected was held over the nine week period between

evaluations”, they do indicate that the regeneration-type interface was incapable of

holding all detected units over that period. These findings therefore constitute one

measure of the length of time over which a regeneration-type multi-microelectrode can

maintain an unchanging interface to the axons in a nerve. Changes in the interface could

be due to continued regeneration, other tissue remodelling (e.g., further myelination,

connective tissue deposition, trimming of growth cones, etc.), tissue damage, or other

effects. As a first step toward discerning the actual mechanisms, future efforts should be

directed at further quantifying the time course of appearance and disappearance of single

* For example, both unit 3Y in the first session and unit 3A in the second session were tuned to
somewhere below 200 Hz and could have been the same fiber. However, since neither yielded a convergent
REVCOR filter function for detailed comparison of tuning characteristics, they cannot be equated with
confidence.
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units, through multiple electrophysiological evaluations at regular, brief intervals.

7.5 Conclusion

The results described above demonstrate that regeneration-type multi

microelectrodes can selectively and simultaneously record activity from multiple single

units in a bullfrog eighth nerve for nine hours continuously and over at least nine weeks

in repeated evaluations. Recorded action potentials ranged from 30 p.V P-P to 140 p.V

P-P (referred to amplifier input) over a noise floor of 100 to 200 nV/NHz, an adequate

signal-to-noise ratio for spike detection and sorting. Possible neural signals of lower

amplitude were detected, suggesting that addition of active circuits for on-chip buffering

of microelectrode signals should yield increased numbers of cleanly detectable neural

signals per device (provided the circuits themselves do not inject significant noise into

the system).

A battery of neurophysiological analyses was employed to study the firing

characteristics of single units recorded. Some recorded units were clearly auditory fibers

innervating the amphibian or basilar papillae, while others apparently innervated vestibular

endorgans. All stimulus-response relationships measured were within the range of

physiological characteristics exhibited by normal eighth nerve afferents, indicating that

this experimental preparation should be of general utility in multi-cellular studies of

normal (as well as “regenerated”) inner ear function.

Full realization of this potential shall require continued development of the devices

and techniques for implanting and recording from them. Despite significant advances

from the initial stages of this work, surgical technique must still be improved to increase

the success rate of implanted animals. Decreasing overall device dimensions may help in
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this regard, as would a reduction in the number and size of interconnect wires and the

bulk of materials used to insulate them. Development of integral ribbon cables like those

fabricated by Hetke, Akin, et al. [Akin et al., 1994; Hetke et al., 1991] appears to be a

promising path toward this goal. Finally, integration of active circuitry for amplification,

multiplexing and other signal condition on the devices themselves should provide increased

signal-to-noise ratio on an increased number of electrode channels per device. Even

without these planned refinements, the regeneration-type multi-microelectrodes

demonstrated here provide a useful and unprecedented approach for long-term, selective,

simultaneous recording from multiple single eighth nerve fibers.
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Distribution of Nodes of Ranvier
and Extracellular Units
in the Bullfrog Eighth Nerve

8.1 Introduction

As noted in Chapter 7, the number of individually distinguishable units' recorded

over the eight electrodes on each implant was lower than might have been intuitively

expected, given that there are about ten thousand axons in the bullfrog eighth nerve.

This raises a question of fundamental importance to the design of future versions of

multi-microelectrodes for application in the eighth nerve (or in any other nerve) —

Assuming the advent of active circuits on silicon multi-microelectrodes will accommodate

a hundred or more microelectrodes per device, how many separable units can an

experimenter expect to detect? An accurate quantitative estimate of per-volume unit

density would be a useful aid in design of electrode number, size, location and separation

for future devices, and should also contribute to general understanding of extracellular

recording from nerves.

The goal of the study described in this chapter was to estimate the spatial distribution

of nodes of Ranvier in the bullfrog eighth nerve. Assuming active nodes of Ranvier are

the sources whose potential fields constitute electrophysiological units detected by

"Throughout this chapter, the term unit will mean a source of action potentials recorded from
nerve using a microelectrode. Axon, node and nerve fiber will be reserved for actual anatomical structures.
A unit is assumed to be the electrophysiological manifestation of an active axon.
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extracellular electrodes', an estimate of the spatial distribution of nodes should, when

combined with a model of the spatial extent of nodal potential fields, provide an estimate

of how many units one can expect to detect using an electrode of given size, location and

noise level. Conversely, overlaying a morphological estimate of nodal density with an

electrophysiologically-measured estimate of unit density may help refine volume conductor

models of the spatial extent of the nodal potential field (e.g., Chapter 3).

The approach employed involved using glass micropipette electrodes to record

intracellularly from a fiber in an acutely exposed eighth nerve, to characterize the fiber's

response characteristics, and then to iontophorese a fluorescent dye into it. The dye

usually filled the single Schwann cell myelinating the axolemma at the site of puncture.

Microscopic observation of such specimens gave a direct measurement of internodal

length, fiber diameter (i.e., internode outer diameter), and the relation between the two.

These measurements employed normal rather than regenerated nerves. Normal

nerves were chosen due to (i) the difficulty of getting glass micropipettes into single

fibers of the regenerated nerve at post-operative times comparable to those waited in the

chronic implant work, (ii) the long healing time for regeneration, (iii) the broader

applicability of normal data, and (iv) the fact that microelectrode arrays which do not

require regeneration (e.g. pitchfork-like devices for acute insertion) will be a focus of

future development (see Chapter 9). Since regenerating bullfrog eighth nerves eventually

reach their original caliber and number of fibers, while internode length is typically

shortened due to Schwann cell proliferation, estimates based on intact nerves should

‘As noted in Chapter 3, nodes of Ranvier are not the only points at which transmembrane current
flows to/from an axon, and a more precise model of a myelinated axon’s extracellular otential field would
account for the transmembrane current flow through each internodal myelin segment. However, direct
measurements on isolated axons have demonstrated that action currents mainly enter and leave myelinated
axons through the nodes [Tasaki, 1981; Tasaki and Tasaki, 1950], so treating internodes as insulators is a
justifiable approximation.
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somewhat underestimate the spatial density of nodes of Ranvier in fully regenerated

nerves. The results of this chapter therefore should be directly applicable to intact nerves

and should provide conservative estimates for regenerated nerves.

8.2 Methods for Measuring Spatial
Distribution of Nodes of Ranvier

8.2.1 Animal Subjects and Preparation

Male bullfrogs (120 g to 490 g body weight and 8 cm to 15 cm snout-to-vent

length) were purchased during the summer from Western Scientific (Sacramento, CA)

and Kons Scientific (Germantown, WI) for this study. Once each animal was anesthetized

(using the pentobarbital/ketamine combination described in Chapter 7), its left eighth

nerve was exposed as for chip implantation. Fine forceps were used to gently tear

arachnoid and pia mater from above the ventral surface of the nerve, while the nerve

itself and associated blood vessels were left intact. Animals in which the nerve was

damaged during surgical exposure were rejected.

8.2.2 Experimental Apparatus for Dye-Filling Axons

8.2.2.1 Stimulus Generation

After surgery, an animal was transferred to an experimental apparatus designed

for single unit electrophysiological recording during presentation of controlled seismic

stimuli'. Starting from the animal and moving outward, the seismic stimulus presentation

'In an effort to ensure adequate stimulation of nearly all afferent fibers in the eighth nerve, rather
than only stimulating fibers from the auditory sensors, relatively high-level seismic stimulation was chosen
in place of the sound stimulation used in earlier experiments. Basilar papilla fibers, which respond best to
sound in the 1 kHz to 2 kHz band, may not be adequately stimulated by the seismic stimulus used;
however, they are easy to characterize by checking for a response to clapping and/or whistling.
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apparatus was as follows. The animal lay supine on the plexiglass and metal platform to

which its head was held securely with string. The platform was constrained above and

below by flexible rubber stoppers and vibrated normal its surface (thus parallel to the

animal's dorsoventral axis and the direction of gravity) by a linear motor (Brüel & Kjaer

Instruments, Marlborough, MA). The motor was controlled by a Brüel & Kjaer 2706

driver, which in turn was driven by the output of a white noise voltage source after

passage through a series of filters, equalizers and amplifiers tuned to yield a final table

vertical motion which was approximately Gaussian and approximately white (constant

+/- 2.5 dB mean-squared velocity per NHz) over the band of interest. A calibrated

accelerometer fastened to the table next to the animal's head monitored table motion and,

after conditioning by a Brüel & Kjaer 2635 charge amplifier, was recorded on a TASCAM

234 audio four-track cassette recorder (TEAC, Montebello, CA) after encoding by a

Vetter FM adaptor and displayed on an oscilloscope and a Hewlett-Packard 3561A dynamic

signal analyzer (Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA). A nominal stimulus of 2.8 x 10" m/s

RMS (flat to +/-2.5 dB over the 2.5 Hz to 1200 Hz bandwidth) was used in searching for

single-unit activity. This stimulus was presumed adequate for stimulation of all seismic

and most other fibers encountered in the nerve, including those innervating the amphibian

papilla and vestibular organs (canal cristae, lagena, saccule and utricle). Occasionally,

changes in stimulus level, hand claps or slight rotations of the entire experimental apparatus

were used to help verify the neural origin of potential spikes and to identify the fiber's

tuning and preferred stimulus modality. While the choice of search stimulus may have

precluded stimulation of fibers innervating the basilar papilla (which are tuned to sound

in the 1 kHz - 2 kHz band), hand claps would stimulate those fibers.
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8.2.2.2 Electrophysiological Recording & Iontophoretic Labelling of Fibers

Again starting from the animal and moving outward, the apparatus for single-unit

electrophysiological recording and dye injection was as follows. A silver-silver chloride

reference electrode (50 mm surface area) was embedded within a 5 cm x 5 cm x 1 cm

agar salt bridge (0.5 M KCl in 3% agar) in direct contact with the wet skin of the animal's

back. The recording electrode, a glass micropipette pulled from 1.5 mm O.D. glass

capillaries (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL), was filled from tip to shoulder

via capillary action with a 5 wtº aqueous solution of Lucifer Yellow fluorescent dye

[Stewart, 1978; Lewis, 1982] (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO)". The remainder of the

pipette was filled with a 5 wt % aqueous solution of Procion Red dye, and the pipette was

loaded into a sealed plastic holder which could be positioned over the recording site using

a three-axis micromanipulator. Within the electrode holder, a 0.5 M KCl solution served

as a salt bridge between the Procion red and another silver-silver chloride recording

electrode. This led to the headstage of a Neuroprobe 1600 Intracellular Amplifier (A-M

Systems, Everett, WA). The output signal of the amplifier was recorded without additional

filtering on the tape recorder for backup along with the accelerometer/stimulus signal. In

addition, both were passed to a custom digital signal processing board for on-line reverse

correlation (REVCOR) analysis’ of tuning characteristics [de Boer, 1978; Yu, 1991].

To ensure electrical, acoustic, and seismic isolation, the animal, shaker table,

electrode microdrive and all preamplifiers all sat atop a second-order mechanical lowpass

“As discovered at great time expense by Kathryn Cortopassi, the source and storage of Lucifer
Yellow dye is important. Sigma Chemical dye gave better results than did dye from Fluka Chemical Co.
(Ronkonkoma, NY), and dye solutions stored in sealed containers in the dark at 10 °C yielded more
successful, brighter fills [Cortopassi, 1993].

*The digitizing and analysis hardware and software for realtime REVCOR computation was
developed by David Feld (with initial design conception by E.R. Lewis).
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vibration-isolation table enclosed within an air-tight Faraday cage (copper mesh-lined

plywood with sealed doors) sitting atop another, eighth-order lowpass vibration-isolation

table built with alternating layers of plywood, bricks and inner tubes. Independently,

each of the five second order stages in system had a corner frequency of about 1 Hz. The

entire apparatus was sealed inside an air-tight room (14 cm thick concrete wall with

gasket-sealed 12 cm thick wooden door) with for isolation from air-borne ambient sound.

Under these conditions, ambient seismic noise at the animal and in the frequency band of

interest (10-1500 Hz) was approximately 0.0002 cm/S RMS vertical vibration and about

5 dBSPL (per 1 Hz bandwidth) RE 20 pupa RMS. A hydraulic system driven by a dial

micrometer and syringe was employed to advance the electrode from outside the

experimental chamber.

8.2.3 Electrophysiological Procedures

Following surgical exposure of the eighth nerve, the frog was placed supine on

the vibration table and agar indifferent electrode, its head secured to the table and its

lower jaw held open with a metal retractor. The animal was not otherwise restrained. As

during surgery, the frog was covered with wet gauze and a small amount of melting ice to

facilitate cutaneous respiration. For these conditions, the temperature of the inner ear has

been measured to be about 15 °C [Egert, 1993], and heart rate slows to about 5 to 20

beats/min, depending on depth of anesthesia. Intermittently throughout the experiment,
the ice was replenished and the animal was checked for respiration rate and depth of

anesthesia.

With the aid of a dissecting microscope, the glass microelectrode was positioned

in the cerebrospinal fluid just above the nerve between the otic capsule wall and brainstem,
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and the Neuroprobe 1600 was used to measure microelectrode impedance. Microelectrodes

with Z(500 Hz) less than 200 MQ or greater than 400 MQ were rejected. For acceptable

electrodes, the Neuroprobe was adjusted to set a DC backing potential of 40 mV across

the electrode to prevent premature diffusion of Lucifer Yellow out of the micropipette".

The nominal seismic noise stimulus was applied to the table, and the electrode was

advanced a few micrometers at a time using the hydraulic drive, while the electrode

potential was monitored for action potential activity or other signs of the microelectrode

having impaled an eighth nerve fiber'.

Once an active unit was encountered, its location was noted (with 3.8 micrometer

resolution along the path of the electrode, as determined by the calibrated hydraulic

driver) and its spontaneous rate, spike shape, spike height and stimulus-response properties

characterized. While filling of multiple fibers in each animal precluded absolute

identification of which fibers (seen later under histologic examination) corresponded to

which units (encountered during electrophysiologic recording), identification of units'

modality and tuning characteristics was recorded both to give clues to the location of the

microelectrode tip within the nerve cross-section and to avoid filling the same fiber more

than once. Each unit was held for at least two minutes while an on-line REVCOR

analysis was used to determine its tuning characteristics with respect to the seismic

stimulus. For units with low spike rate, stimulus levels were increased or decreased by

*Use of KCl salt bridge solutions of equal molarity and thus similar conductivity and half-cell
potential is essential to ensure that measured DC potnetials are not simply due to electrochemical
disparities at the two Ag|AgCl electrodes.

'Action potentials were often not the first indication of a microelectrode's encounter with an
axon. Typically, the DC component of the electrode potential dropped from the set value of 40 mV to
around -10 to -15 mV just when an axon is impaled, often without a simultaneous start of observable action
potential activity. In such cases, spike acitivity slowly became apparent above background noise and
within a few minutes grew to be clearly visible single-unit spiketrains. In other cases, increasing the search
stimulus level by up to 20 dB nominal evoked spike activity in otherwise silent fibers.
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10 to 20 dB to raise the spike rate and speed REVCOR convergence. When units

continued to show very low firing rates despite this, or when REVCOR analysis showed

no discernible correlation to the stimulus, hand claps, whistles and slight rocking of the

experimental setup were used to get a sense of the preferred stimulus modality for fiber

identification. Units presumably corresponding to fibers innervating the basilar papilla

(which responds to air-borne sound with spectral peaks from 1 to 5 kHz [Ronken, 1990;

Lewis, 1982] and some vestibular fibers (which respond preferentially to rotation about

one of three axes [Meyers, 1991]) were adequately characterized this way.

Following physiological evaluation, the 40 mV DC backing potential was turned

off and a 3 na sinusoidal current (superimposed on a 1.5 na DC cathodic current) was

passed through the pipette for 10 minutes to iontophoretically inject dye into the impaled

fiber. (Lucifer yellow is anionic in aqueous solution at neutral pH.) After ten minutes,

the current was turned off and the DC electrode potential control was reasserted. In about

20% of the fibers studied, spiking continued after inotophoresis and showed the same

stimulus-response characteristics, implying that the electrode tip was still in the fiber. In

the remaining cases, spiking was no longer seen and the DC potential of the electrode

returned to near the level at which it was before the unit was encountered, implying that

the electrode tip had fallen out of the fiber. This apparently did not prevent adequate

filling of at least the fiber sheath, however, since such cases nonetheless resulted in

identifiable filled fibers. After each fill, the pipette was withdrawn 50 - 60 pm before

being driven into the nerve again. In early experiments, only a single fiber was filled per

animal. In later work, searching and filling continued for up to three hours in any one

animal, and filling was attempted on up to twelve units per animal.
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8.2.4 Histological Methods

At the end of a recording session, the electrode was withdrawn and the animal

was overdosed and decapitated. The ventral wall of the otic capsule was opened with

rongeurs, and the head was immersed in fixative (10% formalin’ in 0.09 M sodium

phosphate buffer, pH 7.3). After 12 to 24 hours of fixation at room temperature in the

dark (to avoid bleaching dye), the intact inner ear, eighth nerve and adjacent brainstem

tissue were dissected in cold 0.09 M buffer, stripped of pia mater and otoconia, measured,

dehydrated through graded ethanols (5 minutes each in 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 100% and

100%) and cleared through two changes in methyl salicylate.

Cleared specimens were viewed as whole mounts in methyl salicylate in coverslipped

depression slides on a Zeiss Universal microscope (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) under

ultraviolet epi-illumination (Osram HBO-50 mercury vapor lamp filtered through a PTR

Optics 10 nm band-pass filter centered at 434.8 nm). A fluorescein/FITC filter set (Zeiss

48-77-09) was used for viewing, and camera lucida sketches and Ektachrome ASA 200

film 35 mm slides were used to record images

For each visibly dye-filled fiber, internodal length and diameter were recorded,

along with spatial relation to other filled fibers. Measurements were made on the Zeiss

scope at 640X, to a resolution of about 0.2 pm. When dye-filling of the axon made

tracing possible, a fiber was traced proximal to the brainstem and distal to its soma in the

otic ganglia and further to the inner ear sensory surface it innervated. For these fibers,

axolemma diameter, distance from internode distal end to soma, and distance from internode

proximal end to brainstem were also determined.

"Fixatives containing glutaraldehyde create so much autofluorescence in nerve tissue that they
render specimens useless for fluorescence microscopy of fibers filled with Lucifer yellow.
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8.2.5 Estimation of Tissue Shrinkage

In order to correct absolute measurements of internode lengths and widths for the

tissue shrinkage inevitably caused by the dehydration series used in clearing tissue,

shrinkage was measured directly for segments from 9 eighth nerves dissected from 5

frogs. Under a dissecting microscope equipped with a 0.025 mm resolution graticule,

two to three segments of each specimen were measured in gross length and width both in

0.9 M phosphate buffer and, after dehydration, again in methyl salicylate. Percentage

changes in length and width for the specimens were then determined via least-squares

regressions.

8.2.6 Alternative Measurement of Fiber Diameter Distribution
and Axolemma/Myelin Area Fraction

While single-fiber dye-filling is an effective method for measuring internodal

length and approximate diameter, viewing whole-mount dye-filled specimens alone is

insufficient to estimate the spatial distribution of nodes of Ranvier. This requires

measurement of the volume fraction of the nerve occupied by extracellular space. Also,

estimation of fiber diameter and cross-sectional area distributions from single dye-filled

fibers in a whole mount preparation is relatively inefficient (since only a few fibers per

frog can be measured this way) and less precise than measurement from transverse thin

sections. To improve estimates for extracellular volume fraction and to augment fiber

diameter statistics, the dye-fill data were supplemented with morphological data measured

via light microscopy of eighth nerve cross sections.

In preparation for light microscopy, frogs were fixed as described above. Eighth

nerves were dissected free, along with some inner-ear structures to maintain tissue
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orientation. Each specimen was post-fixed in 1% osmic acid in cold 0.09 M phosphate

buffer for 2 hours, rinsed thoroughly with buffer, dehydrated through an ethanol series

and embedded in LR White acrylic (Polysciences, Warrington, PA). Hardened blocks

were trimmed and cut in 0.3 pm to 0.5 pum sections on an ultramicrotome using glass

knives, affixed to glass slides and stained with toluidine blue and basic fuschin. Sections

were viewed at 640x on the Zeiss Universal microscope and photographed and sketched

via camera lucida (at x1080 total magnification) as for the dyefills. Camera lucida

drawings were scanned and analyzed on a Macintosh IIci computer using semi-automated

image analysis software (Color Image, NIMH, Bethesda, MD) to identify and measure

fibers in randomly chosen subsets of the nerve cross-section. Each fiber's area, perimeter,

and diameter projected along the dorsoventral axis (for comparison to dyefill measurements)

were recorded. The total cross sectional area of each region was also measured and used

in combination with the aggregate fiber area to determine the volume fraction of inter-fiber

space in the nerve.

8.3 Results

8.3.1 Estimation of Correction Factors
for Tissue Shrinkage and Compression

Because all other morphological data in this chapter will be corrected for shrinkage

in length and diameter during dehydration, results from which the correction factors were

estimated are presented in this first section. Gross diameter and length were measured on

nine whole eighth nerve and nerve branchlet samples, and the resulting data are summarized

as scatterplots in Figure 8.1. A least-squares regression line was fit to each data set,

yielding estimates of shrinkage in gross diameter and length of 19% and 22%, respectively.
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FIGURE 8.1
(A) Gross diameters of N=27 eighth nerve segments (whole nerve and branches) before
and after dehydration through graded ethanol series. Shrinkage of diameter is 19% on
average, according to a regression line fit. (B) Gross lengths of N=17 eighth nerve
segments before and after dehydration; shrinkage of length is 22% on average.
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For thicker nerve specimens, examination of the tissue samples in coverslipped

depression slides requires compressing the tissue flat enough to fit in a 0.4 mm deep

depression well. This deformation has negligible effect on gross specimen length, but

does expand the apparent diameter visibly for specimens of gross diameter greater than

0.5 mm. Due to the difficulty of accurately estimating the effect of this gross compression

on the apparent diameter of each axon in nerve, data were not adjusted to account for this

potential error.

8.3.2 Internodal Length and Fiber Diameter

8.3.2.1 Morphology Measurements from Dye Fill Method

A total of 61 fiber internodes were dye-filled and measured in 23 bullfrogs”.

Nine specimens included dye-filled axons that could be traced to inner ear sensory surfaces,

while the remaining specimens were dye-filled within a single Schwann cell/internode.

Every filled fiber included a single filled internodal myelin segment with distinct,

rounded ends, a single brightly fluorescing Schwann cell nucleus, and a second, more

diffuse bright area in the internode. In nerves with multiple fibers filled, these diffuse

bright areas roughly formed a line along the trajectory of the micropipette, so they were

taken as points of dye injection rather than as preexisting breaks in internodes. Figure 8.2

FIGURE 8.2 (NEXT PAGE, TOP)
Photograph of a dye fill at low magnification, showing multiple fibers’ myelin sheaths filled with Lucifer
Yellow. Eight internodes are filled in this one eighth nerve posterior branch specimen, although not all are
clearly visible at this magnification. Scale bar = 200 p.m.

FIGURE 8.3 (NEXT PAGE, BOTTOM)
Higher magnification photograph of same specimen shown in Figure 8.2. Loss of focus at either end is due
to shallow depth of field at this magnification. Scale bar equals 100 p.m.

"Some of the dye-filled specimens measured for this work were generously shared by Kathryn
Cortopassi, who, along with E. R. Lewis, provided very helpful training on the dye-filling technique and
apparatus.
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shows a photograph of a typical multi-fiber dye-filled specimen, along with a sketched

tracing for orientation showing the edges of the nerve and brainstem. Internodes of eight

nerve fibers, all in the posterior branch of the eighth nerve, were filled in this one

specimen. Figure 8.3 shows a close-up of some of the filled internodes in this specimen,

again accompanied by a sketch for orientation. The lack of focus at either end is due to

fibers passing above or below the plane of focus due to the narrow depth of field at this

high magnification.

In nine cases, axons were filled and traced to the brainstem, soma, or both. In all

such cases, the soma-to-internode and internode-to-brainstem lengths were comparable to

that of the dye-filled internode itself. Since myelination by Schwann cells is known to

stop at or very near the brainstem and break at the soma of cranial nerve fibers [Berthold

and Carlstedt, 1977), data for these lengths were pooled along with the direct measurements

of node-to-node length. Of the fibers that were traced to their sensory epithelial targets,

one went to the utricle, one to the posterior canal crista, one to the amphibian papilla, and

five to the saccule.

A histogram of the lengths measured on 61 internodal segments, corrected for

22% shrinkage, is shown in Figure 8.4. Internode lengths ranged from 231 pum to 948

pum, with a mean standard deviation and standard error of the mean equal to 492 pum, 188

pum and 25 pum, respectively. The distribution is skewed to the right, with relatively few

values above 650 pum.

A histogram of the fiber diameters as measured from the dye-filled whole mounts

is shown in Figure 8.5. The distribution of fiber diameters ranged from 2.1 pm to 21 pum,

with a mean, standard deviation, and standard error of the mean of 6.5 pum, 4.0 pum and

0.5 pm, respectively. The distribution is unimodal and skew to the right.
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Internode outer diameter histogram, adjusted for 19% shrinkage due to dehydration in ethanol.
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Scatter plot of length vs. outer diameter for 61 internodes measured in the eighth nerves of 23 bullfrogs.
Internode lengths were adjusted for 22% shrinkage due to dehydration in ethanol; widths were adjusted for
19% shrinkage. Also shown is a third order polynomial fit to the data via least-squares regression.

A scatter plot of internode length versus internode diameter is shown in Figure

8.6. The Pearson (straight-line) correlation coefficient for this joint distribution was 0.51,

indicative of the general but non-linear trend toward increasing length with increasing

diameter. In order to provide a (purely empirical) estimate of L given D, a cubic

polynomial was fit to the data using a least-squares regression:

LD) = a + ad"; a Dºra,D' (8.1)

where L and D are both in pum, the “hat” denotes estimation, and the regression coefficient

values (with 90% confidence intervals in brackets) are:
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a = -151.9
a = 191 [83, 299|
a, = -15.7 [-27, -4.2]
a, = 0.423 [0,077,0.77]

The relatively broad confidence intervals reflect the large variance of internode length

about the mean for any given internode diameter. However, none of the confidence

intervals contain zero, so each of the regression coefficients improves the polynomial fit

in a statistically significant degree (i.e., at 95% confidence). This relation can be used to

estimate internode length given internode diameter, which need not be measured by the

relatively time-consuming method of dye-filling and whole mount microscopy.

8.3.2.2 Measurement of Fiber Diameter Via Thin Cross Sections

Approximately one thousand axons from five regions of each of two eighth nerve

cross sections were traced via camera lucida, digitized and measured for estimation of the

distribution of fiber (outer) diameters. Figure 8.7 shows a photograph of part of an eighth

nerve cross section used for this measurement, and Figure 8.8 shows the resulting normalized

fiber diameter distribution. The distribution of fiber diameters ranged from 0.7 pum to

30.8 pum, with a mean, mode and standard deviation of 8.34 pum, 6.9 pum and 4.67 pum,

respectively. The distribution is unimodal and skew to the right, with a low fraction of

the population above 15 pm. It agrees fairly well with the histogram of fiber diameters

measured from dye-filled whole mounts (Figure 8.5), but the two distributions do not

overly each other exactly. A two-sided t-test comparison of the two distributions revealed

that they are in fact different (p = 0.02), with the diameters measured by the dye fill

procedure being smaller in general. One source of this discrepancy may be that during

the dye filling procedure, most of the fibers filled were in the posterior branch of the
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FIGURE 8.7
Cross section of a bullfrog eighth nerve used for estimation of fiber diameter distribution and axonal
volume fraction. Methods described in Section 8.2.6. Scale bar is 100 pum.

eighth nerve, which tends to contain fibers of smaller caliber than the anterior branch (see

Figure 8.7). Fifty-two percent of the filled fibers were clearly in the posterior branch,

while only 30% were clearly in the anterior branch; the remaining filled fibers were near

the nerve center and could not be assigned to either branch.

8.3.3 Axonal and Non-Axonal Cross Sectional Area Fraction

In order to translate the measured distributions of fiber cross sectional size and

internode length into an estimate of the spatial distribution of nodes of Ranvier in an

eighth nerve, an estimate of the packing density of axons in the cross sectional plane is

required. Using the same thin sections employed to measure the fiber diameter distribution

of Figure 8.8, the fraction of eighth nerve cross sectional area that is filled by axons and
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Normalized eighth nerve fiber diameter distribution as measured on a random sampling of N=982 axons via
microscopy of thin cross sections from two bullfrogs.

their myelin (as opposed to extracellular matrix, blood vessels, and other non-axonal

tissue) was measured by summing the cross sectional area of all axons in a microscopic

field and dividing this by the total area of the field. Ten uniformally spaced microscopic

fields from the eighth nerves of two bullfrogs were used for this purpose. The resulting

mean cross sectional area fraction of (axonal area)/(total area) was 90%.

8.3.4 Effect of Animal Size on Eighth Nerve Fiber Size

Larger bullfrogs have greater interaural length and thicker eighth nerves. One

might therefore expect internode length and fiber diameter to change systematically with

animal body size, a confounding effect which could lead to spurious correlation between

measured internode lengths and diameters. To show whether this is the case for the
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animals used in the present work, internode length and diameter data were plotted against

animal weight (a rough measure of cranial size) in Figure 8.9. These plots reveal little if

any systematic variation of internode length or diameter with animal weight. Despite a

slightly positive correlation between increasing weight and internode length, the linear

regression slope of 0.208 is insignificantly different from zero (90% confidence interval

of [-0.18, 0.6]), and the distribution of the scatter plot suggests no higher order regression

model will fit the data much better. The scatter plot of internode diameter and animal

weight shows no trend (slope of -0.00025, 90% confidence interval of [-0.01, 0.009]). In

neither case is there a statistical basis to reject the null hypothesis of animal weight

having no effect on internode length (p=0.38 × 0.05) or diameter (p=0.96 » 0.05). With

the sample size for each measurement being more than 30 times the number of regression

coefficients estimated, these data had sufficient statistical power (2 0.80) to detect a

significant linear relationship between internode length and animal weight [Dawson

Saunders and Trapp, 1994].

8.4 Discussion

8.4.1 Tissue Shrinkage and Deformation

As evidenced by Figure 8.1, when bullfrog eighth nerve specimens fixed in formalin

were dehydrated and transferred to methyl salicylate for whole mount microscopy, they

shrank by about 19% in gross diameter and 22% in gross length.

Dehydration in ethanol is not the only source of tissue shrinkage. Despite efforts

to match the fixative osmolarity to that of the tissue's liquid components, at least some

tissue shrinkage occurs during fixation, so that even the data corrected for shrinkage

during dehydration may be systematically low. However, this effect is small (less than a
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few percent) as judged by direct comparison of gross specimens before and after fixation,

so it was neglected in the present analysis.

One can make an independent estimate of length-wise shrinkage of nerve segments

by carefully measuring along the contortions of the axolemma of a filled axon segment

examined at 1 pum - 2 pum resolution, computing the total straightened axolemma length,

and comparing it to the apparent gross length of the segment. Estimates of shrinkage for

a few fibers measured this way agreed to within 5% of the length shrinkage factor

derived from changes in gross length.

8.4.2 Fiber and Internode Morphology

The fiber diameter distributions measured by the dyefill method (Figure 8.5) and

by microscopy of thin cross sections of embedded nerve (Figure 8.8) are comparable and

are in approximate agreement with the results of Dunn [Dunn, 1978], although the

distribution of fiber diameters he measured was shifted toward smaller values than that

measured here. This is probably due partly to his not correcting for tissue shrinkage as

done here, and partly as an artifact of differences in methods of measurement. Dunn

compared fibers to circles of 5 pm and 10 pm on a graticule in order to class fibers into

three broad ranges of diameter (0 - 5, 5-10 and >10 um). Since tissue shrinkage

invariably leads to non-circular fiber cross sections, this technique is relatively imprecise.

In the present measurements, an image analysis program was used to compute fiber

diameter in two ways. First, the total perimeter of each fiber in cross section was

determined, and that perimeter was divided by it to estimate the fiber diameter. A second

estimate was derived by directly measuring the cross sectional area enclosed by a fiber's

outline, deriving the diameter of a circle with equivalent area, and scaling the result
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according to the diameter shrinkage factor measured on gross nerve specimens. Both

estimates generally gave results within 5% of each other.

The largest fiber diameters measured by light microscopy of thin nerve cross

sections (= 30 pum) appear to be outliers in the distribution of Figure 8.8; however, those

fibers were clearly distinguishable as axons (and not, for example, blood vessels). Moreover,

they were found in bundles within the aspects of the nerve cross section where large

vestibular fibers normally reside; blood vessels would not form fascicles in this manner.

Few data on internode length are available in the literature, and a search revealed

no existing reports on internode length in the bullfrog eighth nerve. Minwegen and

Friede have reported that internodes in the bullfrog sciatic nerve average about 1240 pum,

whereas internodes in regenerated frog sciatic nerves average about 310 pum long [Minwegen

and Friede, 1985]. In a comparative study of spinal nerve internode lengths in cows,

human and rats, Tuczinski and Friede found that internode length generally increased

with the degree of lengthening of the nerve during development, as if Schwann cells had

initially segmented each myelinated fiber into short internodes and then been stretched

(rather than increasing in number) as the nerve grew [Tuczinski and Friede, 1984]. Since

the eighth cranial nerve lengthens much less than the sciatic over the life of a growing

bullfrog, these results imply that internodal lengths in the eighth nerve should average

less than 1240 pum.

The lack of a more tightly clustered relationship correlation between internode

length L and diameter D may be due in part to the inclusion of data from internodes

abutting the brainstem, which might be atypical internodes. Berthold and Carlstedt have

reported that peripheral nervous system (PNS) internode lengths at the border of feline

dorsal rootlets with the central nervous system (CNS) are 30% shorter on average than
*
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their more distal counterparts, with no corresponding decrease in fiber diameter apparent

at the PNS-CNS border [Berthold, 1977]. They also found that some fibers in feline

dorsal roots did not have a node at the PNS-CNS border. In such cases, the CNS myelin

extended uninterrupted into the PNS for several hundred micrometers. Such cases were

very rare however, so the assumption of the existence of a node at the PNS-CNS border

of the frog eighth nerve seems justified (to the extent that the two species are comparable).

8.4.3 Estimating the Spatial Distribution of
Eighth Nerve Nodes of Ranvier

With measured values now available for fiber diameter distribution, internode

length distribution, and cross sectional axonal areas fraction, one can estimate of the

expected number of nodes of Ranvier within a given volume around a microelectrode in

the bullfrog eighth nerve. One approach to doing this is to use the measured distribution

of fiber diameters Figure 8.8 and the axonal area fraction estimate of Section 8.3.3 to

infer the distribution of nerve cross sectional area per axon. This distribution can then be

combined with Equation 8.1 to estimate the total nerve volume per node of Ranvier,

where internode length is conditioned on fiber diameter to reflect the fact that larger

caliber fibers having longer internodes. Inverting the result yields the number of nodes of

Ranvier per unit nerve volume, which can then be combined with the node-electrode

potential models of Chapter 3 to refine estimates of the optimum number and spacing of

microelectrodes for future versions of multi-microelectrodes. This approach is followed

below.

As a starting point, the fiber diameter distribution of Figure 8.8 must be normalized

and approximated by an analytical function. Although Figure 8.8 is clearly not a Gaussian

distribution (because it is clipped at a minimum fiber diameter of 0.7 pum pum), its shape is

*
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Gaussian curve fit over a limited range to the axon diameter distribution of Figure 8.8.

fit well by a Gaussian curve over a limited range, as shown in Figure 8.10. The probability

density p(D) of fiber diameter can thus be approximated by a truncated Gaussian distribution

with mean 6.88 pm, standard deviation 3.87 pum, range from 0.7 pm to 30.8 pum. To keep

the total area under the curve equal to 1.0 despite clipping off the tails below 0.7 pum and

above 30.8 pum, the standard normal function must be scaled by a factor of 1.058, resulting

in

p(D) = K ed ! ºf (8.2)

where K = 1.058

H = 6.88 pum

s = 3.87 pum

D range = [0.7 pm, 30.8 pum] (with p(D)=0 outside this range)
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Approximating the cross sectional area of each nerve fiber as TD'■ 4, the total cross

sectional area taken up a given eighth nerve fiber of diameter D is

Tº rv2
- – 8.

A(D) #P (8.3)

where F is the axonal-to-total cross sectional area fraction (i.e., the fraction of the total

nerve cross sectional area that is occupied by axons and their sheaths as opposed to

connective tissue, blood vessels, etc.). For some volume in the nerve which projects to a

cross sectional area of Ar, the a priori expectation of the total number of fibers passing

through AT is
Nf = —Al- (8.4)

■ p(D) A(D) dD

Strictly speaking, Equation 8.4 should only apply as long as Ar is greater than the

maximum cross sectional area of a single fiber (about 750 plm’). To accurately model

areas smaller than this, discretization of area into individual fibers should be accounted

for, and the distribution of allowed fiber diameters should exclude fibers larger than the

area under consideration. However, since only a small proportion of fibers have diameters

above 15 pum, the model should be valid for volumes with cross sectional area as small as

175 pum". For volumes with smaller cross sectional areas, the model should slightly

underestimate the expected number of fibers and nodes enclosed.

For each fiber, the probability of a node existing within a segment of axial length

h centered on that fiber's intersection with a given cross sectional plane through the nerve

depends on that fiber's internodal spacing. Assuming the length of a node is negligible

compared to the internode spacing L, each of the p(D)p(LID)N, fibers expected to have

internode length L should on average contribute [h/L] nodes to the total. The expected

) -
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total number of nodes N, in a volume with inner radius R., outer radius R, and cross

sectional area Ar = r(R - Rº) and axial length his

Dmax

2 n.2 Limax

Nn(Ro, Ri, h) = (R-R) h
■ p(D) p(LDHalad (8.5)p(D) A(D) dD || Jon "

= p,[h it (Ré-R■ ) (8.6)

1.■ p(D) p(LID) | dLdB)
where p, -ll/- : (8.7)

■ p(D) A(D) dD

is the per-volume node density, and the polynomial regression fit model of Equation 8.1

can be used to estimate internode length L and conditional probability p(LID). Equations

8.1, 8.2, 8.6 and 8.7 can now be combined to compute an estimate of the expectation

(over random variables D and L) of the number of nodes in a given volume. This is

difficult to do analytically, because the regression coefficients of Equation 8.1 are also

random variables, and they have fairly broad confidence intervals due to the large variance

of internode length L. Moreover, the variance of L is not constant with respect to D (a

condition statisticians call “heteroscedasticity” [Dawson-Saunders and Trapp, 1994]),

barring the use of analytical statistical theory that could otherwise simplify the situation.

For these reasons, it is easiest to resort to numerical methods.

A Monte Carlo simulation was performed to estimate p, based on the data described
º

* *
º
º
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above. For each simulation trial, 1000 fiber diameters D, were chosen randomly according

to the distribution of Equation 8.2, and the area A, was computed for each using Equation

8.3 with F=0.9. For each fiber, an internode length L. and its reciprocal (1/L.) was also

computed, using regression coefficients for Equation 8.1 chosen randomly for each trial

according to normal distributions with variances derived from the confidence limits.

Values of L outside the range [100 pum, 1200 pum] were discarded. The average of the

(1/L) set was then divided by the average of the A, as per Equation 8.7 to yield an

estimate of p. The p, distribution resulting from 1000 Monte Carlo trials of 1000 fibers

each is shown in Figure 8.11. The mean p, is 0.0475 nodes per 1000 um', indicating that

there is a 1 in 21 chance of a node existing within a given cubic volume of nerve 10 pum

on a side.
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FIGURE 8.11
Distribution of the spatial/volume density of nodes of Ranvier in the eighth nerve, as computed using
Equation 8.6 in a Monte Carlo simulation.
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A few points regarding this result should be made clear. First, each sample in the

histrogram of Figure 8.11 represents the p, computed over a simulated bundle of fibers,

so the standard deviation of the histogram is a standard error of the mean p, over an area

containing 1000 fibers. The standard deviation in p, would be higher if a smaller simulated

bundle size were used, but the mean p, would be the same.

Secondly, the model for p, derived above only applies to a priori estimation of the

node density. The model should not be applied to estimate the number of nodes around a

point already known to contain or not to contain a node, since that would alter the

probability Pººl, along the h dimension. Similarly, it should be emphasized that the

model above treats fibers as independently sized. Some regions of the eighth nerve, most

notably the sections innervating the amphibian papilla and those to the semicircular

canals, are known to contain a fiber size distribution that is significantly different from

that of the nerve as a whole [Dunn, 1978].

Finally, the positions of nodes of Ranvier along one fiber are assumed to be

independent of the node positions along all other fibers. In fact, this may not be the case.

Specimens in which multiple fibers’ internodes are dye-filled in a single eighth nerve

often show internode alignment, so that nodes of Ranvier on adjacent fibers tend to

cluster [Della Santina, 1993]. This makes sense given the fact that adjacent fibers tend to

be of similar caliber [Dunn, 1978] and therefore similar internode length (Figure Figure

8.6), while all fibers must have a node of Ranvier at or near the junction of the nerve with

the brainstem [Berthold and Carlstedt, 1977]". An interesting potential result of this is

that the overall node density p, for the entire nerve could vary periodically along the

"Actually, [Berthold and Carlstedt, 1977) found this to be the case in feline dorsal roots, and
analogous work has yet to be done in frog eighth nerve. However, it stands to reason that there must be a
node of Ranvier at the junction between the cranial nerve's Schwann cell myelin and the central nervous
system's oligodendrocyte myelination.

■
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nerve, with a period equal to the mean internode length.

Equation 8.6 and Figure 8.11 can now be used to estimate the expected number of

nodes of Ranvier residing in some volume within the nerve. Three cases of particular

interest include:

(1) the volume immediately around a single microelectrode,
(2) a cross-sectional disk of nerve (as would be sampled by a regeneration-type

multi-microelectrode with unlimited microelectrode sites), and

(3) the track of a needle-like electrode pushed through the nerve acutely.

8.4.3.1 Expected Number of Nodes Within Sight of a Single Microelectrode
on a Regeneration-Type Multi-Microelectrode

Using the results above, one can estimate the number of electrophysiologically

detectable units one ought to record on each electrode channel of a regeneration-type

multi-microelectrode, assuming each unit is the manifestation of a single node of Ranvier.

To do this, one must first estimate the nerve volume from which the microelectrode is

capable of recording units with adequate signal level for detection. The model of Chapter

3 can be used for that purpose, and an such an estimate is developed here for the case of a

regeneration-type multi-microelectrode like that from which most data of Chapter 7 were

recorded (i.e., with 10 pum X 20 pum electrodes and 90 pum x 90 pum via holes).

The model in Chapter 3 was developed to estimate the peak extracellular potential

and signal-to-noise ratio recorded by a flat, round, gold or platinized electrode embedded

in the eighth nerve near a node of Ranvier on a typical amphibian papilla fiber with

axolemma radius r, equal to 2.5 pum (or sheath diameter of about 6.8 pum). As estimated

by that model, an experimenter using a 200 um' flat gold electrode in the spatial configuration

of Figure 3.3 would be able to detect the signal of a node above the expected total noise if

the node lay in the plane of the electrode and within a 15 pum of the electrode edge (see
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Figures 3.3 and 3.12). The electrode voltage falls off with axial distance h from the

electrode at about the same rate that it falls off with radial distance ro (as per Equation

3.7), so the electrode should detect any nodes within about a total distance N(r.” + h’) = 15

pum of the electrode.

To translate this into an estimate of the total “receptive volume” from which the

electrode can record with adequate SNR for detection, the geometry of the actual

regeneration-type multi-microelectrode and nerve must be considered. Nerve fibers regrow

through via holes between the silicon bars that support the microelectrodes. The silicon

bars exclude fibers from the volume immediately under each electrode. Nerve fibers are

also absent from the volume immediately above an electrode, because they do not turn

abruptly to grow along the electrode surface after passing through the via holes. (As

verified by Edell's direct histological observations [Edell, 1980), fibers instead curve

gently around a silicon bar as they grow, separating and rejoining in a streamlined flow

pattern and leaving the area immediately above a planar electrode empty except for

extracellular matrix.) As shown in Figure 4.8, each microelectrode on the devices with

90 pum via holes was positioned about 4 pum from one edge of its supporting bar and much

further from the via hole on the other side of the bar. Therefore, the total nerve volume

from which the electrode should have recorded with adequate signal to noise ratio for

detection can be finally approximated as about one-half of the total volume within 15 pum

of the single 20 pum long edge of the electrode, minus the part of that volume that is

beneath the silicon nitride border between the electrode and via hole. This total receptive

volume is about 11500 pum'. Applying Equation 8.6 to this volume, with p, equal to

0.0475 nodes/(1000 um') gives an estimate of 0.55 detectable units per electrode, assuming

the nerve has regenerated through the via hole adjacent to that electrode.
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This estimate could be adjusted upward to account for the tendency of regenerated

fibers to have shorter internodal lengths [Minwegen and Friede, 1985]. It could also be

adjusted upward to reflect the fact that not all fibers in the nerve are 6.8 pum in diameter,

and that larger fibers should create detectable extracellular potentials over distances greater

than 15 pum (as per Equation 3.6 and Figure 3.4). The estimate could be decreased to

account for a lower density of fibers in regenerated nerve, the possibility that not all

electrodes on a device are beside the via holes through which the nerve chose to regrow,

and the anisotropy of conductivity in nerve tissue. The unknown magnitudes and effects

of these factors require that the estimate of 0.55 units per electrode not be ascribed too

much meaning. (For example, if the distance over which an electrode can detect a typical

node is reduced from 20 pm to 10 pm, the receptive volume would drop to 3808 um' and

the expected number of detected units per electrode would drop to about 0.2.) Nonetheless,

this value is satisfyingly close to the actual number of units detected per electrode in

evaluations of the one implanted frog for which histological observation could confirm

the presence of well-packed regenerated axons near the microelectrodes. In that animal,

electrodes detected an average of about 0.7 units per electrode in the nerve in each of two

recording evaluations.

8.4.3.2 Expected Number of Nodes Within a Nerve Cross Section

As already noted in Chapter 1, a key potential benefit of using silicon processing

techniques to make multi-microelectrodes is that the devices can include active circuitry

for amplification and multiplexing of electrode potentials. With the advent of such active

devices, the number of electrodes that could be monitored on a given device would no

longer be constrained to the number of interconnect wires. Under these conditions, how

* - * →º
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many single-units should an experimenter expect to record from a single nerve?

Assuming a moderately fast clock rate (e.g., 500 kHz) and analog multiplexing

without on-chip data reduction, potentials from each of 50 electrodes on one device could

be sampled at 10 kHz each and multiplexed on to a single output wire. If each electrode

were chosen to be the same size as that considered in the previous section, then an

average of about (0.55)(50) = 28 single units could be expected, assuming full regeneration.

This large number of units would certainly yield multiple fibers from each inner ear

sensory surface.

If an ideal regeneration-type multi-microelectrode were able to detect and record

the extracellular spike train of every node of Ranvier in a given cross sectional slice of

the eighth nerve, how many such spike trains would be recorded? Assuming full coverage

of a 15 pm thick cross sectional “disk” of an eighth nerve 800 pum in diameter, about

t(400 pm)-(15 pm)(0.0475 nodes/1000 pum’)= 358 single units could be expected. Of

course, real devices occupy volume within a nerve, so this is an unattainable upper

bound. Nonetheless, such an estimate helps to give a sense of the potentials and limitations

of extracellular recording with multi-microelectrodes designed to sample a cross sectional

plane of a nerve.

8.4.3.3 Expected Number of Nodes Within Sight of a Microelectrode Track

Sharpened metal needle microelectrodes have long been used for acute, short-term

extracellular recording of neural signals, particularly in cortical tissue. They are less

commonly used for recording from nerve than are glass micropipettes, which record

intra-axonally and therefore yield much greater signal-to-noise ratio. However, needle

microelectrodes offer a useful medium between glass micropipettes (which can be used
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acutely and give high SNR, but cannot hold units for long times) and regeneration-type

electrodes (which can record multiple units with adequate SNR over long periods, but

only after a long wait for regeneration).

A typical needle microelectrode is made of tungsten, steel or Pt/Ir wire

electrochemically sharpened to a half-angle of 5° and a tip less than 1 pum in diameter and

insulated with varnish or Parylene C down to within - 25 pum of the tip. Such an

electrode has = 170 um exposed metal area and an impedance (at 1 kHz, in room

temperature 0.9% NaCl saline) of about 2 MQ. Although the models of Chapter 3 were

derived for electrodes that are flat disks rather than cones, this area and impedance are

comparable to those of the electrodes considered above. Therefore, a rough estimate of

the “receptive volume” around the exposed tip of a metal needle microelectrode is a

sphere of = 15 pum radius.

Along the track of a single straight pass through the full 800 pum diameter of an

eighth nerve, such an electrode can be expected to encounter about it■ 15 pm)-(800

pum)(0.0475 nodes/1000 um') = 27 extracellular single units, assuming it stays extracellular

and does not damage the nerve significantly as it advances. This prediction can be

directly tested, as described in the following section.

8.4.4 Direct Measurement of the Spatial Distribution of Units
& Comparison to Distribution of Nodes

In Section 8.4.3, an estimate of the number of nodes of Ranvier in a given eighth

nerve volume was derived and translated into an a priori estimate of the spatial distribution

of electrophysiologically detectable units in the volume. A preliminary test of this model

was performed by passing conventional tungsten needle electrodes through acutely exposed

eighth nerves in healthy frogs. The results of these tests are summarized in this section.

>

º
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8.4.4.1 Methods

Healthy male bullfrogs sized 5” to 7” snout-to-vent length were prepared as for

dye-filling (see Section 8.2.1). A custom-fabricated array of tungsten needle

microelectrodes for acute recording was employed for recording extracellular action

potentials (Frederick Haer Co., Brunswick, ME). The array comprised four tungsten

microelectrode wires spaced 200 pum apart in a linear array of polyimide tubes affixed to

a steel shaft (Figure 8.12). Each microelectrode was formed from 125 pum diameter

tungsten wire, electrochemically sharpened over the last 3 mm of its length to a sub-micron

tip diameter and a cone half-angle of 4.5° to 7°. The sharpened wires were insulated by

repeated dipping in heat-cured two-part epoxy (Epoxylite, Pasadena, CA), and a ramped

sinusoidal current was passed between the electrode and a saline solution to ablate the

insulation within 25 pum of the tip (as verified by scanning electron microscopy).

For extracellular recording experiments, the tungsten probe array was simply

substituted for the glass microelectrode in the single-unit recording apparatus described

in Section 8.2.1. Modelling clay was used to prevent the electrode wires from sliding

within the polyimide tubes once their relative lengths were set. All stimulus presentation

equipment and methods were the same as those used for dye-filling, with minor

modifications. In order to more faithfully simulate recording with silicon devices, the

lab-built nine-channel differential amplifier designed for those experiments was used.

Spare channels were used to record differentially between electrodes within the array in

addition to single-ended recordings with respect to a Ag|AgCl,0.3M KCl/agar reference

electrode in contact with the frog's wet skin.

As in Chapter 7, REVCOR analysis of stimulus-response characteristics was used

in conjunction with spike rate to physiologically identify each unit, so as to avoid double
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counting a given single unit with a changing spike waveform and to avoid mistakenly

lumping together different single units with indistinguishable spike waveforms. However,

no real-time spike sorting system was available for these experiments, so detection and

sorting was accomplished by direct observation of electrode potentials as displayed on

analog and digital storage oscilloscope and played over an audio monitor. Using these

methods, a more strict criterion for spike detection is required than could be allowed with

use of waveform-based detection and sorting methods; therefore, spikes were only accepted

as action potentials if their peaks were more than 50% higher than the approximate peak

of the background noise. Assuming the noise was Gaussian-distributed, this translates to

a (spike-peak/noise-rms-level) ratio of about five.

Because tungsten needles are quite large in diameter far back from the tip, they

tended to push a nerve away as they advance into it, making measurement of distances

over which an electrode was driven by the hydraulic system unreliable. This problem

was overcome (to the extent possible) two different ways. In earlier experiments, two or

more needles were advanced into the nerve simultaneously at points 200 pum apart, and

both were advanced only for 200 pum into the nerve. Visual monitoring of the needles’

advance confirmed that needle tips could usually go this deep before pushing the nerve

enough to invalidate distances measured with the hydraulic drive; however, variation in

depth of penetration was unavoidable. A conservative estimate of the range of error in

this method of depth measurement is + 100 p.m.

In later experiments, only one of the four needles was used at a time and the

electrode was pushed completely through the eighth nerve. Entry into and exit from a

nerve were confirmed visually and by noting DC potential and electrode impedance shifts

that occurred at the pia mater. The distance between entry and exit points was then
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measured visually (under the surgical dissecting scope), and used as the measure of the

microelectrode's track length. The error of this method of measuring track length was

estimated at 10%.

Immediately after each experiment, electrodes were cleaned for 20 minutes in

enzymatic contact lens cleaning solution (Optizyme(8), Allergan, Irvine, CA), denatured

for 20 minutes in contact lens disinfecting solution (Hydrocare(8), Allergan), rinsed

thoroughly in deionized water, and dried with CO. Electrodes were stored dry in air

between uses, and reused as long as they remained visibly intact and their impedances did

not decrease from initial levels.

8.4.4.2 Results

Before making electrophysiological recordings, the impedance of each tungsten

needle was measured, using the Neuroprobe amplifier's 500 Hz exciter. Impedances

measured in the cerebrospinal fluid just above the eighth nerve (with respect to the

Ag|AgCl counter electrode) averaged 3.8 MQ, 4.0 MQ, 6.8 MQ and 3.3 MQ for the four

microelectrodes (N = 4 measurements each).

A total of 21 tracks were passed through the eighth nerves of five bullfrogs. Ten

tracks were passed completely through the nerve, and the remainder were passed to a

nominal depth of 200 pum. In every track, one or more extracellular units of adequate

peak height for confident detection were encountered. Extracellular units ranged in peak

to-peak height from 20 piv to 150 p.W (above background noise of about 10 p.V P-P to 30

HV P-P) and were typically recorded singly or in pairs. Some spike trains recorded in

some locations included as many as four obviously distinct waveforms concluded to

represent different units. In several instances, a microelectrode apparently punctured a

fiber and began recording intracellular action potentials of peak height as high as 1 mV.
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These intracellular units were clearly identifiable and were counted separately from the

extracellular units.

Table 8.1 summarizes the track length and number of extracellular and intracellular

units encountered in each track. Data in the table are divided into two groups according

to method of track length measurement. Data derived from full passes through the nerve

considered to be more precise and therefore of higher quality. The mean number of

extracellular units measure for each 100 pum segment of electrode track was 1.7 units/100

pum. If only the higher quality data are considered, the value is 1.8 units/100 pum. If some

fraction of the units recorded intracellularly represent axons that would have been recorded

extracellularly had they not been punctured, then the mean total number of extracellular

units could range as high as 2.4 units/100 pum.

8.4.4.3 Comment

In Section 8.4.3.3, the number of nodes of Ranvier that could be detected by a

needle microelectrode of 200 pm area was estimated at 27 units/800 um track, or about

3.4 units / 100 pum track. The actual number of units detected in these direct measurements

was about one half of this. While the predicted value was higher than the observed result,

agreement within a factor of two is a satisfying result, particularly given the necessary

approximations underlying the estimate. As noted above, one must bear these

approximations in mind when deciding how meaningful a model result is, even when that

result agrees well in the mean with observations. Nonetheless, these results suggest that

the approach in Section 8.4.3.3 can be useful in giving an estimate of the number of units

an experimenter should expect to record with a given extracellular electrode in the bullfrog

eighth nerve.
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Track Length Data Rating Number of Units Units/100 um track
(um) extracell intracell extracell. intracell.
232 A (+ 10%) 6 O 2.6 0.0
225 A (+ 10%) 4 1 1.8 0.4
225 A (+ 10%) 5 1 2.2 0.4
640 A (+ 10%) 9 7 1.4 1.1
640 A (+ 10%) 16 6 2.5 0.9
285 A (+ 10%) 7 1 2.5 0.4
285 A (+ 10%) 6 O 2.1 0.0
900 A (+ 10%) 12 9 1.3 1.0
900 A (+ 10%) 10 14 1.1 1.6
900 A (+ 10%) 7 1 0.8 0.1

Average for A 1.8 0.6

200 B (+ 100 pm) 2 O 1.0 0.0
200 B (+ 100 pm) 2 O 1.0 0.0
200 B (+ 100 pum) 5 O 2.5 0.0
200 B (+ 100 pm) 1 O 0.5 0.0
200 B (+ 100 pm) 4 O 2.0 0.0
200 B (+ 100 pm) 2 O 1.0 0.0
200 B (+ 100 pm) 1 O 0.5 0.0
200 B (+ 100 pm) 3 1 1.5 0.5
200 B (+ 100 pm) 2 O 1.0 0.0
200 B (+ 100 pm) 8 2 4.0 1.0
200 B (+ 100 um) 4 O 2.0 0.0

Average for B 1.5 0.1

Grand Average 1.7 0.4

Table 8.1

Summary of track length and number of extracellular units encountered in each track
Data are divided into two groups according to method of track length measurement;
Lengths (A) are from complete passes through a nerve, and are + 10%. Lengths (B)
are from partial penetrations, and are + 100 pum.
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8.5 Conclusion

The microelectrode design procedure described in Chapter 3 gave estimates of

optimal electrode sizes for a given distance between the electrode edge and the nearest

node of Ranvier. An important adjunct to that model is an estimate of the spatial

distribution of nodes of Ranvier within the eighth nerve, from which one can estimate the

number of extracellular single units that should be recorded by a constellation of

microelectrodes.

This chapter presented the results of direct measurements of the distribution of

fiber diameters and internodal spacing for fibers in the bullfrog eighth nerve. Those

measurements were used to derive a relation for predicting internodal length based on

fiber diameter, a parameter that is easy to measure from cross sectional slices of eighth

nerve tissue. A combination of that relation and a fiber diameter histogram measured by

microscopy of eighth nerve cross sections was used in a Monte Carlo simulation to derive

an estimate of the number of nodes of Ranvier in any volume within an eighth nerve.

This estimate, about 0.0475 nodes/1000 um', was applied to the case of regeneration-type

microelectrode like those described in this dissertation, with good agreement between

observations and model predictions. A direct test of the model was performed by comparing

model predictions to the actual number of extracellular units recorded using metal needle

microelectrodes in bullfrog eighth nerve. Again, model predictions agreed fairly well

with observations.

Although the above procedure was derived using data measured on bullfrog eighth

nerve and its results are therefore quantitatively specific to that system, the approach is

generally applicable to forecasting the number of nodes in any nerve under study. Given
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estimates of fiber diameter distributions, axon-to-total area fraction and internode length

dependence on fiber diameter, one can estimate the number of nodes of Ranvier in any

volume within a nerve. Combining this with a model of the extracellular potential field

generated by each node (as in Chapter 3) and an estimate of the noise level above which

neural signals must exist to be seen, one should be able to estimate the number of units

encountered by a static set of microelectrodes (as on a regeneration-type multi

microelectrode), a needle microelectrode moving along a track, or any other

electrophysiological arrangement.
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Summary and
Future Directions

9.1 Summary

This dissertation has described the development and application of regeneration-type

multi-microelectrodes for electrophysiological recording from the bullfrog eighth nerve.

Chapter 1 described the rationale for undertaking the present work. The

electrophysiological utility of a chronic, stable, multi-electrode interface to the eighth

nerve was explained, and a history of previous efforts toward that goal was recounted.

The idea of regeneration-type multi-microelectrodes was introduced, and the technological

evolution of such devices was described to place the current work in a historical context.

Finally, a review of neurophysiological literature pertinent to regeneration of the bullfrog

eighth nerve indicated the biological plausibility of successful application of the

regeneration-type electrode approach to bullfrog eighth nerve.

Before embarking on the significant effort required to develop the devices and

methods required for their successful application, preliminary studies of the animal model

were performed to examine relevant anatomy, test surgical procedures for implantation,

and confirm the ability of adult bullfrogs to regenerate physiologically functional eighth

nerve axons after nerve transection. These studies were the topic of Chapter 2. Surgical

access was worked out, and device implantation was found to be difficult but feasible.

Gross and histological anatomical measurements were made on bullfrog eighth nerve to

refine surgical methods and provide data for device design. Micropipette recording of
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multiple single units in a regenerated eighth nerve confirmed that adult bullfrogs of 5” to

7” snout-to-vent length do regrow physiologically viable axons after eighth nerve section.

Based on those findings, a set of regeneration-type multi-microelectrodes was

designed, in concert with an improved version of an existing and proven fabrication

process flow. The rationale underlying the designs was detailed in Chapter 3. Issues of

morphological biocompatibility, mechanical stability and surgical access were accounted

for in design of overall device sizing and structure and in via hole sizing and spacing.

Signal level, single-to-noise ratio, and recording selectivity were considered extensively.

Models describing expected extracellular potential levels, electrode signal levels, signal

shunting and attenuation, electrode thermal noise, and amplifier noise were developed

and combined to estimate optimum sizing for microelectrodes, interconnect lines and

bond pads. Although these models employ parameter values specific to the bullfrog

eighth nerve and gold or platinized planar electrodes, the approach is general and should

be of use to researchers designing different electrodes for different animal models.

Once designs had been reduced to photolithographic masks, the devices were

fabricated on silicon wafers using a process flow detailed in Chapter 4. That chapter first

described the original process employed for device fabrication, in which mechanical

lapping was used to thin the devices. Devices made that way suffered from low yield and

relatively great fragility, so the process was altered to use to KOH etch and back side

etching to selectively thin the devices only where necessary, with greatly improved yield

and device strength. The final process is capable of 1 pum resolution in surface features

and membrane thickness (via hole depth) of ~25 pum, resulting in devices with tightly

controlled dimensions and material composition, high fabrication yield, and great flexibility

of device layout. Importantly, the process flow employs only relatively low-temperature
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methods for film deposition and patterning, leaving available the opportunity to incorporate

active circuits for amplification and multiplexing on future versions of the devices without

the need to develop a complex, custom active circuit fabrication sequence. Chapter 4

closed with presentation of the resulting devices and a discussion of bulk machining

methods and choice of insulating dielectric films.

As noted at the outset of Chapter 5, packaging of silicon electronic devices for

chronic implantation remains a difficult but tractable problem. That chapter described

the methods employed for forming interconnections between multi-microelectrodes and

extracorporeal amplifiers, and considered how these methods should be adapted for actively

powered versions of the devices.

Before implantation into animals, packaged devices were characterized in vitro.

Chapter 6 described the technique used for measurement of impedance spectra and presented

resulting impedance data for both gold and platinized microelectrodes as functions of

frequency, electrode size, and time under soak in room temperature normal saline. The

resulting impedance spectra were compared to the predictions of the impedance models

employed in the designs of Chapter 3, with good agreement between the two despite

fairly wide electrode-to-electrode variability. Electrode thermal noise and amplifier noise

were measured directly and compared to predictions based on impedance spectra. The

amplifiers constructed for this work generated input-referred noise of about 55 nV/NHz at

1 kHz, about equal to the thermal noise of bare gold electrodes smaller than about 1024

um area. Platinization lowered impedances and thermal noise voltages measured in vitro

by one to two orders of magnitude. As in Chapter 3, neural noise was noted as an

important unknown in signal-to-noise calculations for microelectrode and amplifier design.

With all preparatory work completed, packaged and impedance-tested devices
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were implanted into a cohort of bullfrogs in a first attempt to employ micromachined

silicon devices for chronic recording from multiple single units within the bullfrog eighth

nerve. Chapter 7 detailed the methods and results of this endeavor, which despite low

yield ultimately succeeded in selectively recording activity from four to six single units

per nerve for up to nine hours continuously and over a period of nine weeks in repeated

evaluations. Action potentials detected ranged from 30 p.V P-P to 120 p.V P-P over a

noise floor of about 5 p.V RMS, an adequate signal-to-noise ratio for spike detection and

sorting. Possible neural signals of lower amplitude were apparent, suggesting that inclusion

of active circuits for on-chip buffering and noise-reduction of microelectrode signals

should yield increased numbers of cleanly detectable neural signals.

A battery of neurophysiological analyses was employed to study the firing

characteristics of single units recorded, both to test the functionality of recorded units and

to identify and track them over time. Waveform-based spike-sorting and peristimulus

time histograms revealed that some recorded units were clearly auditory fibers, while

others were of vestibular origin. Reverse correlation analysis of stimulus-response

transduction characteristics for auditory fibers was employed to show unequivocally that

two amphibian papillar units recorded on the same microelectrode in evaluations nine

weeks apart were not the same fiber. Although a finding to the contrary would have been

welcomed as a demonstration of unprecedented stability of the device-nerve interface, the

result does constitute a useful first estimate of the duration over which a regeneration-type

electrode might be expected to hold a given set of single units in the bullfrog eighth (or

any other) nerve'. This finding also suggests that the many easily measured and well

"As noted in Chapter 7, long-term change in the population of units detected by an implant in the
eighth nerve may be due to on-going regeneration or tissue remodelling. Further study of the time course
of regeneration through implants and appearance/disappearance of units may reveal that the nerve-electrode
interface eventually reaches a steady state in which a population of units can be recorded indefinitely.
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characterized degrees of freedom in eighth nerve responses to natural, non-electrical,

non-contact inner ear stimuli make the eighth nerve a potentially useful system in which

to separately stimulate, identify, and track single units. In this context, the bullfrog

eighth nerve preparation developed here may serve as a useful test-bed for further

development of regeneration-type multi-microelectrodes being designed for other

applications, a quid pro quo for the multicellular recording capability these devices have

brought to the study of inner ear biophysics.

Despite the successful application of the multi-microelectrodes in vivo, the number

of single units detected was somewhat lower than initially expected, raising the question

of how many single units can be detected by a given constellation of microelectrodes. In

anticipation of the need for an improved estimate of the mean number of detectable units

per electrode (which would affect the required number of microelectrodes, data channels,

clock rates, etc., in future multi-microelectrode versions), the study detailed in Chapter 8

was undertaken. Dye-filling of single Schwann cell internodes was used to measure fiber

diameters and internodal lengths, and these data were combined to derive a relation for

estimating internode length from fiber diameter. Cross sectional nerve sections were then

used to measure a fiber diameter distribution, and all data were combined to yield a

probabilistic estimate of the number of nodes of Ranvier one can expect to enclose in any

specified nerve volume (about 0.0475 nodes per 1000 pm'). As a preliminary test of this

prediction, a tungsten wire microelectrode with exposed area comparable to that used on

the silicon devices was used to directly measure the number of detectable units in the

eighth nerve. Approximately 1.8 identifiably different single units were encountered per

100 pum of track though each nerve, reasonably close to the value predicted by the

models developed in Chapter 3 and 8. While the values measured in Chapter 8 were
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specific to the bullfrog eighth nerve, the approach should generalize to any other nerve

under consideration for application of microelectrodes for chronic (and thus necessarily

extracellular) recording.

9.2. Future Directions

9.2.1. Alternative Multi-Microelectrode Designs for Future Research

The experiments detailed in Chapter 7 demonstrated that regeneration-type multi

microelectrodes can offer a significant and useful addition to the set of electrophysiological

techniques available for study of inner ear biophysics. Despite the advantages and

potential value of the method, however, it can be time-consuming and low in yield of

successful animals, and it is not applicable to mammalian eighth nerve. The common

factor in these drawbacks is the need for successful regeneration of implanted nerves,

which are completely transected at the implant site. Therefore, future research should

augment refinement of the regeneration electrode technique with parallel development of

a multi-microelectrode that does not require nerve transection and regeneration.

One potentially useful approach would be to adapt the masks and fabrication

process described in Chapters 3 and 4 to include pitchfork-like silicon multi-microelectrodes

that could be inserted into the nerve without sectioning it. These could alleviate the need

for regeneration (allowing acute recording and recording from nerves that do not regenerate)

while not drastically degrading the recording stability of the system, as long as devices

are immobilized with respect to the nerve. Barbs or other protrusions from each tine of a

multi-tined pitchfork may help accomplish this. A first-iteration pitchfork-type probe has

been designed for fabrication using the same process currently employed to make

regeneration-type devices. This approach allows simultaneous fabrication of both types
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of device on the same wafer and would permit prototyping and testing of pitchfork-type

devices for fabrication yield, mechanical characteristics and electrophysiological utility

without a large additional investment outside the existing development path for regeneration

type devices. By completely etching out silicon from beneath long metal interconnect

traces, one could also incorporate integrated gold cables for interconnection between the

device implanted in nerve and a distant set of more accessible bond pads. However,

fabrication of integral cables that are strong, flexible, adequately insulated and CMOS

compatible may well require modifications to the current fabrication process flow.

9.2.2. Other Directions for Future Research

The work reported in previous chapters points toward several potentially fruitful

directions for future research relevant to the design, application and analysis of technologies

for multicellular recording from nerves. Some projects to be pursued in the near future

are listed in this final section.

Refinement of the regeneration-type devices and techniques for their application

will continue. A key area of study will be in packaging and interconnects, with integral

cables to obviate wire-by-wire bonding and insulation being a central goal. Plating of

metal up out of the plane of the wafer surface, use of ultra-small platinized microelectrodes,

and other electrode design and conditioning methods will be explored in an effort to

minimize noise while increasing the coupling between microelectrodes and adjacent nodes

of Ranvier. Work toward integration of active circuits on the devices will continue as

part of the on-going research toward that goal by the members of the Kovacs laboratory

[Kovacs et al., 1994; Whitehurst et al., 1992].

A new generation of multi-microelectrodes based on the pitchfork design is planned

for development in parallel with further regeneration-type devices. Using the same
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process sequence for both types of devices should speed development of both. Particular

attention will be paid to packaging and implantation techniques specific to the pitchfork-type

probes to ensure that the potential benefits of these new devices are not offset by increased

device failure due to migration or fracture.

The model of extracellular potentials recorded by electrodes in a nerve (Chapter

3) will be refined and extended to include effects of neurally-generated noise and the

anisotropy and heterogeneity of conductivity. The single unit density measurements of

Chapter 8 will be continued, and the results will be combined with that chapter’s estimate

of node of Ranvier distributions to further refine the model of nodal potential fields.

Finally, other neural systems in which multi-microelectrodes might be exploited

will be explored. Of particular interest in this regard is the optic nerve/tract, which

regenerates unaided in the bullfrog [Sperry, 1945a] and which can be induced to regenerate

in mammals along peripheral nerve implants [Keirstead et al., 1989; Carter et al., 1994].
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